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Judge King has heard several divorce cases
but only one entry has been made on the
docket, E. H. Goodwi vs. Nellie R. Goodwin
Burnham parties. Cause, cruel and abusive

Supreme Judicial Court.

Associate Justice Amo W. King of Ellsworth, Presiding.
The January term of the Supreme Judicial
Court opened in the Court House Tuesday,
January 7th.
Judge, Arno W. King, Ellsworth.
Stenographer, Charles O. Barrows, Portland,
Clerk, George I. Keating, Belfast.
Chaplain, Rev. Walter F, Sturtevant.
County Attorney, Eben F. Littlefield, Belfast.
Sheriff, Frank A. Cushman, Belfast.
Crier, Charles S Adams, Searsmont.
Messenger, Laforest L Robbins, Belfast.
Deputy Sheriffs in attendance: P. G. Hurd of
Northport, in charge of Grand Jury; Albert A.
Payson of Brooks, in charge of First Traverse
Jury; Frank E. Webster of Waldo, in charge
of Second Traverse Jury.
The Grand Jury. The grand jury organized Tuesday morning with Wm. A. Mason,
! Belfast, foreman. Messrs. Sylvester and Liniken failed to appear Tuesday morning: Fred
Batchelder, Bui nham; Charles Beal, Frankfort;
John P. Bragg, Islesboro; George G. Cilley,
Thorndike; L. B. Clifford, Stockton Springs;
Earl Cross, Morrill; E<i. Davis, Belfast; J. W.
Deane, Fret dom; F. H. Dutton, Unity; Lester
Eaton, Searsport; George El well, Northport;

treatment.
The grand jury
reported Wednesday noon
having found eeven indictments, only two of
which are made public by the
County Attorney: Frank Meaervey of Belfast and Fred
Dodge of Isleaboro, both for larceny It is a
current report that there were no
liquor indictments.
The first case to be heard was opened Wednesday morning. George W. Partridge of
bearsport vs Northern Maine Seaport R R Co
A drawn jury, with W C Bowden
foreman'
was
empanelled.
Messrs.
Read, Clegg
Peavey and Spinney were drawn but excused
the action was brought to recover for
piling
furnished in 1906 in the construction of the
wharves at Stockton Springs. A S Littlefield

of

Rockland; Harry Bangs of Searsport ap
peared for the plaintiff and L C Stearns of

tfangor for the defendant.
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Holbrook, Prospect; VY. S. Jones, Palermo; Daniel O. Liniken, Knox; Oscar E. Littlefield, \\ interport; True P. Moody, Searsmont;
C. A. Morrill, Belmont; \Y. S
Nickerson,
Swanville; Wilder S. Parker, Monroe; Gilbert
T. Small, Troy; Charles Stevens, Lincolnville;
Janies B..Sylvester, Montville.
First Traverse Jury. James W. Libby,
Unity, foreman; Arthur J. Edmunds, Winterport; Edward B. I.unt, Belfast; Harry Merrithew, Searsport; Leslie P. Miller, B lfast;
Ambrose Pearson, Morrill; E. C. Peavey,
Swanville; A. M. Shibles, Knox; Fred A. Shute,
Stockton Springs;E. A Sprague, Waldo; Frank
S.udiey, Searsport; Charles A. Warren, Mon-

graphs:

much interested in reading the notice
reprinted this week from the New York
Herald about the Joseph Bonaparte estate at
Point Breeze, Bordentown, N. J„ and now
owned by Harris Hammond, son of“John
“I

Hays
thought I had already said
enough about the place in The Journal, so did
not send the clipping to you,
though about a
half dozen people mailed or gave it to me the
day after it appeared. I went on to the New
York performance for the benefit of the Woman’s 1 itanic Memorial Fund, given in the
Century Theatre on Friday, the 6th of December, at the Hammond’s invitation, and went
with them to spend the
following Sunday at
Hammond, Esq.
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NEW CASES.
H C Buzzell entered the
following cases.
James F Marden, Libelant vs Flora M Marden;
Libellee; A K Curtis, M D vs William George;
Vaughn E Perkins, Libelant vs John E Perkins, Libellee; Mary E Nickerson vs Carlton O
Bailey and John B Merrill, Gdn; Louise- B
Bailey, Libeiant vs Hiram M Bailey, Libellee;
■Spencer, Eaton & Co vs G C Kilgore, M D;
Charles b Hill vs George Ryan; Eva M Knowllon, Libelant vs Forest A Knowlton. Libellee.
Jonn li t arlsu vs James Melvin; Arthur Rum*
ney, Libelant vs Maud G Rumney, Libellee;
Harold Denham vs F N Hoyle; Titcnmb Brothers vs V
lack; Phillip VVillet vs F N Hoyle;
Carrie B Spaulding, Libelant vs Robert
Spaulding, Libellee; William E Grinnell vs Henry B
Black; Charles E Pago vs William A McFarland; Jennie U Allen. Libelant vs Ivory B Allen, Libellee; Robert H. Patterson vs John R
Dunton, Admr; H A Rich Co vs M j Grindle;
H J Webber vs George Towers; R P Leonard vs
G W Cooks* n; The Walter M
Lowney Co vs F
C Atwoud; Ida Atwood, Admx vs Clarence
Ford.
Arthur Ritchie entered cases as follows:
Arthur Ritchie vs J C Kneeland, et al; T N
Pearson vs A T McKenney et als; Waldo Trust
Co vs Bertha F Gray et als; Mason & Hall vs
A T Nickerson; Charles E Stearns vs James D
Clement; Mathews Bros vs 8 G Ritterbush;
Harrison C Stover vs .E A Hussey;
George
Rose, Jr, vs Charles Meserve; Read Garage <fe
Machine Co vs Pendleton Bros; J B
Nealey vs
Swett & Co; Harold Reynolds vs J. A Adams;
C W Berry vs F A Luce; T P Thompson, libt,

come

teresting pictures and framed documents, some
>f them bearing the signatures of Washington
ind his contemporaries.
••I've read with great regret in this week’s
lournal of the death of Augustus Perry, Esq.,
Belfast’s oldest resident. He had been often
n my mind during the past weeks, while I
lave been burning the midnight oil in
going
>ver and arranging the list of persons
who,
have died in Belfast since 1S75 for the chapter
>n Necrology in Vol. II. of Williamson’s His:ory. I had been struck with the advanced
iges to which many of the former residents
ived, and the very night of Mr Perry’s death
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ferocious companion as we are in the habit of
leing with our sleekest “coon cats.” Then,
:oo, the house is full of a lot of the most in-
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tracted my attention, and of which I noticed
mention in the article, were: a full sized
sparring ring built in the open air, for the
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Dunton & Morse.

Higgins.
Ryan vs Dirigo Mutual

si_.1

surface and traced their course by
the hollows, which had sunk a foot or
more at intervals across the lawns and fields
and chestnut groves that surround the house.
“Mr. Harris Hammond, like all the members
if that family, is a man of wide and catholic
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jvno w'ere on
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lot all

E P Treat
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prevented by brick walls, built by the
of the Catholic church, who occupied
it for a school site for some time. We then

Nathan B Russell vs Edgar Swears. Ritchie.
Philbrick.
Mertland Swett vs Leonard Miilard et al.
Dunton & Morse. Merrill & Merrill.
O W Woodbury vs Edwin Jenkins.
Dunton
& Morse. Ritchie.
EP Treat vs Margaret Thompson. Buzzell

W A

ncini.,

members
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for restoring it, under Mr. Shinn’s direction, were discussed that day.
“We entered two of the underground
passages, through which a coach and four might
have been driven, at the river’s bank, and
penetrated for some distance until our
passage

SATURDAY.
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plans

E E Swift vs J B Dubose.
Buzzell. Ritchie.
E H Crocker vs P M Lawrence.
Ritchie. C
A Knight. Dunton & Morse.
Essex Fertilizer Company vs George O Dan-

tile.
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George Partridge
Bangs. Dunton & Morse.
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corner

Wellman,
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F. A. Harmon, Thorndike.
Among the out of town attorneys present
were Louis C Stearnes of Bangor, C.
W.Hussey
of Waterville, A S Littlefield of Rockland, W
C T Runnells and Harry Bangs of Searsport,
Janies Libby of Unity;
Ellery Bowden of
Winterport; W C Conary, Bucksport.
Cases were assigned as follows:

as
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are

was

you

Second Traverse Jury. W. C. Bowden,
Prospect, foreman; William F. Bryant, Searsoccurring on mont; C. E. Carr, Palermo; George C. Carter.
Carter, E. H. Knowlton, Montville: Samuel Clegg, Frankfort; Chester
D. Cross, Line Unville; Merton Haley, Winternd Mrs. Mary H. Whitport; Clarence M. Hurd, Liberty; Lewis Knight
Northport; George B. Roberts, Brooks; Clari Albert P. Colson to take ence E. Read, Belfast; Fred G. Spinney, Belfast.
steam plant in the Waldo
A A. Pendleton of Islesboro and Charles E.

*.

I

personal letter from Mr. Alfred Johnson,
date of Jan. 3rd, contains so much of
local and general interest that we have taken
the liberty of printing the f
Rowing paraA

under

get
knowledge of
sarly times, in clearing up hazy questions
rnat a rich fund of reminiscences of by-gone
lays must have sunk down with him into the
?rave is probable from the character of his
nteresting paper delivered at the One Hun-
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Iredth

<»f the First

Congregation-

Chu eh, held in ltt9C, which aiso,by a strange
omcidence, I was reading, with a view to referring to it in the history, on the night of his
leeease. The quaint, correc.ly attired figure,
ind the kindness and courtesy ot this old-time
tl

gentleman,
>{ the

are

summers

among the earliest recollection
of my childhood spent in Bel-

first time I w^ent to the
obtain a money order. The operation seemed to me a complicated one, and I
:ast.

I well recall the
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showing my ignorance of the method
procedure. But the character of my “busi

ireaded
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less,”—1 forget
1 could

not

now

its nature—was such that

intrust it to my

father,

or

subject

to his questioning by asking him what
did when he went to get money orders.
“I stood,hat in hand, a bashful trembling boy

nyself
le

feeling

out of

place

to

begin with, and in

ronstant dread lest my father might come in
md find me almost hidden behind others in
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The Churches.

in this connection Mr. Wilson
spoke of the
effort soon to be made to organize an Associated Charities in this
city. The Ladies Circle,
with 31 members, has
adopted new bylaws
and
constitution and has had a
served.
prosperous
The
Seaside
Spiritualist Society hold regular year, during which they held two parish
Th officers of Aurora Rebekah Lodge, No. 10,
1. O. O. F., will be installed Tuesday evening, Sunday services at their place of meeting on suppers, two public supper, two white elephant
parties and an entertainment; had electric
Jan. 14th, at 8 30 o'clock. All Odd Fellows and High street at 2.30 and 7.30 p. m.
The services at the Universalist church for | lights put into the church and painted and patheir families are cordially invited to be preethe week will be as follows: K. O. K. A. Satur- ! pered several rooms at the
8ent.
parsonage,etc. They
day night; preaching service Sunday morning 1 have voted to redecorate and put a steel ceilAt the regular meeting last Friday evening
into
the auditorinm of the church, and
at 10.45; Sunday school at noon.
ing
of Primrose
Chapter, O. E. S., Arthur Ritchie
their finance; are in a
The Christian Scientists hold services in 1
satisfactory condition,
was elected
Worthy Patron, Charles R:
The Knights of King Arthur have a member- I
Coombs, elected at a previous meeting, having their hall, 127 Main street, Sunday morning at |
ship of 22 boys and are doing a successful
11 o’clock and Wednesday
declined to serve.
evening at 7.30 j work. The Guild has
had a prosperous year;
o’clock to which all are welcome.
District Deputy Grand Master L. E McMahas held 16 meetings and has beer, as active as
The services next Sunday at Mason’s Mills | usual.
han of this city, accompanied by District DepThe Woman’s Missionary
society, with
uty Junior Warden Edward F. Littlefield, went will be held at 10.30 a. m., followed by the Sun- 24 members, nas held its
meeings as usual, and
the
and
at
to Unity Jan. 1st and installed
officers of day school,
Trinity Reformed church at beside studying mission work at home
and
Invictus lodge of Odd Fellows. A banquet 2.30 p m. followed by Sunday school.
abroad, has aided it in practical ways. The
and dance followed.
The services at the North church will be as welcoming committee had
attended to their
1
Timothy Chase Lodge, F. & A. M., has elect- follows: Junior C. E., Thursday at 3.45 p. m.; duties, as usual, during the year past. Officers
ed officers as follows: Ralph Hayford, W. M.;
prayer meeting, Thursday at 7.30 p. m.; Castle and committees were elected as
follows: Clerk
Frank Brainhall, S. W ; Willis G. Hazeltine, 6. North, K. O. K. A., Friday at 7 p. m.; morning of church, Dr. A.
Millett; church treasurer,
W.; George A. Quimby, Treas.; Charles E. worship Sunday at 10.45 a. m.; Sunday school Dr. A. O. Stoddard; auditor, Rev. D. L.
W'ilson;
Johnson, Sec.: R. B Rand, S. D.; A. Perry Sunday at 12 m.; C. E. Society Sunday at 6.30 business committee. Deacons 11. M.
Prentiss,
Coombs, S. D.; Alvin Blodgett, Tyler. George p. m.
M. C. Hill, Dr. A. O. Stoddard, Rev. D. L. Wilj
A. Quimby was elected trustee for three years.
The first anniversary of the inauguration of son; standing committee, Rev. D. L.
Wilson,
The officers will be installed at the next regu- the men’s
meetings at the Universalist church Deacons H.M. Prentiss and M.C Hill, Dr.A.Millar meeting
will be observed in the
vestry tomorrow', Fri- lett, Mrs. L. A. Knowlton; Sunday school comAt the regular meeting, Jan. 2nd, of Belfast
day, evening. A supper will be served to the mittee, H. M. Prentiss, Miss Caroline W. Field,
Commandery, Knights of the Golden Cross, members of the Forum and invited guests, and ! Mrs. Charles M. Craig; city mission, Mrs. C. A.
four candidates received the degree and a there will be speaking afterward.
Pilsbury, Miss Field, Miss Margaret N. Hazeldance and social followed. The membership
The Women’s Bible class of the Baptist 1 tine, Miss L. A. McDowell, Mrs. Frank Wdey;
floral committee, Miss Evelyn P.
is now 102. Deputy Grand Commander Wil- church, is
Morison, Mrs.
collecting a car load of waste paper.
John C. Fillsbury, Miss Anne M.
liam Varnum of Portland is still working in Anyone
having some to contribute can com- 1
Kittredge.
Frank Waterman, Wesley Wood;
this section and has been very successful in municate with the
welcoming
teacher, Mr. O. E. Frost, or
H.
M.
The
committee,
the
to
elected
Prentiss,
the
adding
membership.
newly
chairman, with
following committee: Mrs. Annie Sanborn, j
officers will be installed Thursday evening, Mrs. Morris and Mrs. Effie Gannon.
authority to chose his assistants.
Jan. 16th, when Grand Commander McKinney
This, Thursday, evening, at 7.30. a memorial
of Portland and his staff will be present.
udituaky.
service for the late Augustus Perry, who for
Silver Cross lodge, Knights of Pythias, has nearly three quarters of a century was a faithful
Death claimed Francis Merriam Kuss of
elec '.ed omcers for the ensuing year as follows; member of the church, will be held in the !
Linco.mille. Jan. Bth, at the age of &4
years
Chancellor commander, Frank L. Orser; vice vestry of the North Congregational church.
and S months.
He was horn in Lincolnville
chancellor, Percy S. Edgecomb; prelate, Sam- All are invited to attend this service.
and had spent his whole life there on the farm
uel Durost; master of work, Frederick A. NickThe services for the week at the First where he
died. In early life he was engaged
erson; master of finance, Sanford S. Howard
Methodist church will be as follows: this, in
blacksmithing, in addition to carrying on
master of exchequer, Grant G. Mixer;keeper of
Thursday, evening, the prayer meeting; Sun- his farm, and was also a successful
teacher of
records and seals, Clifford J. Pattee; master of
day at 10.30, morning worship; Sunday school singing, having taught in his own and
adjaarms. George Parker Cook; inside guard. Orris
at 12 m,; Epworth League prayer meeting
cent towns. He was a skilful veterinarian and
S. Vickery; outside guard, Frank 0. Whiting;
at
6,00
service
Sunday evening
p. m.; evening
had a large practice until the infirmities of
trustee, Charles E. White; representative to at 7
p. m.
age compelled his retirement to his home,
the grand lodge, George Parker Cook; alterThe services at the Baptist church will be as where he had the care and companionship of
nate, Frederick A. Nickerson.
follows: Prayer meeting this, Thursday, even- his son Lucius Stanley, the son’s wife, and a
The newly elected officers of Canton Pallas,
service ^Sunday at 10.45 a. m.; granddaughter, Madeline. His last illness beP. M., I. O. 0. F., were installed on Thursday ing; morning
Sunday school at 12 o’clock. All who do not gan about the first of Dpcpmher whpn
-ievening. Jan. 2nd, by Past Captain Edward F.
toms of heart failure appeared, and he failed
attend Sunday school at any other church are
Littlefield, assisted by Past Captain Ira T.
until
10
a.
m.
invited.
C.
E.
m
gradually
;
Sunday, when he pass*
society at 6.30 p.
Clough. The officers were: Captain, Arthur cordially
ed quietly away.
He leaves to mourn their
evening service at 7.30 p. m.
R. Murch; lieutenant, Leon Shute; ensign, Alloss two daughters, Mrs. George A. Miller of
Officers of the Universalist Sunday school
bert H. Morse; clerk, Orrin J. Dickey; accountPortland and Mrs. I. M. Pendleton of Boston,
were elected last Sunday for the coming year
ant, Ralph H. Howes; standard bearer, L. E.
and one son, Lucius S., with whom he lived.
McMahan; guard, Herbert O. Brier; sentinel, as follows: Supt., F. I. Wilson; Asst. Supt,
Mr. E. F. Whitney of Warren, Minn., was as a
Walter J. Roberts; picket, Ira T. Clough. Ar- Byron Salters; Secretary, Velma Mitchell;
son. 'having been taken to the home of Mr
thur R Murch, Orrin J. Dickey and Albert H. Treasurer, Charles E. Johnson. The school is
Russ in childhood and tenderly cared for bv*
Morse were appointed a committee to arrange in splendid condition and has prospered the
himself and wife, and he returned their devofor the annual ball and to revise the bylaws. past year under the efficient leadership of Mr.
tion, having known no other parents, as his
have
Wilson.
been
made
for
a permanent
Arrangements
own father and mother died when he was
very
of
change of the night
meeting from the secAt the annual meeting of the Delta Alpha
young.
During the last illness of Mr. Russ,
ond to the first Wednesday night in each
Class of the Baptist Sunday school, held MonMr. Whitney was constant in his
correspondmonth.
day evening at the home of Mrs. Ernest C. Mil- ence. The funeral service was held at 2
p.
Mrs.
Walter
F.
Sturtevant
was
elected m.
ton,
The officers of Penobscot Encampment, No.
Tuesday, Rev. E. S. Frohock of Camden
25, 1. O. O. F.. were publicly installed Tues- teacher; Miss Amy L. Wilson, president; Miss officiating, and there were many beautiful
day evening, Jan. 7th. Keyes’orchestra fur- Lulu Smalley, secretary and treasurer; and floral tributes from relatives and friends. The
nished music during the exercises and for the Misses Bertha Royce, Ella bmalley and Grace interment was in Union
cemetery. The symHayes, social committee.
dance which followed. Refreshr ents were
pathy of the community is extended to the beserved. The installation was conducted by
The first in the series of four union Sunday reaved.
Grand High Priest Clarence E. Frost, assisted
evening services was held in the Unitarian
Mrs. Abbie A. Barstow, who had been in
by Past Chief Patriarchs, E. F. Littlefield, I. T. church last Sunday evening. The sermon was
failing health for several years, died Jan. 3d
L.
E.
H.
D.
McMahan,
O.
J. by Rev. D. B. Phelan, Methodist, and the serClough,
Clough,
at her boarding place w’ith Mrs. Rufus K. PatDickey and D. F. Stephenson. The officers vices were conducted by Rev. Charles B. Ames,
terson, Northport avenue. She was born in
for the ensuing year are: Clarence E. Hall, C.
the pastor of the church. The Scripture was
North port, Dtc. 30, 18S4, the daughter of Capt
P.; Ar.hur R. Murch, H. P.; Melvin O. Dickey, read by Rev. David L. Wilson, Congregational, Jam^s and
Abigail Bean Gilchrest. Her father
S. W.; Samuel Adams, Scribe; Wilbur Macomb- ist, and prayer oifered by Rev.Walter F. Sturtemoved to Belfast and for years her home was
Rev. Arthur A. Blair, Univerer, F. S.; Ralph H. Howes, treas.; Herbert O. vant, Baptist.
in the house on Miller street now owned
by G
Brier, J. W.; John Parker, O S.; Albert H
salist, was out of town. The regular Unitarian B. Marsano, and her father owned
the lo
S
I
T.
I.
;
Morse,
Clough, Guide; John T. choir furnished music and the congregation- where Mr. Marsano’s bloc.t stands.
July 4
Davis, Renworth Rogers, Fred C. Townsend, joined in singing the hymns. The text of the 188(5 she united with the Belfast
Baptist church
Harry Tow nsend, Watches; Walter H. Roberts sermon was, “They are dead that sought the In 18f*o she took a letter to ihr (
m-.cc
and W. H. Snowr, Gs. of T.
young child’s life.” It was mainly historical,
church, but later returned to the Belfast
Tne officers of Fort Knox Lodge, I. O. O F., showing the origin and growth of the Christian
church, retaining her membership at her deathBucksport, were installed Thursday evening, religion ar.u ineuuwuiaiiui me iiauoua anu in- She was the widow of Thomas Barstow of BelThe
per
dividuals
it.
second
Jan. 2nd,by I). D. G. M. Ellery Bowden of Winplotting against
fast. One sist'
remains, Mrs Georgia G. Elvice in the series will be held in the Methodist
terpTt. assisted by li A. W hitmore, as 1). D G
well of Northport. The deceased was a good
the
first
in
church
with
a
February,
Sunday
marshal; F. W. Ginn as G. warden; Murray
Christian and beloved by all who knew her
Clay as G. secretary; W P. Ames as G. treas- sermon by Rev. Walter F. Sturtevant.
funeral took
The officers of Belfast Commandery, U. O.
0. G. C. will be installed Jan. 16th. A large attendance is requested. A banquet will be

The services at the First Parish Church (Unitarian) will be held next Sunday at 10 45 a. m.
Sunday school at noon.

John T. Wheeler, for six years
day clerk at
Haymarket Square Relief Hospital, died in
* hat institution yesterday
afternoon, after ar.
* Ilness of five
days from pneumonia. Mr
^ Vneeler was born in
Belfast, Me., 57 years agi
8 nd came to Boston in hie
early life. Sever,
J ears ago he entered the city employ at the
r lain station of the
Cily Hospital, where he
r smained for a
year and was then sent to the
1 lelief Hospital. He is survived
by a sister.
Irs. Ella Longfellow of
Machias, Me and by
wo brothers,
George ard Nathan of Boston.—
I Boston Journal,
January 6th.
1 he

J

PERSONAL.
Mr. Bernes O. Norton went t<> Boston Monay on busi:ie8s.
Mrs. Isabel J. Wells
on business.

j

1

_

Everett Pierce
as

place Monday at 2 o’cloc
Baptist church, the pastor, Rev. Walter F. Siurtevant, officiating.
The bearers
w ere Messrs. G. E
White, Charles Twombly
A .K. Bra ley and Geerge H. Robertson.

NORTH UNITY.
Mr. Wallace Call

Plymouth died

very
sitting in his

from the

a supper served by the members of
the Guild in the supper room. A number of the
members of the cast of “The Elopement of

following

Ellen”

supper guests of the
of their assistance in

were

preciation
play the success

making

E, son of Charles R. and Anna
Sprague Andrews, died Dec. 23d at the home
of his parents in Belmont, aged 27 years, 5

the

The supper committee was Mrs. J. W. Jones, Mrs. Elon B. Gilchrest and Miss Evelyn P. Morison, and they
were assisted in serving by some of the young
ladies of the Guild. The call for the parish
meeting was read by M. C. Hill, clerk, and Dr.
A. Millett was elected moderator. Mr. Hill
was re-elected and was duly sworn in.
The
report of Mr. C. O. Poor, treasurer of the
parish, showed all bills paid and a small balIt was vcted to raise the usual
ance on hand.
it

Arthur

Guild, in ap-

was.

months

and 25

mont, and

being

days.
an

He

was

born

in

Bel-

invalid from childhood had

always remained at home, where he was most
tenderly care«i for, receiving every attention
that loving hands and hearts could bestow.
services were held from bis hit
Christmas day, Rev. A. A Blair of
tne Universalist church of Belfast officiating.
The flowers were many and beautiful, and ineluded a pillow from father and mother, a
spray of flowers from his uncle James and
aunts, Aimeda and Hattie Sprague and Emma
Sylvester, a spray of flowers from E. Af(
Sprague and family, a spray of flowers from
his aunt Ellen Hanson and Mr. and Mrs. C. H
Meader. a spray of flowers from J. P. Sylvester
and wife, and a spray of flowers from Miss
Nina Harris. The beautiful flowers were
silent tokens of their love and affection. The
interment was at South Belmont cemetery.
The funeral

home

j

on

Mrs. Frank Roberts, who has
gaining slowly.

i!

been

quite ill.

Chas W. Coombs of this city is chef
Hotel, Fairfield.

at

the

C erald

Benj. F. Wells
j I on day the

of Auburn wos in Belfast last
guest of his relatives.

Miss Vesta Shut? went to Camden
Monday
week’s visit with relatives.

f

3r a

r

-cent

r

lorning for

Mrs. Harry Macomber of Castine
guest of relatives in tow n.
Misses

Mrs.

was

the

Isabel^and Erneroy Ginn
a

left Tuesday
brief visit in Boston.

Joseph Williamson
Boston for

g one to
f •lends.

of

few

Augusta
days’ visit

hat
with

John W. 2,rash will regret to team
confined to h s home on Miller street

Friends of
* bat he is

illness.

y

Miss Alice I. Whitten was a recent meet
or a few days of H. L.
Fayscn and family i.

; ^ockport.

Mrs. Ansel Wadsworth was the guest the
of Mr. and Mrs. W. J. Pottle ir

p ast week
I lockport.

C. E. Frost went

Mrs.
t

attend the

)

meeting
Grange.

p omona

to

Pittsfield last week
East Somerset'

of the

Mrs. W. H. Snow and son Harry arrived
last Saturday from a visit of several
eeks in New York.

ame

Miss Almeda Williston of Pittsfield was a
eek-end visitor in Troy, with her
mother.
Irs. Emma Williston.
Mrs. Etta Dodge, who has been in the Waldo
General Hospital receiving treatment.
able to be out again.

C ounty
1

Mrs. Emma West has returned after
spend
holidays at the hon e of her son, Asa
s i. West, in
Dcrcheste*-, Mass.

[

g the

Miss
fc

€

Sara Edith West returned to Boston,
after a vacation visit with her moth-

aturday

Mrs. Ella West, Main street.

r,

Frost went to New York last week

E. P.

^ usiness and will

(apt. and Mrs.
Saturday, en

a
t

Saturday.

next

on

Hr

H. Colby went to Rockland
home in Sunet, after a visit with Belfast relatives.
Mrs. A. M. Small of Freedom, is the guest f•
few days of Miss Amy E.
Stoddard, con r
J attend “The Chimes of
Normandy."

1; ist
s

return

accompanied by Mrs. Frost.

v as

E.

route to their

Miss Gladys Pitcher of the Chelsea
High
department gave a ’celio solo at.
he Congregational church in
Wellesley, Mass,

chool music
1 ist

s

Sunday.

Mr. and Mrs. Percy C. Tuttle, who spent the
uminer in Belfast and
Northport, are now a*

i °rt

Arthur, Ontario, where they have potions in a hotel.

Mrs. George H. I.;.kie went to Farmington
li., last Tuesday to join her husnanri, who
v
f as employment there.
ru..
>

■

V

•ent

by

express.

Mrs. Willis Young ant unce the er
agement of their daughter, I iilian M., u. Ai^ erl E. Westiii, the wedding to i; ke
j laet
Mr. anti

^

1 iasier

Sunday

Mr. and Mrs.
(

aught*

r,

at

Sandy point,

Maine.

Clarence W. Praetor and

Annie

V. returned

Saturday

from*

where they spent the vacation w.th
Proctor’s parents, Mr. and Mr.-. Willard

'' M'iduam,
* irs.
1 amb.

Arthur Linscott of Troy, M. C. 1.. *0'-. wh.
y assed a vacation at. iiis home
f riends in Pittsfield, has returned
(

onn.,

s

:hool.

where he is

a

student

and
to

at

visited

Hartford,
a divinity

Mrs. George A. Gilehrest was among the
prize winners at a sixteen table
uction party, recently given in Rockland by
*, Irs. F. M, Shaw, Mrs
H. Ruse and Mrs
ilarence
Pendleton.

^ mtunate

Mr. and Mrs. Horace

(henery,

Mis..

Marga-

and Master (.'henry, with Miss Lambert,
1 he governess, left, Monday, on their return to
^ toston, after passing a week at Mr. t henery';
^ telmont farm, The Pastures.
1

et

Ethel Sturtevant, who remained in
to finish the term of
High school
rrived last Saturday to make her home w ith
1 er uncle,Rev.Walter F. Sturtevant,and enter< dthe Belfast High school last
Monday.
Miss

1

'reeport

He was
chair and died without any warning; probable
amount by voluntary subscription for the supvs Emma B Thompson; F A
Barlow, libt, vs ;he little room that used to be in the rear, left cause, heart failure. He was the son of Franof the gospei anc current expenses. H.
Nellie D Barlow; Maude G Rumney vs A W
The kindly, white- cis
:orner of the post office.
late of Troy, by his first wife, who was port
Mr. and Mrs. J. C. W. Perry returned MorCall,
Rumney; Emma J Jenness vs J H Jenness; Ab- laired
gentleman,—an old man even then, well j a Hamilton. Wallace spent the first part of M. Prentiss was elected collector and C, O.
( ay to their home in Portland from a visit
bie 8 Holmes vs G B Holmes, J R Dunton,
and
the
committees
Poor*treasurer,
following
ligh a third of a century ago,—took in the ; his life in Troy and married Ida Stackpole,
trustee; Arthur Ritchie vs H D Hustus; Mrs
rith his mother, Mrs. Alice I. Thumbs. Mr.
were elected:
landing committee, A. O. StodOtis Sylvester vs W W Woods; W'aldo Trust situation with one keen glance over his gold] *erry has been deprived of his
of Rev. Nelson Stackpole of Plyeyesight for
Co vs J E Sprague; James A Cole, libt, vs NetH.
M.
•immed spectacles, and reaching across his daughter
E.
S.
dard,
Prentiss,
Bowker; music com\ wo years, but will soon submit to a surgical
tie A Cole.
desk from his seat in front of the window mouth. They w’ent to Massachusetts and
mittee, John Parker, B. L. Davis, Mrs. Elon B.
I
(
Dunton & Morse entered the following: The which looked out on Peirces' Parlor Theatre, were employed there for a number of years.
peration which promises a complete cure.
Gilchrest, Miss Amy E. Stoddard; finance comAmerican Agricultural Company vs Fred W.
took the money from my trembling hand. ’The
Then, returning to Maine, they went to live in
The annual meeting of the Boston Alumni
Keech; William Ames & Co vs Elijah Rob- kindness of his voice and his perfect courtesy Plymouth where he had since lived. Their mittee, C. O. Poor, M. C. Hill, H. M. Prentiss
^ J. of M., will be held at the American House
bins; Cyrus W Tibbetts vs Arthur W Coombs reassured me at once, a6 he went through the union was blessed with ont daughter,
A.
Mrs.
A.
Mrs.
C.
E.
for
Small,
Owen;
agent
Lena,
and John A Fogg; O C Roberts vs Charles E
process of making out the order, with as much who is married and has two children. He also
Lavinia C., wife of Ambrose A. Hall, died J Saturday, Jan. 18, 1913. Will R. Howard, ’82, is
care of church, A. O. Stoddard; agent for care
Lane; Alice J W Waldron vs Mima A Moore; form and courtesy as if I’d been Jiis Honor, leaves, beside his wife, one half-sister, Marion
1 0 be toastmaster.
The speakers are to be
Jan.
of
Mrs.
E.
6th, at her home at Citypoint, aged 80 |
S.
Bowker.
A
the
meetThe
parsonage,
Mary
Crosby, Lht, vs Albion T Crosby; the Mayor of
period. Judge Johnson him- Bates in Massachusetts His wife and all
Sylvia E Videtto, Libt, vs Andrew J Videtto; self. He did it all in such a way that I was j mourning relatives have the sympathy of all ing of the church opened with prayer by Rev. years, 8 months and 26 days. She was born in ^resident Aley, Gov. Haines, ’76, and Director
Fred H
Curtis vs William Gould. Dunton
spared the embarrassment of showing my ig- j their friends in their bereavement_Last D. L. Wilson, followed by roll-call of mem- Morrill, the daughter of William B. and Lu- Vingard. Several side attra ctions and much
& Morse answered to the following: Theodore
norance; and I still recall perfectly how I* left I week as Danville Mitchell of Troy was
put- bers. Dr. A. Millett, clerk, reported that seven cinda Robinson Cammett. Her husband, one 1 nusic will be served up.
P Thompson, Libt, vs Emma B Tnompson; Lovthe old gentleman with his snow-white hair |
ting a new handle into his ax it slipped and
Hon. Arthur I. Brown of this city has been
icy McKenney vs Lawrence Rankin; Adelbert and rosy cheeks, surrounded by the iron grat- cut a gash in his leg wffiich tock a number of members had entered the church during the i daughter, Mrs. Angie Stimpson of Brockton,
A
r.V-.r.o
rp
milieu, ei, uis, vs Duanes r. Elevens; Kobert
'' ippointed deputy
ings of his office, elated with the feeling that a+l + s.V.oo
Secretary of State. He held
year, four by letter and three by confession of j Mass., two sons, Fred W. Hall of Portland and
f.._ .u,,
.v.
1—i
i_.
I
H Patterson vs John R Dunton, admr Frank
home
turned
Jan. 3rd from Augusta, where
hat position before serving four years as Secfaith; three have been removed by death, one Richard W. Hall of Weippe, Idaho, survive to
M Patterson; Fred S Walker vs L E Webb and
like a man.”
he intends spending the winter as one of our
of State, and the present Secretary
Edmund J Webb; Ellie M McKenney, appellant^
legislators. We wish him a pleasant season. dropped, and three have been given letters to mourn the loss of a beloved wif* and mother. retary
from decree of Probate Court allowing will of
BLANKET LANE, (Prospect')
dr. Alexander, has served many
He is worthy of it... J. C. Lamb and wife of other churches, leaving a membership of 122, Quiet and unassuming, she was ever devoted
years as depuWilliam H Moody; Charles Berry vs Frank
Fred Alley and Edwin Hillman are employed Troy will start Jan. 9th for York, to
It is safe to say that the business of that
spend the
y.
31 non-resident members.
There to those near and dear to her and her influence
Luce; George Partridge vs Alexander M Shaw; by Isaac M. Cummings cutting lumber and winter with their daughter and husband, Prof including
lepartment will be well cared for.
was
one
infant baptism during the year. was always for the right. The funeral was
Orange County Trust Co, vs A W McCorrison; kiln wood. A number of choppers are wanted and Mrs. Foster-Friday, Jan 3rd, the wind
Abbie S Holmes, Libt, vs George B Holmes in Blanket Lane... C B. Cummings cut his began to blow and increased as
The American Magazine has the
night drew Deacon Knowlton resigned, and Melville C. held at her late home Wednesday afternoon at
following ir
and John R Dunton, Administrator, Trustee,
foot slightly last week ...Eugene Young has i near, and all night it was something terrible—!
Hill was elected to fill his place, and the va- 2 o'clock, Rev. William Vaughan, pastor of j ts announcement of the contents of the Feb
David B Johnson vs WO Estes.
moved his hay press from Searsport to one of a perfect gale frightening people badly as
Trinity Reformed Church officiating.
on the standing committee was filled by
uary number: “Home, by Lincoln Colcord, is
H. L. Hopkin’s barns at the meadow near they expected every moment the
APPEALED CRIMINAL CASES.
buildings cancy
Mr. Hopkins has three barns on
1 fine, beautiful
would go; but fortunately no serious damage Dr. A. Millett. Dr. A. O. Stoddard read the
story. It has that quality
Charles E Stevens vs Fred Sweeney, cheat- Sandypoint. meadow
Mrs. Henrietta Gulliver, widow of Capt*
well filled with hav to be
and near the
was done in this vicinity.
vhich has given the American
Saturday the wind treasurer’s report, which was accepted, and
ing by false pretences; James Bowen vs HerMagazine the
It is estimated that there is 140 blew hard all day, but eased
Thomas Gulliver, died Jan. 2nd in Bangor at
away at night, to which showed a creditable sum
bert Canning, assault and battery; Percy S. pressed.
irst place in fiction, a distinction further emexpended for
1
tons in the three barns.... Ella Young drove the relief of all
Miss Verna West, daughter
home of her daughter after a short illthe
Edgecomb vs Thomas Matthew, intoxicating to Prospect 1 erry last
phasized in the new form. There isn’t any
Saturday on business of Mr and Mrs. Delmont West, and Trueman missions and benevolent work during the year. ness of
liquor on person with intent to sell; Sumner
pneumonia, at the age of 72 years
A. M. Cummings has opened a first class Morrill, both of Troy, were married Dec 25th.
iner theme. You know that, and Mr. Colcord
The reports of the various church organizations
Socea vs Preston P Prentiss, larceny; M R
at Pjospect Marsh and is
and
mourn
her
death
two
Mr.
She
leaves
to
Dr.
barbershop
Mrs.
Hale
of
sons,
Troy were made followed, and all wei% satisfactory and
ready
Loring
, ises to it.
Knowlton vs Morris Hart, intoxication; FranSo does Henry J. Peck, who made
optito cut hair, shave or shampoo at all times....
to rejoice over the advent of an eleve-npound
of
Thomas
Gulliver
and
Marblehead, Mass.,
cis V Patterson vs Hartford Shute, larceny
he illustrations for it.”
F L. Gray, late of Lincolnville, is stopping boy that came to them Dec. 31st_Mrs. E, mistic. Supt. H. M. Prentiss reported the
and threatening to shoot; Clara B Rogers vs
of
Gulliver
William
Dayton. Ky.; also one
with his father, A. K Gray, for the win ter.
H. Stewart is suffering from the effects of a
Sunday school to be in good working order,
The remains of Eugene Rust arrived on last
John F. Rogers, intoxication; Charles O DickMrs. Carrie Reed of Bangor. Mrs.
Charles Tower of this town has a crew of bad cold.
with all but two classes using the new graded daughter,
ey vs Harry W Baker, search and seizure; | men at work
•’riday morning’s train, accompanied by Mrs.
on
his
wood lot in
chopping
Gulliver was born in Islesboro, but had lived
Scott Gray vs Fred Baker, intoxication; E L
lessons.
have
been
active
and
They
especially
Frankfort, known as the Parker wood lot. He WIN TERPORT.
lust, her son, Fred W. Rust, and daughter
the greater part of her life in Bangor. She
Hussey vs Frank Meservey, highway robbery; is having logs, staves, timber, kiln wood and
The services at the Methodist church last generous toward various missionary enterJorothy. They were met at the station by
E LHuzzey vs Frank Meservey, larceny; Harwas a devout member of the Baptist church,
first class maple cord wood cut for market_
were
Sunday
morning
very interesting. Fol- prises. The union teachers’ training class is
Belfast friends and
ry W Baker vs Elvin Hanson, assault and bat- Allston Ellis of
accompanied to Grove
lowing an interesting sermon communion was
and had hosts of friends who will be pained to
was in Blanket
Sandypoint
looked to for much benefit during the coming
tery; Fred G Gray vs Raymond Seavey, cheat- Lane Wednesday on business_Mrs. L C. observed and a member was received
emetery, where services were htld at the
by translearn of her death.
ing by false pretences; Fred G Gray vs Medil i Cummings received a package
ference.
Miss
Morison
that
the
.Dr.
year.
flora1
William
reported
Ellingwood
returned
Rev.
,omb,
David L. Wilson of the Congreby parcel post
Winchester, cheating by false pretences; C. F. |
with his bride from Virginia Thursday....The committee had attended to its duties
3d from P. E. I., which cost her 50
Mrs. Sophronia Emery, widow of the late I gational church officiating,
dunngthe
Pendleton vs Fred Dodge, breaking, entering I January
Mrs. and Mise
cents when delivered-Ansel Fletcher, who 1 band gave a very fine concert Tuesday evening,
The
Christian
and larceny; Elmer Whitehead ; vs ; Robert | has been in the west for
Endeavor
lust
were guests while here of Mr. and Mrs.
Society report- Alexander Emery, died Dec. 26th at her home
Dec. 30th, which was well patronized.... Rev. year.
the
12 years, is
O'Neil, vagrancy; Elmer Whitehead vs Maur- the guest of his cousin, C. C.plat
ed
a
membership of 31,which is a large gain dur- in Burnham near the Eelweir, where she had rhomas B. Dinsmore, Church street, and Mr
Ridley_Mrs. A. J. Lockhart gave a literary address on
ice Berthold, vagrancy.
Wiiiiam G. Clark went to Stockton Springs Tennyson before the students at Bucksport ing the year. The Junior C. E.
society, with a lived many years. Her age was 81 years and lust was entertained by Mr. and Mrs. Fred R.
last week to board with her niece, Mrs. Dayton Seminary last Thursday... .Mr. O. C. Ward of
Wednesday naturalization papers were Bickmore, for the winter months. The light Cherryfield was the guest of Rev. A. J. and membership of 20, under the direction of Rev. 10 months. She is survived by two sons: Alon- *oor. They went to Bangor Saturday, Mr.
given Louia DeLemos of Belfast; Harry Mas- in her window is very much missed
D. L. Wilson, is reaching a class of children zo Emery, who made his home with his mother,
lust to return from there
by her Mrs. Lockhart over New Year’s....Mr. and
to.his home in Kantori of Frankfort and John
Rainey of Pros- neighbors.. ,.C. B. Cummings is employed in Mrs. Homer McAuliffe visited relatives in who have no other religious instruction. The and Charles Emery of Burnham; and one las City and Mrs. Rust and
daughter to repect.
Belfast
last week.
cutting lumuer for Roscoe Harrimsn.
committee on city missions hsd no report, and daughter, Mrs. Moody of Booth bay.
nain in the east for several weeks.
ront of Mr.

Perry's

green

covered

suddenly last week.

of

annual meeting of the North Congregaparish was held at thechurch
Tnursday evening, January 2nd, at.7.30 o’clock,
The

tional .church and

Waterville last

in

was

'uesday

The

as G. chaplain; Melvin
G. herald. The officers installed
were as follows;
P. G., H. A. Puck; N. G.,
Sidney T. Ripley; V. G., Burke Leach; secre
tary, E verett Pierce; treasurer, Harold u. Hussey; ward, George Miners; cond., Olin Heath;
R S. S.. Frank Beale; L. S. S., Wm. Hutchins;
chaplain Hiram E. Fogg; I. G Chas. Fogg; O.
G., Hariew Atwood; R. S. V. S., John R. Crocker; L. S. V. S., George Wasson; R. S. N. G.f
Melvin E ath; L. S. N. S., Manley Abbott.
After the installation all adjourned to the banquet hall, where a supper of baked beans, cold
meats, coffee and cake was served, followed
by cigars and a social time.

urer;

Chapman

..

desk, in

...

...
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IN

MEMORIAM.

Frank W. Gowen pays

Memory

to the

The sad

...

U JOHNSON’S » LINIMENT I

Beautiful Tribute

a

of Nathan P. Bennett.
of the sudden death of

news

uncle, the late
Center Montville,

Nathan P. Bennett of

my

has reached us in this

sunny land of Southern California, so far
away from the dear old town of my boy-

upon my father, Mr. i.'eorge A. Gowen,
who has reached the age of 80 years,
so

and

ears

eiates

f

away from earth.
d knows best and we

hi

My

fast

now

will.

late uucle was

a

many line qualities, as everyone
i ary business dealings with him

man es

who I

ify,

cant eel

and there was

net er a

All, those happy days of my boyhood at

fireside,

his

now

they

how

back to

come

T here was

I write.

as

hardly

me

of his family running in to
at the dear old heme at the Center

somi

us

see

one

of other
1

■

out

Itiiiii

hear his merry H ugh ringing
as though it were
yesterday,

itv

for there

jollier

no

was

happier

or

...

man

in all the town, or in Waldo, County,in
these days,them my late uncle. But after
the ’ei.th of his wife,over ten years ago,
he retired from all active duties of life
and made his home with his son, Everett

L. Bennett, who tenderly cared for him

declining years. In politics uncle
Nate was always a Republican, with the
exception that he was a great admirer

the Greenback

in

since those

days

Chase and

cnnnnrtoH

-jjtiI

time;

was

fliof

..

The KEELEr

a

noetir

and

only once
anything but

has voted

..

..

in his

of the late Hon. Solon

Liquor
Drug Using

..

days.

can

TheOnlySiietiu:

For

for years that some member of our family was not found in his pleasant home,
or

^ep

...

day

a

Prcsrripfion

j

purer or

loving husband and father than he.

mure

iui

|

pas.-ing

His

'i

v

|l.S.

many of his friends
ago at the Center

Eut Mwh is life:

are

Stop fm

..

^TTir-nin^
pj|[sa ^

hood and of fondest memories. His su 1den death has falh u with keen sorrow

from the fact that

>eopl« of this vicinity who spent the holidays ents. Mr. and Mrs. R. O. Maaon
Mr. and
TRANSFERS IN REAL ESTATE.
it their homes have resumed their studies at Mrs, F. A. Cushman have moved to
Belfast,
;he E. S. N. S. and Bucksport Seminary, with where he has assumed the duties of
sheriff
The following transfer* in real estate
he exception of Miss Edna Harquail, who had Mr. Chester Cushman and
family have moved were recorded in Waldo County Registry
I
the misfortune to sprain her ankle very severe- on Mr. Fr nk Cushman’s farm
wijl guarantee you i, p w«t VHJ
Mr. Volney of
„c(|
Deeds for the week ending Jan. 6, second*.
Used 102 Years for Internal and External Ills
8
8
y. She will be detained at home for a number Thompson was in Belfast
No remedy that I h
cS
Wednesday to attend 1913.
Eczema, Psoriasis,
)f days.
the meeting of the County Commissioners. 1
■ Are you prepared to relieve sudden cramps and pains ■
of the skin has „i
H. B. Wyman, Thorndike, to W. A.
Miss Georgie Frye visited her
satisfaction than tue
-j
■ that may come any time?
■
sister, Mrs. Emery and C. P. Bose, do.; land in
MORTH ISLESBORO
1
Henry McCoirison, during the holidays
Montville.
D.
D.
D.
I Johnson’s Anodyne Liniment responds
Mr. and Mrs. Jack Clark of Skowhegan spent
Eugene Gannon and Charles P Carter of
Charles A. McKenney, Winterport, to
I
euarantee t>.
■ quickly in relieving coughs, colds, bowel
Jhristmas with Mrs. Adrianna Bunker... Mr fast are
Thomas Carew, do.; land in Frankfort.
visiting Mr. and Mrs Perley Allen
Wm. 0. Poor &
and Mrs. Frank Ladd returned Dec. 30th from
■ troubles, burns, cuts, chaps, etc.
M
|
Mr. Frank Poland of Caribou, Me
Herbert S. Morey, Belfast, to Doty
was called
a week’s visit in Castine with her parents, Mr. |
E. Sheldon, et ah, land in Waldo.
! here to attend the funeral of bis sister, Mrs
25c and 50c everywhere
I
jH
and Mrs. Robert Crosgrove-The Misses Caro
Arthur Kitcbi', Belfast, to Emma D.
I Cora Paul of Searsmant-There was a dance
fCTADI Ioliu..X
and Nettie Heald and friend Miss Leach reJOHNSON & CO.
Elms, (lo.; land and buildings in Belfast. |
Boston, Mass.
T[|p
! at Allen’s hall Christmas night, with music b
to Ada E.
Pittsfield,
Davidson,
1
red
turned to Massachusetts Saturday after a
the Liberty orchestra
Charles Adams of I) ividson, do.; land in Burnham.
week’s visit with Mr. and Mrs. B. F Heald- j• South
K
Mortville will install the officers
Lyon, Mechanicsville, |
Norman C.
f
Mrs. Julia Rose and daughter. Miss Lena, spent
I Union Harvest Grange,
to M. Alton French, Camden;
Conn.,
Saturday
evening.
Christmas with relatives in Rockland-Miss I
County Correspondence.
The Progressive Party.
land and buildings in Lincolnville.
The families of members of the
grainy hav
Gaylie Ryder, a nurse at the Waldo County been invited to be
T. ,J. French, Camden, et als.,. to
;
Mr.
present....
Charles Louie j. Keller, Lincolnville; land in
[Deferred.]
hospital, wras at home for Christmas-Rev.
"The
To the Eimtor of The Journal.
native
of
this
*
Perry,a
LIBER Y
town, has returned Lo- Lincolnville.
1
Harry Hull, a student at Yale, spent part o? j an absence of 34
future of the Progressive Party” is the title
The Christmas tree and party for the chil- !
years to visit his relatives
his vacation with friends in town. He supplied
Lizzie McLaughlin, Stockton Springs,
of an article in »! <• Saturday Evening Post for dren of the
here.
eve
Among them are his uncle, Mr. Charles to Loira K. Harriman, do.; land anil
villag took place Christmas
ALWAYS RE
December 28th.
Being from tne pen of Hon. under the direction of Mrs. C. B. Lloit. j the Free Baptist church Dec *22nd and 29th- Clement, and his cousin, Mr. Everett Bennett.
buildings in Stockton Springs.
The
Dec.
observed
Christmas,
school
the
and
Sunday
Bevi
prem- The children rendered several carols and gave
Albert J.
occupying
rdge,
Mr. Perry comes from Alberta, Canada.
Loira K. Harriman, Stockton Springs,
exercises, which were Mr.
ier position in that issue of the weekly of- a very interesting program of recitations and 22nd, with appropriate
and Mrs. L. V\. Howard returned Dec.
to Herbert L. Hopkins, do.; land and
out. The younger class
buildings in Stockton Springs, (two
the-amazing-circulation, it instantly com- j exercises. The tree was a beauty with its successfully carried
28rh, from a visit in Belfast and Waldo
,.T
deeds.)
mands the attention desired by author and | garlands of tinsel and glittering ornaments
Mrs. Elnora Banton of
Liberty was the guest
older members, class badges, as a souvenir of
Abbie R. Powers, et ah, Pittsfield to
editor. Since v.e have received the authorita- and each child received two gifts, one from
of Mrs. C. E. Howard a part of last week
the day. The superintendent was pleasingly
Fred Davidson, do.; land in Burnham.
tive assurance of its Dominating Character
their Sunday school teacher and one from Mrs.
George C. Carter w ill serve as traverse juror
Eliza M. Bennett, Belfast, to Everett
4
two pictures from the Bible
remembered
with
not
is
and
at
the January term of the S. J. Court
empnatically
that the Progressive Party
Hoit, superintendent of the Sunday school.
L. D.
A. flanks, Waldo; land and buildings in
class.
is
eminently fitting Popcorn, cake and
a One-Man-Party, then it
Jones, Esq., of Liberty, with other interested Belfast.
candy were distributed to
that all good citizens manifest an interest
Millard N. Snow,
parties have ran out the boundaries of the C.
Winterport, to
all, after which the children made merry play- BURNHAM.
ill
lira, uv/.
in the expressed views of all prk minent exing games. It was indeed a Merr> Cnristmas
W. S. Perry, who recently lost his home by W. Mason farm which was recently sold to It. 1'iaim
M. Small,
Thorndike, to
Howard
F nimlAn «rwl
n.ar..,
t?
i,
Distinguished for the children.
ponents of "The Cause.”
fire, has gone to housekeeping in Chester
It Destroys t
land
in Thorndike.
H. Small, do.;
Harry
Albert
Honorable
is
the
leaders
Bean
and
these
Clifford
Bern
were
in
among
El well’s house
Men who have teaming to
Liberty TuesD. Bickmore, Stockton Springs,
Emery
No Nausea
removed
far
WALDO
STATION.
voters,
of
Thousands
though
j.
do welcomed the snow which came Friday, but j day... C. V. Stevenson of Halldale is carpento Fred L. Perkins, do.; land in Stockton
The schools in town closed for the year,
from his immediate bailiwick, have felt an
No Coofr
tering for E. B. Bean... Mr. and Mrs. Clarence Springs (2 deeds).
the rain Monday will hare the roads again....
December 27th... E L. Hussey has taken a
M. Howes were at C. E. Davis* Sunday
admiration for his high intelligence and forceEmma A. Brown,
Mr.
Lineolnville, to
Harold Watson and Arvilla Perkins were
No
Prostratit
contract
to
haul
box board lumber to J. C. Durtul personality, and a deep regret that the
Frank Rankin, do.; land in Lineolnville.
married Christmas eve in Pittsfield. Tom and Mrs. George Getchell of Belfa-t wer.
Howard A. Elms, Searsmont, to the
proverbial ingratitude cf Republics extin- ham's portable mill near the Pierce bridge Hunt acted as best man and Freda Perkins as i Christmas guests of Mr. and Mrs. David Boyr
General health
& Hay Company, Belfast;
guished—temporarily, perhaps—this senatorin' from Mr. Durham's wood lot, formerly the bridesmaid. They will make their home with ton.. Mrs. D. K McFarland came ho.ne from Belfast Fuel
beginning,
in
Searsmont.
land
Mrs. R. L. Cushman is spendilluminant of admirable brilliancy. But in the Holmes’ tract
aldo County Hospital Dec. 28th
Carings, skilled
Mr. and Mrs. P. H. Watson.
Friends extend ! the
H. Hawes, Stockton Springs,
Henry
tional and
Shure
from
Boston
article above referred to the reader-with-the- ing the Christmas vacation with her parents, 1 congratulations
returned
Dec. 28th
Miss Daisy Foster has re- ney
to Lillian Lamson, do.; land and huildand a co:
open-mind very shortly falls upon this pt ra- Mr. and Mrs. C. L. Staples... Mrs. Bordeaux turned to her work in Portland at the Y. W. Mr. and Mrs. J. L. Boynton were recent guests ings in Stockton Springs.
and son Arthur are visiting at James Murphy’s
Terminal Investment Company, Stockgraph:
C. A... 0. B. McKechnie and wife, Everett of Mr. and Mrs. L. S. Cook, in Liberty.
“The vote for Mr. Wilson was made up of— for a few weeks... .Sidney Johnson is getting
to
D. vis and wife, Mrs. Carr and Sidney Dodge,
Springs, to Henry H. Hawes, do.;
SANDYPOINT.
first, those who voted the Democratic ticket out quite a quantity of stave-wood. Will Pat- ! who
land in Stockton Spring.
attended the State Grange in Portland,
as a habit- as a matter of party regularity;
T. B
MOHR S
?
The
of
funeral
Fred W. Mason. Montviile, to Percy
terson is at work with him-Leon Hussey is
Capt. Samuel G. Staples was
j have all returned.... Mr. and Mrs. J. B. Smith i! held from
second, those who wanted above all things to at home for
E. Benner, Liberty; land in Montviile.
his late home the Sunday aftc-no on
a vacation until Jan. 7th
151
Stre.
Congress
strike a blow at the Republican party, and
are
in Lewiston for a visit with their son,
Eugene Aldus, Belfast, to F.iiza E. Alfollowing his death, Rev. Harry Frost of the
who felt that the best way to do it was to vote Charles Curtis’ daughter, who has been very J
TELEPH'.-|
Frank Hoxie ...Mrs. Georgia Cunningham,
dus, do,; land in Belfast.
the Democratic ticket; third, those who said sick, is n.uch better. Dr. Pearson of Morrill I
| Cong’l. church officiating. The burial was in
Home Remedi-s
Annie M. D. Bowman, Boston, to Dexwho has been critically ill with neuralgia and
to themselves, "we will give the Democratic attends
^
the family lot on the hill cemetery. The symher.
ami Nter T. Clements, Belfast; land in Belfast.
heart trouble, is slowly gaining_ Mr. C.
party one more chance;" fourth, those who
the
is
of
extended
to
community
the
pathy
who
have
are determined reactionaries, and
Fred Brown, Clinton, to Arthur Holt,
E. Sherman remains about the same.... Mrs.
HALLDALF.
Democratic
The remains of Jennie Lena Richthat the
widow
PRINTED MAT.
well grounded hopes
j
do.; land and buildings in Burnham.
Rev. D. Brackett attended the quarterly j S. J. Mudgett spent Christmas with her father,
Herbert
H.
party will become the conservative party of
wife
of
Morin
of
Charlesards,
Jusiah L. Wood, Belfast, to Ira A.
in
America in
Rockland, Dec. 20th, 21st, and 22rid. Mr. Mather Monroe, in Troy.... Miss Ethel town, Mass., who died there Dec.
opposition to the Progressive meeting
20th, arrived Seekms, Norridgewoek; land and build,
party, which already is the liberal party in
Mrs. Myra Bryant returned to her home in
Allen spent the week-end in Skowhegan with
AMNUAI
on the mo-.ning train the Monday follow ing, acings in Waldo.
America.”
Knox last week.
Mrs. C. W. Colby returned
Mrs. F. L. Sawyer, who was formerly Mae
Willis B. Goodwin, et a!., Bangor, to
by the husband and son, Hardie
cornpanied
|
Now it is absolutely inconceivable that a
from the hospital in Belfast, Dec. 23rd, much
Dyer of this town-Mr. and Mrs. P. F. Saw- Morin, and sister-in-law, Mrs. Abbie Morin John E. Witham, Orrington; land in
man
of Mr. Beveridge’s mental equipment
improved in health.... There was a Christmas yer of Dover spe. t the day recently with Mr.
Prospect.
Waining. Services was held at the church
should not have known, what every man of tree and concert
Syltania A. Ward, Palermo, to John
at the church Christmas
md Mrs. O. B. McKechnie ...Repairs on the
Rev.
II.
C.
"f
\fternoon,
States
Monday
McElhiney
The arnual n
W. W'ithee, Waterville; land and buildiil
average intelligence in the United
evening.... About 8 inches of snow fell during saw mill are going on steadily and it is underassisted
Lhe fctockton Sju n
Rev.
Searsport officiating,
by
Harry ings in Palermo.
j
knows; namely, that an ircaleuable number of the stoim last Friday, which will make
:ield at the office
good stood that a machine for sawing crating and Frost of the Sandypoint Cong’l church. The
1
Annie
I,.
Staples, Washington, to Or‘good Republicans” cast their ballots for Mr. sleighing... Rev. D. Brackett was called to yox boards
on Tuesday
| floral
Springs,
j
will be installed.
rin
J.
land
buildwere
and
and
beautiful. InDickey, Belfast;
offerings
many
Wilson because they wanted above all things Thorndike last
|
\. D. 1913, at 12
Sunday to attend the funeral
in Northport.
>f the office r- and a
; lerment in the cemetery at Sandypoint. The ings
j
to strike a blow at the aspirations of the re- of a little
PROSPECT.
child of Mr. and Mrs. Benjamin
board of seven <.
I
A very pretty wedding took place at the i sympathy of all is extended to the family
d utiable Colonel—they wanted to insure the Knowles...
CHRISTMAS AT CASTING.
Arthur Morrison is making his
year and to transv
j
! The schools in Dist. No. 5 closed Dec. 20th and
Roosevelt.
decisive defeat of Mr.
home at Bert Hall’s this winter.Rev. and mme of Mr. and Mrs. Warren Benson Mondaymay properly e( rruthe teachers went to their homes for the vacaPer order,
Believing this, the reader-with-tbe-open- Mrs. D. Brackett, Mr. and Mrs. Martin Whit' evening, Dec 23rd, when their daughter, Vera j1
Castine, Dec. 2d A very pretty and
tion ...Mrs. Clara Erskine and Miss Flora
ALBERT V
inind immediately asks, “why this sophistical ten and son and Mrs. M. W. White took dinner Ermina.was united in marriage to Horace Lindpleasing entertainment was given by the
;
! Erskine returned to Fucksport Sunday after a
Stockton Spr
children of the Congregational Society,
evasion of a definite element?”—and at once he with Mr. and Mrs. J. E.
eyDickey,Rev.A.J.Lockhart
ofWinterport
perHall, Christmas.
loses interest and refuses to take the article
forming the single ring ceremony. Miss Evelyn visit with relatives here ...Rev. C. A. Hatch, before their tree, oil Christmas night.
a little
Christmas cantata, in
OAK HILL (SwHiiville.)
"lark played the w-edding march. Miss Min- a former pastor, is spending several days here It was
AMNIA/
seriously.
Mr. and Mrs. James Wallace and daughter
friends-Miss Miriam Stowers, who which were the Christmas fairies, little
among
lie
the
older
with
nations
of
attended
the
Edwin
Killand
Compared
Rainy
bride,
Europe,
and
Father
who
with
their
Time,
imps
Nellie have gone to Florida for the winternan was best man.
The presents were many attends Mt. Holyoke college. Mass., is spendthe United States seems to have “progressed”
songs and music, were attractive, all of
Mr. Wallace Seeking has gone to Portland to ind useful. The
fairly well, considering the limitations set by
guests were Mr. and Mrs. | ing the Christmas vacation here with Mrs. them performing in
their usual fine
human nature and inexorable physical or ma- prepare himself for a chauffeur.... Miss Ruth ; J. R. Skay of Winterport, Guard Clark, Mrs. Josephine Stowers-Miss Lillian Young closiiiauuei.
rviLfi
i-xiia
lame
oiiniii
vviUl
The annual rra
ed
her
at
the
Narrows
Dec.
student from Belfast High school, is
school
20th.... his usual laughter anti fun,
’'rank Harding of Swanville, Mr. and Mrs.
terial conditions—and this under Republican Hanley,
pleasing the :he Stockton c-j
leld
at th ir
I
rule, aided by a vigorous, and occasionally spending her vacation with her parents, Mr. ; lohn Rainy, Mr. and Mrs. Robert Rainy, Mrs. Harry Partridge, who is employed in Belfast, little folks immensely. After the unSprings. Maine.
and Mrs. L O. Hanley.... Mrs. Martha Gardlannah Dow and son Earl, Miss Belle Rainy, was at home for Christmas-Fine sleighing burdening of the tree, Santa bid them
successful, Opposition. With the exception o
Iunitary A. I1 3'L
29th_Christmas was all goodnight and goodbye until another
the question of limiting and restricting the ner of Chicago, 111 was a recent guest of her | Hiss Helen Rainy, Mr and Mrs. Fred Dock- here Sunday, Dec.
ioard of direct.
year.
Mrs. Ann Webb, and other relatives....
Several family
here.
sister,
business that mu
Miss
passed
very
quietly
Lena
of
and
Mr.
sale
of
fire
the
lam.
Franktort,
Loney
arms,
Progressive
promiscuous
The newly organized Castine Gun Club
Mrs. F. Porter Webb, who was called to Freeneeting
Hrs. Rufus Coif, Mr. and Mrs. Burton Bachel- trees are reported_F. F. Perkins returned held its first shoot
party appears to have granted recogn:tion as
and
were
Per Order,
yesterday
,?
ht;
vi
j.
dom by the sudden death of her brother, Ledo ! ler and
a crying evil to every manner and form of
Ralph Skay of Winterport. After the
fortunate in having a fine day to make
ALhERT M AY
]
returned
home
Dec.
I
at
his
home
le
t
24th.Miss
Helen
hen?
...Miss
Fostina
Griffin
its bow to the public. A large attend:eremony an informal reception was held and
perplexing social, economic, moral, public, I’lye,
Stockton Springs,
f
private, and human problem incident to a Knowlton died at the home of her sister. Mrs. efreshments were served,.Announcements by train Monday morning to resume teaching ance was present all day; about seventyMrs. Waldo Pooler and little five enthusiastic fans uere out in the
NOTICE OF *0i
mundane existence and a highly complex L. D. Holmes, Wednesday morning, Dec. 25th, I vere received last Friday of the marriage of in Brewer
forenoon and one hundred twenty-five in
civilization, implying a promise that the same after a short illness. The funeral took place Ldwin Foster Killman and Miss Minnie Rainy, daughter have returned to their home in BrewWhereas. Hattie
the
afternoon.
nont in the
vhich took place in Searsport, Dec. 25th. er after a visit with her parents at the Nar
j
and several si all be speedily corrected, once Saturday at 1 p. m., Rev. David Wilson officiatThe chief event in the morningjwas the Maine, by her n
i
Mr. Alonzo J. Knowlton from Conway,
ing.
rheir many friends wish them years of happi- row's. ..Mr. and Mrs. Fred Shute and Mr.1
the aforesaid P. P. arrives in power.
rifle shoot, which was won by
linth day
>f .\ut;
200-yard
ness.
Given that sought-for complete control of I N. H.f who has been the guest of his sisters,
.Mr. and Mrs. Cyrus Trevette of Lynn, Ralph Shute spent Christmas with relatives in Win. Morey with a score of 17. Norman
.Yaldo Registry
i
i
dass spent Christmas with his mother, Mrs. Searsport_H. H. Morin and son and Mrs.
I
affairs, it is to be seriously doubted if the 1 Mrs. James Webster and Mrs. L. D. Holmes,
Conner was second with 13, and A. C.
tonveyed ti> i.
»oth
of
M
ex ._■«
i
returned
home Dec. 30th.
v.
R. Trevette. Frank Robbins of Veazie Abhie Waining have returned to their homes Coombs took third with 12 points.
1
Progressive Party could deliver the goods.
‘tate of
a
3
Conditions are far from ideal, and will be im- |
Following this event, some thirty guns situate inMaine,
irrived in town Saturday, Dec. 21st, and ieft in Massachusetts... Miss Lucy Grant, who is
tai-i
NORTH SEARSMONT.
over the traps.
and bourn;
he following Tuesday, taking with him one employed in Belfast, spent Christmas at h* r enjoyed shooting
lYaldo,
proved in precisely the same way that all J The
community was shocked and saddened
In the afternoon the event of the day .ho n<»rthwest
;.
>f our town girls, Miss Georgia Haley. They home here.
improvement has taken place in this old to learn of
the death, Dec. 23d, of Mrs. Cora
was run, being a 25 bird shoot, over the
Lai ns Mills, so
world, but it is an improvement that is surely I
to
Hudson
and
were
vent
united in marriage
1
>n the north* a.-?
Fifteen guns were entered, the
Poland Paul.Miss Edii.h Wilson, who is
iraps.
THORNDIKE
)ec. 25th at the home of his sister. Mrs. Bobsubject to limitations imposed by natural law j
mention..;
a prize of a ?2.5b
gold ibeve
teaching in Gardiner. Me., is spending the holi1 he school exhibition held at the Grange high gun getting
in the sou thea.-t
and human nature.
lived in this vicinity and is a
piece.
day vacation with Mr. and Mrs. M. O. Wilson. rins has always
hall Friday afternoon and evening, L»ec. 20th,
md land of S
Wm. Vague and Etm ry Gray went
A careful, candid, dispassionate survey of
general favorite, and all join in wishing the was a
west by the fe e
Misses Hazel and Edith Fowles of Belfast
success.
The regular work of the
grand
into first place in a tic, hut on the shootthe Progressive novtimrt es telating to its
of
I
:ouple
many
year'
happiness
Appleton, togare stopping for a few
schools was shown and many w ere interested er!, Gray won out, getting first
days with their grandplace and standing; and v
leaders is almost sure to arcu&e in the mind of j
parents, Mr. and Mrs. J. F. Hall ...Mr. Ray- | 1LANKET LANE, (Prospect)
to see the improvement which has taken place
the prize.
A. Wentworti
any but a bipi.t thefcusjicion that there is in
tnond ilills of Camden is spending a vacation
The first nine guns in this event were twelfth day f
Mr. and Mrs. F. C. Cunningham of Bangor in our schools in the past few year.-. The
this affair more of p olitics and pique than of
consideration in.;
as follows:
with his parents, Mr. and Mrs A. G Hills_
school work has got started in the right divere in Blanket Lane to eat their Christinas
aitru ism.
S.
1st, Emery Gray 1'.»; 2nd, Wm. Vague; secure*; by s,.
Miss Bertha Hook will soon leave for
linner under the roof of their old homestead rection and with the sup; ort. and patronage of
AugusI
<f
3rd, Orvill Vague, 17: 4th, A. C. Coombs »f Appleton,
ta, Georgia, where she has employment_
vith their many friends... Mrs. Flora Young the people of Thorndike it will so coritinne
Maine, dec
Albert Giay 15; 6th, Walter ;aid twelfth
“Generally debilitated for years Had sick * Mr. Geo.
16;
5th,
Fuller and Mr. F. C. Proctor left
irrived home Dec. 25th from Lincolnville and An excellent program was rendered by the
headache, lacked ambition, was worn out and
7th, E. J. Seybt S; Sth, James assignment of u-a*
j Dec. 26th for C: lifornia, where they have em- iockport, where she had been the past six members of the different schools, including Brown 13; 9th,
Oscar ( rie 6.
all run down. Burdock Blood Bitters made me i
is try of Deeds,
Peasley 7;
N r. and Mrs. Clarence Fuller and
and
ployment
recitations
relatives
and
friends....
and
the
veeks
AlonAs
of
the shooters were green at <aid mortgage
most
papers
visiting
songs by
pupils
a well woman.”—Mrs. Chas
Freitoy, Moosup, ! son Wilbur were in Belfast
leceased, in hi'
Dec. 28th_The • ;o Segar moved recently into the rent of the by the teachers. The credit for the success of trap shooting this score seems to be a
Conn.
1
i
lition *>f said n
storm of Dec. 27th was quite severe. About ! ate L. T. Cummings.... Isaac M. Cummings the evening is divided equally among the chilvery good showing.
therefore,
by re a
the
both
the
14
snow
Everyone
sport,
inches
of
fell
enjoyed
and
the
It
is
wind blew' a gale,
COAL RECEIPTS AT SEARSPORT J
nade a business trip to Bangor last Tuesday. dren, teachers and superintendent.
hoped
lition thereof v.
j
The club feels
gunners and the fans.
IN 1912.
! Ihe stage was off the route on account of the ...People in this vicinity are cutting more that next year will see a repetition of tl e that it has obtained the support of all in mortgage.
Dated
this
tw.
Jtorm.
umber than has been cut for many years be- event.... Every one in the vicinity of the its start.
1912.
ore.
Some of the lumber will go to Witham'» East Thorndike school enjoyed immensely the
Following is a list of cargoes of coal which PROSPECT FERRY.
The room
Christmas
tree
on Christmas Eve.
D. & M.
some
to
the
mill
of
1
in
and
C.
F.
nill
arrived and were discharged at the Penobscot!
Bucksport
Mr. and Mrs. B. C. Avery spent Christmas
i nase
! er
Dtzzy • eeiir.gs.
F. L. Gray, late of was prettily decorated with wreaths and
irant & Co., Sandypoint
coal dock at Mack’s Point during the year 1912: I with relatives in
Brewer... Mrs. Anna C.
Executors
of 1/
lincolnville, is now stopping with his father, chains, which were the work of the children*
Jan. 2, stmr. Kanawha, Bums.. .3455 tons 1 fiarriman visited her
teased
Mrs.
M. B.
daughters,
"
I
8,
Kennebec, Wainwright...3460
Ibner Gray, in Blanket Lane-C. B. Cum- An interesting program was rendered by the
44
jrant and Mrs. J. A, Pierce, in Sandypoint,
8, R. R. L. Co. barge No. 5.1550
nings and R. L. Brown will soon begin cutting pupils, including songs and recitations. To the
Dec 24th-Harold Pierce Grant of SandyPeople often come to me complaining of
21, stmr. Borinquen, Fickett.3355
j umber for lloscoe Harriman.
This lumber delight of everyone Santa Claus was persuad21,
Kanawha, Burns.3460 " I point is spending a two weeks’ vacation with
gwld.nc s and nausea. If they look down,
great
30,
Ker.nebec, Wainwright. 3465
or up, cr
j iis grandparents. Mr. and Mrs. W. D. Harri- vill go to C. F. Grant's & Co's mill in Sandy- ed to make a special trip and he caused
change position suddenly, they
Feb. 1,
Borinquen. Fickett.3440
amazement and amusement as he distributed
toint. This mill was recently rebuilt and is
lu. e a whirling, topsy-turvy feeling that
I
nan.Chester
Harrison
was
at
home
from
10,
Kennebec, Wainwright..3460
Christmas
to
all
from
me
of
the
on
the
river...
M*
the
best
mills
Isaac
many
gifts
shining
44
is \cry distressing. They are in a truly
Kanawha, Burns.3460 44 I Stockton and spent Christmas with his moth10,
44
tree his many assistants had helped to trim
( Cummings was called to Bucksport with the
wretched condition—unfit tor business or
25,
Kennebec,Wainwright...3465 44
jr, Mrs Evelyn Harrison_Mr. and Mrs. E.
-Mr.
Fred
Burns.3460
and
Kanawha,
her two children
28,
Higgins
^ospect hearse last Friday in the blinding
One
pleasure—half sick and feeling just as bad
of
W. Grindle had a family Christmas party and
Mar. 16,
Kennebec,Wainwright...3460 44
lortheast snowstorm_Eugene Young drove from Augusta spent Sunday with Mr. and Mrs.
as if
44
wholly so.
ree at their home.
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candy,
several days last week. She left on Monday’s
Total..181,445
j jester Brown and several others have been
and are particularly ideal for children. They
boat for Boston, from where she will go to
act
on
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nerves and raussles of the
directly
y mder the care of Dr. T. N. Pearson... .Miss
bowels. They have a neutral action on the
Farmers, mechanics, railroaders, laborers, Morristown, N. J., to spend the winter months
the floor last Satur day
other organs or glands. They do not purge or
rely on Dr. Thomas’ Eclectic Oil. Fine for with a daughter... .Amos Conant, a student at j rma Thomas slipped on
I am prepared t.
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{ nd
broke her collar bone-The county cause any inconvenience whatever. They act
cuts, bums, bruises. Should be kept in every
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Hebron Academy, who has been at his home
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^ Grange meets with Honesty Grange, Jan. 7th. to overcome chronic or habitual constipation
at
Law.
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orders at the stable,
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chronic ailments. Try Rexall Orderlies at our
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Monday....Mrs. Elizabeth Robbins returned I ENTER MONTVILLE.
at
n.
Telephone
Office Comer of Main and High,
risk. Two sizes, 10c. and 25c. Sold only at our
*
A Relieves sour
Miss Mary H. Mason of Newton Center,
stomad*.
Monday from a visit of several weeks at her
store—The Rexall Store—City Drug Store, EdPalpitation o£ the heart. Digests what yon eat
3m51
former home in Fort Fairfield....The young 1 lass., is spending the holidays with her par- mund Wilson, Prop., 93 Main street.
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the Republican ticket and that occurred
the campaign of 1890, when’he split

ii

his ticket ami voted for my father, who
was a candidate for State Senator on
the Prohibition ticket in Waldo Countv.

..

...

He
as quite an extensive reader and
for years took the New York Tribune,
then later the P>oston Daily Journal and
also The Republican Journal, and was

posted on public questions
The only public office he

well

day.

of the
would

accept was in town affairs where
his strict accounting ana honesty in
ever

handling

the money of the town are
He was a skilled

workman,

as

Montville

can

many

fine

a

attest, and

a

building in
of good

No soldier

took part in the great
between the States

who

struggle in the

war

finer record than my late uncle.
opening of the
mighty conflict in arms and fought

had

a

He enlisted soon after the

bravely

in the

campaign

which resulted

in the capture of New Orleans under
General Benjamin F. Butler. He never,

however, regarded Butler as a very
great general, but had a different opinion of

Sheridan,

under whom he served

later ir. the war.

Often did he

speak

—..

to

of the surrender of General Lee and
imprcssitn of this great general as

me

his
he

him.

saw

that famous

on

day

mattox.

His presence, said my
much more distinguished >han that
of Grant’s; ami his poor, ragged soldiers
'-miuj cii

i'1

ci i.

11

o

jailing

Lee loved the South with all his heart,
Grant loved the North, but unlike him

as

flag of
great pity, said

■

his

country. It,'was a
my
uncle, for he was one of the greatest

military

leaders in

history.

our

At

the close of the war my unc o returned home from the South and bought

..

place,and soon after married
Clement, daughter of William
and Sarah Clement, one of the ji.-umir.ent families of Montville
My mother
often used to spend the day with her sister and usually took us children, my sister, brother and myself, with her. Sometimes t'aiher. after his daily duties ;.t his
-carriage shops, would come after us with
his father’s

■

Laura M.

j

...

the team and also taxe supper, for my
aunt, like my mother, was a most excel-

cook.
After eating heartily my
uncle and father would sit back from
!he table and talk of the battles in which
they had taken part during the Civil War

lent

j

and also discuss the gi eat issues upper- i
most in the minds of the people during
ante

bellum

take

me

days.

3h, what memories

days

back to those

of my child-

hood at the Center, to me a hallowed
'spot, where I so often listened to my
father and late uncle talking of the
wants and suffering of the South as a
those

result of

which

strife

terrible

shook

days

our

of

nation

civil
from

I

..

•*

44

<

ror

j

mui

ocean

to ocean.

But my uncle has met the common
fate of man and can speak no more on
Hail and farewell to him on lhat
earth.
distant and

happy shore; in a land that is
day he nas at last found rest.
soldier of the Civil War, rest in

fairer than
Crave

peace for evermore.
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According

to the statutes

school expenses

of this State the

properly designated to be only those that apply to teachers’
wages, conveyance of pupils, janitors' services

common

and fuel.

State

expended

for

are

school funds may be
those purposes and loca|

common

only

funds for the support of

common

schools

are

raised upon this basis. For the fiscal year
nrecedinv Mav first. 1912. Maine exnended for
these purposes a
The highest item
course, for

grand total of $2,038,215
of enpenditure was, of

teachers’ wages, which amounted to

$1,592,924. For conveyance of pupils the State
expended $144,351. The amount contributed
by the State for the period named for meeting
the expenses of
285.
The

common

schools

was

$1,488,-
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44
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44

I. V. Miller
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FINE FURS

44

Spirit

ot

Winter.

The Spirit of Winter is with us, making its
presence known in many different ways—
sometimes by cheery sunshine and glistening
snows, and sometimes by driving winds and
blinding storms. To many people it seems to
take a delight in making bad things worse, for
rheumatism twists harder, twinges sharper,
catarrh becomes more annoying, and the many
symptoms of scrofula are developed and aggravated. There is not much poetry in this,
but there is truth, and it is a wonder that more
people don’t get rid of these ailments. The

medicine that cures them—Hood’s Sarsaparilla—is easily obtained and there is abundant
proof that its cures are radical and permanent.
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44
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in New York.
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Trained Animals, mailed free.
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January ti, 1913. Notwithtoward “Votes

For Every Living Thing
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that this
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far

•so

tiling in extreme femi:'
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iinging, graceful drapwrist and throat, fur
and wrought gold, all

spite

way
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D
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E

E

For

COUGHS. Colds. Influent*.

F

F

For

COLIC, Bellyache, Diarrhea*

H. H For KIDNEY' and Bladder disorder*
I. For SKIN DISEASES.

I.

of law or

Stable Case, full outfit $7.00.
At druggists or sent prepaid
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ESSES-

tendency

the

r-made togs,

women

It

indoors.

se even

of

all

was

J

receipt

on

price.

Humphreys’ Homeo Medicine Co., Cor. William !
•mi

Ann Streeis,

York.

New

j

change constantly,
frocks are j
people are apt to

■

Manse, Eruption*

CONDITION. Indigestion.
60 cts. each bottle.
Veterinary Oil for Hoofs &c. $1.00.

J. K. For BAD

:al womanliness of the
a"ory as ever, but as

...

Eplsootlc, Dbt«mf«i,

G. G. Prevent* MISCARRIAGE.

at

s

FEVERS, Milk Fever. Lons Favor.
SPRAINS, LimeneH, Rheumatism.

CHRISTMAS TREE IN
NORTHPORT.

A

quinine

WEST

go
j Monday evening, December 23rd, the
j
completely cov- Ladies' Aid of West Northport gave a i
ippear dainty, femi- Christmas tree to the children of the I
and

at

a

the

on

sses

lunch

iit

affairs

or

matinee

are

disposed

j

nth limited incomes

ppreciate

the advan-

this turn in the tide,

quite easily made

e

[

Sunday

the Woods and
Brainard school districts. The school-

j
!

house

j

school

and of

was prettily decorated with red
and green, the Christmas colors, and the
effectively trimmed tree was bright with

tinsel.

The entertainment, which
enjoyed by all present, was

was

The Governor does not approve of the
VASSALBORO ACADEMY.
of the purchase of land for forest
reserve, because he believes that such Thou honored seat of much to
memory deal!
propositions would open the door to great Thou one green leaf, still left
among the sere!
public extravagance. He thinks all wild How oft I view
thy well remembered scenes
lands are better in the hands of
private As standing foremost in my bygone dreams.
owners than in the hands of the
State, How oft with
but he is seriously anxious that these
throbbinga wild my heart recalls.
forest growths shall be preserved, and
his recommendations look to securing The hours I’ve spent within thy time-worn
that end first of all.
walls.
The direct primary is approved and a How oft thy joys
o’erflowing memory’s cell
stringent corrupt practices act is urged Like praying novice at my beads I tell:
as being the surest method of
allowing How oft when happy days I’m counting o’er
the will of the people to be expressed at
I tread in joy again thy
the polls.
dirty floor,
The Governor desires the Legislature And bliaaful shivers run thro’ all my veins
to do all that can be done to assist in the With fancying wind-draughts thro’ thy broken panes.
war against tuberculosis; he
approves of
the creation of a public utilities comAgain I hear thy well remembered bell,
mission and the enactment of workmen’s
Chiming its call upon the breezes swell.
compensation act.
On the question of prohibition of the Full oft I catch with all its warning vim.
liquor traffic, he asserts that the will of The flattened key note of its broken rim,
the people has again been recorded, and The ringer sagging with a lazy mope
he regards the question as Bettled. Fur- Now down, now up, the
tangled knotty rope,
ther than that, he affirms that no public The scholars
whistling thro the tumbled gate,
officer has any authority but to execute
They, like the bell, the same, both always late.
the law in a faithful and impartial manner, and it will be his purpose, as the Those tones e’en now in fancy can I hear

Three ex-Governors of Maine are innecrology for the year 1912,
Frederick Robie, 1883-87, Hon
B.
Henry
Cleaves, 1893-97, and Hon'
John F. Hill, 1901-05.
Best known in the world of business
outside the limits of this State, was
Hugh
J. Chisholm of the International
Paper
Company, who passed away suddenly
last July. He was one of the founders
of the town of Rumford, and one of the
big men in the paper making industry of
the country.
The leader of the Maine bar, Hon.
Herbert M. Heath of Augusta, passed
away suddenly in Augusta, in the very
prime of life.
Two well-known authors numbered in
the year’s dead are Julia Harris
May of
Auburn, the gifted poet and,teacher, and
James Otis Kaler of South Portland
author of over 125 books for boys.
In the death of Hon. Z. A. Gilbert of
Greene, the Grange has lost one of its
leaders.
Four centenarians are included in the
list which is summarized briefly below:
Jan. 2. Mrs. Sallie Reed Wentworth
Belfast, 100 years old.
Jan. 8. Col. Everard E. Newcomb
one of the oldest National
Guardsmen in
Maine, for years Colonel of Second Regiment, aged 55.
Jan. 10. Herbert W. Sears;,
Portland,
Grand Secretary of Grand Lodge of Odd
Fellows of Maine, age 49.
Jan. 12. Sheriff Benjamin W.
Doble,
Milo, age 50 years. The third Maine
sheriff to die within six weeks.
Jan. 10. Charles F. Moulton. Sanford, ex. member Maine Legislature, age
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Hymn, “Joy to the World"
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MAINE SEA AND SHORE FISHERIES.
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Statistics and report of the Department of Sea and Shore Fisheries for the
n
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ing
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limited patout of good

years 1911 and 1912 have been completed
the office of the Commissioner and

at

easily put forwarded to the Governor as required
great comfort, I by law.
n
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asset to

butterflies, who

forming
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.ps this accounts
much worn,

ns so
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ermen for the raw material taken from
the water in 1912 is the largest in the
history of the Department, amounting

$5,954,433, which is an increase of
$2,000,000 in the past five years.
Lobsters are of the greatest value;
herring, ground fish, clams and scallops
coming next, in the order mentioned.
to

over

The value of wharves, builc; ngs, factories, boats and iishing apparatus used
i’i connection therewith
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CARCASSONNE.

though softened

’•ties,

sashes and

by
plait- (Translated
French of Gustave

R. Thompson, from the

John

Nadaud,)
sixty years;
I've labored all my life in vain;
modish slender effect, In all that time of hopes and fears
I’ve failed my dearest wish to gain.
figures. People who
I see full well that here below
1 hristmas
Bliss unalloyed there is for none.
stocking,
will ne'er fufilment know—
f
over, now have the My prayer
plain. Even fur
ries

1

or

eing

able to

buy

furs for little

ex-

more

about all our cold

as

y

coats

with cutaway

> ears comes after
of reputation like

1

here

i,

almost

are

as

j

as before.
Snow
ills all massed in

i

iio

I'm

growing old.

I never have
I have never

I’ve

seen

Carcassonne,

seen

Carcassonne!

You see the city from the hill,
It lies beyond the mountains blue,
And yet to reach it one must still
Five long and weary leagues pursue,
And to return, as many more!
Ah! had the vintage plenteous grown !
The grape witheld its yellow store..
1 shall not look on Carcassonne,
I shall not look on Carcassonne.

collar, are in great They tell me every day is there
or less than Sunday
spend lavishly, In Not morerobes
and
!

—-1

...

gay;
garments fair
walk upon their v.ay.
One gazes there on castle walls
As grand as those of Babylon,
A bishop and two generals !
I do not know fair Carcassonne,
1 do not know fair Carcassonne !

shining
people

The

ice, since these go

more

sumptuous

in crepe finish are
1 many an othergains distinction
f its contrasting
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Grange,

The vicar’s right: lie says that we
Are ever wayward, weak and blind;
lie tells

us

in his

homily

Ambition ruins all mankind;
Yet could I there two days have spent
While still the autumn sweetly shone,
Ah, me I might have died content
When 1 had looked on Carcassonne,
When I had looked on Carcassonne !

Thy pardon, Father, I beseech,
In this my prayer it 1 offend;
One something sees beyond his reach
From childhood to his journey’s end.
My wife, our little boy Aignan,
Have travelled even to Narbonne;
My grandchild has seen Perpignan,
And I have not seen Carcassonne,
And I have not seen Carcassonne !

i

So crooned one day, close by Limoux,
A peasant double bent with age.
“Rise up my friend,” said I: “with you
I’ll go upon this pilgrimage.”
We left next morning his abode,
But (heaven forgive him !) halfway on,
The old man died upon the road,
He never gazed on Carcaaaonne.
Each mortal has his Carcassonne!

faith in Maine, age 88.
Aug. 30. Gen. John C. Caldwell of
Calais, Adjutant General of Maine in
1867-68, brilliant Civil War record. Last
surviving member of Guard of Honor
that accompanied President Lincoln’s
body to Springfield, III. American consul in Valpariso, Chile, in ’69. U. S.
minister to Uruguay and Paraguav, ’75-

’76.

Sept. 21. Maj. George E. Dodge of
Carmel, State Pension Clerk to Governor
and Council, age 69.
Sept. 26. Mrs. Clara T. Sibley, Belfast. Prominent Maine club woman.
Oct. 27.
Brigadier General Charles
Morris, U. S. A,, retired, of Portland; in
command of the Presidio at San Francisco at time.of earthquake in 1906,age 69.
Nov. 12.
Isaiah Pompilly, Auburjn
well-known Maine horseman, age 75.
Prof. Albert Bellamy, AuNov. 12.
bert, M. S.; for 35 years 11874-1909)
head of department of chemistry at University of Maine: died at Brooklyn, N.
Y., age 59.

Lewiston,

veteran civil engineer; one of chief factors in development of Lewiston, her
mills and dams, having built and rebuilt
the dams at the big Rangeley Lakes,
vll

Nov. 18.
Maj. Gen. Henry Clay Merriam, U. S. A., retired, of Portland, age

Bedford E. Tracy, Winter
Dec. 3.
Harbor; well-known lawyer of Hancock
county; county attorney two terms.
James Otis Kaler, South
Dec. 11.
Portland; writer of boys’ books, age 65.
Mrs. Annie Crosby Emery,
Dec. 12.
Ellsworth, wife of former Chief Justice
Emery of Maine.
Mrs.

Mary Ackley,

Milton

Plantation, age 100.
Dec. 15. Hiram R. Hubbard, Paris
Hill; ex-sheriff Oxford county; promoter
and manager of famous Hubbard House
Paris Hill.
Solon S. Cahill, Brunswick,
Dec. 15.
originator of New Meadows Inn, veteran
at

railroad

man, age 62.
Dec. 19.
Mrs. Mary Nadeau of
den, ^ige 114.
Dec. 23
Ex-Mayor James E.
Hallowed, age 64.

HampLunt,

victory, sorrow, mirth or pain,
all, and list to thine again,

of

|;

Aluminum
Ware L ssr

md must it be that thou must pass
away,
lone to rebuild thee or arrest decay,
■ut of all benefactors share the lot—
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forgot?
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June 7.
Capt. Walter Ross of BanFor many years connected
gor, age 59.
with towing
business on
Penobscot
Member Maine Legislature, '09-'ll.
June 8.
Dr.
Tristrum H. Brown,
Known as “Mediator Brown,’’ of Elliotsville, famous medium, age 87.
June 15.
Miss Caroline A. Woodman
of Lewiston, formerly librarian of Bates
College, age 60.
June 22.
Ex-Gov. Henry B. Cleaves
of Portland, age 72.
July 8. Hugh J. Chisholm of International Paper Co., age 67.
July 29. Ex-U. S. Senator William D.
Washburn of Minneapolis. A native of
Maine, member of famous Washburn
family, leader in political life of nation
and in business lilt- of the West, age 81.
Aug. 5. J. G. Coburn of Newton,
Mass., agent of the Hill Mill in Lewiston
for 35 years, age 92.
Aug. 13. Hon Z. A. Gilbert of Greene,
one of the leaders in Grange, for many
years editor Maine Farmer, ex-member
State Board of Agriculture.
Aug. 18. Herbert M. Heath of Augusta, one of Maine’s most brilliant lawyers, age 59.
Aug. 24. Mrs. Ellen Hale Savage,
wife of Associate Justice A. R. Savage
of Auburn, age 65.
Aug. 27. Charles 0. Stickney, Bridg-

Dec. 13.

made for them.”
The above statement was given on January
2, 1905, and several years later when Mrs,
Field was interviewed, she said: “Doan's Kid-

up to the claims

■

’90-’91.

Q cr

taking the contents of one box, my trouble
disappeared. I do not hesitate to recommend
! Doan's Kidney Pills, for I know that thi y live

pillars crumble; temples pass away;
complete library, indispensable to every busi- |
!
^ advancement dwindles to a mild
ness man, merchant, farmer, mechanic, housedecay,
|
Brunswick.
J 3d District, James P. Hutchinson of wife, business woman, school teacher, school C >, Alma Mater! 1 )ud thy trembling walls
✓
boy and school girl
lall out for help, thy voice
Auburn.
unheeding falls;
In it you will find, also, accurate particulars
;
41 h District, Fr >d G. Kinsman of Au- of the Panama Canal Act of 1912 and the Hay- 1 md they who round thy knee dependent stood
j
Pauncefote Treaty, the new Pension Laws of ! ( row strong, reward thee with ingratitude.
gusta.
5th District, B. F. Colcord of Sears- 1912. Presidential and Primary election re- j
L. m. m., 1869.
turns. Polar discoveries. Population figures,
port.
Never before printed.
6th District, Charles W. Coffin of Ban- Sporting records. Marine disasters, 1m ortant
events of 1912.
Historical events. Income tax, i
gor.
Trusts in the U. S., death roll of 1912. Negro
j
7r.h District, Beecher Putnam of Houl- disfranchisement, Forts in the U.
Pittsfield personals.
S„ growth of 1
ton.
the U. S. Navy, prices paid for rare American ;
coins. Crimes and Penalties, Methods of Pun- I
Meda Williston is visiting her mother
ishment for Murderers, armies and navies of j
GOVERNOR HAINES’ ADDRESS.
the world, banking, money, taxes, insurance, 1 i‘Troy.
political parties, secret societies, births, marMiss Edna Martin has returned from
riages and deaths, woman suffrage and 10,000 £ visit in Ro.kland and Belfast.
[Portland Express, Jan. 2nd.]
Other Facts and Figures Up-to-Date. Price, jj
In the long list of inaugural addresses
25c. (West of Buffalo and Pittsburgh. 30c.) !
Mr. and Mrs. W. B. MeGilvery and
delivered at the capitol in Augusta, few
By mail, 35c. Address, The New York World, ! 1 tt'e son William were in Bangor New
have measured up in statesmanlike grasp New Y'ork.
^
j rear’s day.
Pittslield Advertiser.
of the situation presented in Maine afI
fairs, as well as does that delivered this
morning by Governor William T. Haines.
Governor Haines has an advantage over
some of his predecessors of having had
intimate relations, by reason of personal
service, with both the legislative and
executive branches of the government.
And, being a man of affai s, and being
the active, earnest, interested man of
affairs that he is. it would have heen
very strange, indeed, if the inaugural
address this morning had been commonplace. If it had not borne the marks of
statesmanship, it would have been a

31. Hon. Charles H. Adams, Limerick, age 60. Former State Supt. of
N. E. Telephone & Telegraph Co. Member Maine House, '88-’89; Maine Senate,

Nov. 16.

Norway.

EXECUTIVE COUNCIL
1st District, James S. Wright of Paris.
2nd District, Edward W. Wheeler of

May

John B. Straw,

peak they

1 d turn from

still
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__

V.A

1913

Our readers will be surprised at the vast
amount of valuable information, covering a
multitude of subjects, at the useful general
knowledge and the important new historical
data contained in the 1913 edition of The World
Almanac. Almost 1,000 pages are devoted to
up-to-date facts and figures of every day interest to everybody.
Here is a compact and

SCOTT WILSON of Portland.
JOHN A. ROBERTS of

*

3

'f

ATTORNEY GENERAL

uur people do not
magnitude or importance of
th.s industry, which is growing larger
year by year.
Commissioner Donahue advises changes
in the regulation of several of the species, which in his opinion would largely increase their value, notably
the clam,
j
alewife and salmon; and he intends to ton, veteran newspaper man.
Aug. 29. Rev. Asa Dalton, D. D.,
try to have laws enacted by the present
Pastor Emeritus of St. Stephens church
legislature toward that end.
at Portland, and oldest minister of that

A

realize the

TUNES.

uni,

;-loan
v, a. uui.

Here is Belfast evidence to
prove their
worth.
Mrte. G. L. Field, 2 Union street, Belfast, Me.,
says: “I feel it no more than my duty to say a
few words in praise of Doan’s
Kidney Pills,
procured at the City Drug Store. For some
time I had severe pains across
my kidneys and
the kidney secretions were also unnatural. I
tried several remedies but got little or no relief. Finally I used Doan’s Kidney Pills and^I
soon noticed a change for the better
After

neglect,
slighted,
| J what reforming
bands thous’t
10,000 Facts and Figures—Several Hun- i
^ /hose temperate ghosts
dred New and Special Features.
THE

JOSEPH W. SIMPSON of YorK.

29.
Nahum Moore, Rumford,
conductor on first passenger train into
Rumford Falls in 1880, age 87.
Feb. 1. George L. Sands, editor and
proprietor of Biddeford Record, age 52.
Feb. 2. Hon. Frederick Robie, Gov-

L.ZZHS,

COUGH SYRUP

JOSEPH E. ALEXANDER of Richmond.

Jan.

age 89.
Recitation, “Potatoes.”
Feb. 9. James N. Read. Portland,
Ella Beach j
Recitation, Grandma’s Mistake,
age 91 years. The oldest Odd Fellow in
Song, Framed in Wreaths of Evergreen,
Eulalia and Una Greenlaw, Maine.
Feb. 11. Col. Henry A. Wing, LewisRecitation, A Christmas Secret,
Bernice Woodbury
| ton, age 58. Veteran newspaper man.
Recitation, Mother Earth’s New Dress,
Feb. 14. Mrs. Sarah Rowe HodgVerna Greenlaw. kins,
Bath, age 103.
I
Recitation, “Legend of the Fir and Poplar,”
Feb. 16. Judge Charles E. Meservev,
Melvin Wood j
Rockland, age 55.
Music, Organ and Violin,
March 5. E. P. Mayo, Fairfield, EdiMrs. Wood, C. J. Clark
Una Greenlaw tor Turf, Farm and Home.
Recitation,
Ella Beach and Verna Greenlaw
March 8.
Col. Frank L. Moseley,
Song,
Recitation, “Christmas Eve,”
Portland, prominent in Odd Fellow cirEulalia Greenlaw \
cles, age 57.
Recitation, How Old Santa Claus Reformed,
March 16.
1
Ex-Gov. John F. Hill of
Roscoe Deane
Augusta, age 57.
Miss Getchell
Solo,
March
26.
Wiliam
H. McLellan, Bel!
Macie Martin
Recitation,
fast, Attorney-General of Maine in 1879.
Recitation, Annie and Willie’s Prayer,
Stella Sellers
One of leading members of Waldo county
Mark Hills car, age 79.
Recitation, Peace on Earth,
and
Christmas,
Recitation, Thanksgiving
April 5. Capt. Jabez Amesbury, RockBernice Martin
and, famous sea captain. Sailed seven
Recitation, “Jes’ Before Christmas,”
times
around the world —travelling 1,Kendall Fifield
300,000 mile.-.
Dialogue, “Santa Claus Nap” with the folApril 7. Dr. Henry M. Blake, Monlowing characters:
mouth, age 75. One of best known physiMr. C. J. Clark I cians in Kennebec
Santa Claus,
county.
Ella Beach
Spirit of the Wind,
James F. Murphy,
April 15.
Snow Fairy,
Myrtle Hills Bath. One ofCapt.
world's
most famous sea
Verna Greenlaw
Christmas Tree Dryad,
Una Greenlaw* captains, age 62.
Spirit of Peace,
Euialia Greenlaw
April 26. Mrs. Helen S. Attwood of
Spirit of Love,
Vera Greenlaw
Auburn, leading club woman of Maine.
Spirit of Good Wofl,
Roscoe Deane
Jack Frost.
May 6. Julia Harris May, Auburn,
Melvin Wood
Brownie Workman,
poet and teacher, age 79.
Little Boy who wouldn't be afraid of Santa
May 9, Forrest J. Martin, Bangor,
Harold Greenlaw
Claus.
one
of ablest lawyers in Penobscot

j
.n

1

AUDITOR

SECRETARY OF STATE

|

Mrs. Joel P. Wood and Mrs. Wilbert
Greenlaw. Following is the program:

j

man

LHILCKEN

KENNEDY’S LAXATIVE

TIMOTHY F. CALLAHAN of Lewiston, j

Jan. 17

ness

most

THE

WILLIAM T. HAINES, of Waterville.

Charles H. Rice, Bangor busiand one of the first letter carmbinations of
riers
in
that
The
successful.
city.
committee, to whose
.1 colors are the rule !
Jan. 23.
Mrs. Jannette R. Turner,
efforts the success of the entire affair !
Auburn, age 97, Auburn's oldest resiwas due, were Miss Clara R. Steward,
dent.
tailored suit was

HAINES.

governor

10.

TtSUCCEEDS

Because Its for One Thing Only, and Belfast
People Appreciate This.
Nothing can be good for everything.
Doing one thing well brings success.
Doan’s Kidney Pills for one thing
only.
For weak or disordered kidneys.

oft those scenes before my mind
Chief Executive of the State, to do all I
appear
that he can to encourage such enforce- What bells I e'er may hear in other
lands.
j
ment.
The softened silver played with skillful
hands, ney Pills have my hearty endorsement They
The Legislature appears to be
fairly The solemn vesper, calling souls to prayer,
have given me relief on several occasi
and
launched upon us busy season.
If the The
I cannot say too much about them. I
organ-voiced that part the Sabbath air.
willingly
same spirit actuates the members of
the The
pealing, clanging, brazen midnight bells, ! verify all I said in their praise in my former
Senate and House of Representatives as
That thrill the ear while conflagration swells,
statement.”
is shown by the Governor in his
address,
the session will be important and valu- The muffled-tolling bell of saddened tone,
For sale by all dealers. Price 50 cents. Fosable, and the legislation enacted will op- ; That o’er the church yard hears the vesper’s ter- Milburn Co., Buffalo, New V rk, soli agents
erate to enhance the welt are of the
rnnun.
for the United States.
peo- i
pie, which is the Legislature’s reason for 'he Christmas chimes, or
Remember the name—Doan’s—mil take no
merry marriage bell,
being.
he peal of victory, or the dirge’s
other.
swell,
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Wm. W. Miles, for many
years agent of cotton mill at Lisbon

| Falls,
!
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rigour
Charles Lamb.

the listener, as ,
the Governor delivered this address, was
the fact that he stands far above any
political plane. There is nothing, until'
the very closing paragraph that indicates a recognition, on the part of the j
Governor, that the people over whom he I
has been set, are divided into political
parties, and that paragraph, which recognizes the political differences among
the people, is so broadminded, presents
so high an ideal,
as
to be the worthy
climax of an address of especial strength,
for the Governor calls attention, in this
IN THE LATEST CFSSfNS
recognition o: political parties, to the 1
fact that he a id the legislators whom he
1 he winter evi megs are ..t h; : •!
was addressing, are servants of all the i
and we have a larg' stock of
people, and are not elected to represent
playing cards to mu t the !<political parlies ii either the legislative 1
or executive branch of government.
It
niami at this season.
is the high key note which will be commended from the Canadian line to the
coast of Maine of a man who has been ,
elected Governor, and whose sole purpose it is to serve well the people who
have entrusted him with power.
The address is long. We wish it
might have beer shorter. We sit down
to the perusal if it with a feeling if
weight, because of its length, hut we 1
conclude it with tie knowledge that the
-V\ E CABBYsubjects which the Governor chose to
treat, could not ha ve been treated with
FOR SALE BY YOUR GROCER.
Creams
brevity, with the conclusion that any
omission would hat e been a loss.
The document is devoted almost exand
clusively to giving to the people of
n
Maine definite and desirable information
r^j
and the lest at everything in
about their State and its people.
It
suggests little in the way of legislation,
these lines.
and then only when it points out general
principles rather than any attempt to
enter into the details of the new laws to
be passed this Winter. Its many columns
are crammed full of facts, most ot them
not widely known, anc hence of tremendous importance
to be said at this time,
because upon the intelligent citizenship
depends so much of the welfare of the
State.
The business interest of the State,
and Medicines
the conditions of the agricultural, the
manufactures and fishing industries, are
laid before the peop'e in a manner which
TRY SOLACE AT OUR EXPENSE
gives us, even in the small space occuMoney Hark for any case of
pied, a comprehensive grasp of their
conditions,, while he suggests only the
or Heath
wisdom of such legislation as is necessary to continue tneir prosperity.
ache that Solace Fails
Governor Haines devotes much attention to the subject of good roads, here
to Remove.
again leaving details of new legislation
SOLACE HEMEDY is a recent medical «l;I to be
the
out
wrought
by
legislators
covetv of three deiman Scientists h;»t d wuw*.
themselves, but he calls attention in a
! l/ric Acid Crystals and Purifies the Eiooc. u ,«
definite way to the matter of mainteneasy to take, and w i I not
it.at tlit- w<-akt t
stomaclt.
ance, which is even more important, to
It is m aranteed under the Puiv pond
the Governor’s mind, than new construcs;
lung- I.aw to lie ahsolutely tree from opiates or
Smokeless
i
41
/* 4
One recommendation which the
tion.
harmful drugs m any d'^t-ript ion
sOi At |; is ji pure specific u>
Governor makes regarding good roads,
very way. ,,i
lias hern pioYid l»« > •: 1 .pi-sti.u,
he t|,,
is so thoroughly practical as to demand
surest ami (puckest
for
I’rn- Anc
r.ine.iy
I
All winter
more than passing notice.
His suggesthe Zero
and the
lTOllhleS kll'V.t to IIKdiml *. I'Mlf'*, |io 11 *; T •!
hew ong standing
ll u a ..
of the employment of engineers
«:
i.
rh.
i tior
Perfection Smoked the treutile (Uric Ae'th and phriiie» la
root
skilled in the several lines necessary for
blood.
|
less Oil Heater
successful road construction and road
them real solid comfort.
I 111-; SOI.AC 1
;
CO. of It;
tie Creek an* the
s Agents and have thousand* of volimSole l
maintenance brings to attention a possible
It saves them many a cold and sickness for it easily
t.ii y te stimeuia! letters wheli have been remethod of saving what has been a treceived In on grateful people soi >CI
warms the rooms not reached by the ordinary heat.
has remendous waste of public money upon* the
sh r« >! to health. T esiimt ni ii lep« \ *, iiP-raturi
The Perfection Heater is made with nickel trimand l' 1C F: i*. HOX sent up< n t<|iust.
roads of Maine.
g
L' he- Moi ris, Presim nt id the Fnst National
He commends to the Legislature its
steel or enameled turquoise-blue drums).
i
mings
I’ank of ( liieo. Texas, wrote the *■*;• aee t
mpativ
a s follow s
duty of establishing a public utilities
Ornamental.
Lasts for years. Easily
Inexpensive.
t w net you t" send a hex oi Solaee to
commission, recommending strongly to |
my fatli
moved from place to place.
er in Memphis, Tenn., lor which I enclose si
their especial attention the Wisconsin
j
Ihis remedy has been ust d by some tnemts of
At OmalerM £v.r|vto<
law as one which has worked out favorirune
lit re and 1 must >ay its action was wonderful.
ably in other States.
STANDARD OIL COMPANY OF NEW
“(Signed) It. 1,. Moriis.’’
With the hand of a master, he outFut up in Vtc. r>0<* and tl on boxes.
lines the needs of the State in matters
Boston
Albany
I
IT’S M 1C 111) KINK TO HE WELL AND
f1!
concerned with water storage and fire
Buffalo
New York
YOU CAN SOON HI. SO HY TAKING SOI,.
|
“No Special Treatment Schemes or
ACE.
protection, and he suggests a change
Fees.” J 1ST SOI.ACK A1 ONE does the
from the present taxing system of the
w ork.
Write today for the free l»ox, etc.
forest lands to one which shall pay an
SOI.ACK RIMhUYCO., Hat tie Creek. Mieh.
income tax upon the product annually
I0w2
taken from it. This is a suggested innovation.
The Governor, whose familiarity with the matter is gained by his own
A furnished room, heated by furnace, gas
experience, believes that such tax would
tend to preserve the forests, thus afford- lighted; use of bath. Meals can be obtained
Apply to
ing the water storage facilities which near by.
look after our interest in Waldo anti adjaot C. M. Knowlton ot To
are in danger of
W. B. WOODBURY,
cent counties. Salary or commission. Address
being ruined through
the denudation of extensive wild land
LINCOLN OIL CO.,
22 Miller street, corner of Court street
tracts.
Iw2p
Cleveland, Ohio.
ltf
or at the Supt. of Schools’ office.
ltf
H. C- Buzzell.
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Wretched

Nervous Prostration Long Endured

early last week from Rockland, lwhere they
parents.
The Current Events club will be entertained
Wednesday afternoon, Jan. 15th, by Mrs. Angie G. Mudgett, East Main street. All members are cordially invited to be present,

| Bu^Matger

1st that “Obadiah Gardner has Burleigh
the run.” On the contrary, quite the

on

reverse,
t

as

Saunders said
loan of five dollars.

George

hen asked for

a

N.

Plaistpd's New Age, without the tag
‘State Paper” will he just as much of
a credit to journalism as it was with it.
—

Biddeford Journal.
Sure. It will still be edited with

a

and scissors.

saw

Among the features of a recent meeting of the Boston Newspaper Club, ac-

cording

city,

to the Herald of that

was

poem by Holman D. F. Day of
Maine.” Holman certainly won the ex‘a

tra initial when lie left the

no one so

well qualified

as

look after the interests of Maine

Mr. L. S. Titcomb has bought the market
business formerly carried on by Mr. H. J.
Tozier in the lower story of Hopkins’ block,
Church street and took possession Monday.
Mr. A. R. Holmes accompanied by his daughter, Miss Pauline, left last Saturday for visits
at Eastport.
Mr. Holmes is the manager of
the sardine factory at Lowder Brook, now
closed for the winter.

he to
at

the

National

His long experience
Capital.
there and a personal popularity that is
not confined to his own party give him an
influence and a prestige that no new

Republican unfortunately

of our

vas a

uti

Miss Linda Chase has returned to

duties
darbor school, after a
ler

the

j

mtSmmmmHKMmsm.

rheni with hard words.
Sentinel says: "It looks

Waterville

as

if

they

low.

members

Miss Mary Calkin, eldest daughter of Mr.
Mrs. Charles Calkin, School street, left

Tuesday morning for Wellesley College, to
take up her junior class
work, after spending
her Christmas recess with her
parents and
sisters. Success in the future as in the
past,
“Miss Mary!’ is the wish of
many acquaint-

a

===== «,-3»===

may

town

--,r,t ^e

Batts

Children’s

ment and

marked

FURS,

__i.

AT A GREAT REDUCTION IN PR!

reason why it could not and should not
by abandon its non-political character and
support Mr. Gardner, who since he be•she Democrats in 1910 was immediately
followed here, as elsewhere in Maine, by came a politician and allied with the Patis ranked among
open bars and the practically unrestrict- tangall-Plaisted ring
ed sa’e of liquor. This has continued the enemies of temperance, of law and
through the past two years, with no at- order. The Grange has done, and is dotempt on the part of Democratic State ing today, more for the betterment of
ar.d county officials to enforce the pro- the people of Maine than any other orIts membership includes
hibitory law. Indeed, it h: s been in- ganization.
creasingly evident that their sympathies the most intelligent and progressive
and interests were with the liquor deal- men and woman in the State, and anyand brewers. In Westbrook the thing that would lead to the impairment
ers
conditions became so bad that the citi- of its usefulness or to checking its
zens organized to clean up the place, and
growth would be a public calamity.

The

carrying

of the State election

have done effective work, and a movement has been inaugurated in Portland

couple

r.

of the way.

opening in New York of the new
McAlpir.—the largest in the world
-twenty-five stories high, 60 feet under
The

Hotel

ground and costing $13,500,000, suggests

comparison with the leading hotels in
their resptc.ive cities between fifty and
sr-.'ry years ago—the Tremont House and
Revere House in Boston, the Astor House
it,
New York, the Battle House in Mobile and the Planters House in St. Louis.

built of granite, practically alike in architecture, end with the
They

were

all

lower cost of material ard labor in those
couk. not have cost over $500,000
each, if as much. Yet they were grand
estaolishn ents of their time. The dining

days

•room

of the Astor

was

a

handsome apart-

ment, the walls and ceiling painted or
frescoed, sr.d light was furnished from
elaborate chandeliers. Dinner at that time
was served everywhere at noon, but the
Astor served also a 5 o’clock dinner, at

guests were expected to dress as
evening entertainment, and as the
hotel was patronized by wealthy people
(he assemblage was a brilliant one. The
which

•for

an

included all the delicacies of the
season,as well as the substantials, and if

menu

stray down-easter wanted combed and
■abbage and his favorite pie, it was at
>,is command. This recalls a standing
a

dish on the supper menu at the Planters
House in St. Louis. The cold meats included buffalo tongue, a dish beyond the

are

at

present with the groom’a sisters
Misses Lizzie B. and
Evelyn L. Colcord,Jin the
VETERANS’ MEETING.
home of their father, the late Capt. Melvin E
The Waldo County Veteran association met ! Colcord.
at the Grange hall in North Searsport Jan. 2,
From Cape Jellison piers the following
ship1913. The day was made to order and a large
| pir.g report was telephoned Monday evening,
number of the old veterans were present.
Dec. SOth: Rockland & Rockport Lime Co.’s
President Crockett called the forenoon meetLarge No. 7 arrived in tow « f tug Orion to

for the better enforcement of the pronibitory law in Cumberland county. We
vpect to see like movements in other
parts of the State, and are assured that
they will have the support and encour- inir tn nrrlor anH tin r-V-.u.ir oner A
r- o
Tho
agement of the prestrit State officials. records of the last
meeting were read and
The Renublican sheriffs are exnecterl to
adopted. Comrades Stinson, Trask and Palmlive up to their oaths of office by those er were
appointed a committee on the time
who elected them, and there can be no and place of the next meeting. Five comrades
question hut that the sheriff of Waldo were reported as having died since the last
county will do so. Indeed, the corre- meeting: Comrades Joseph Brown and Wm. M.
Moulton of Unity; Comrade Bennett of Montspondents of rut of town papers, have
vi 11 e; Comrade James E. Nason of Winterport,
reported that the liquor Fellers in this
_-it y began closing their bars at the end
of the year and putting their stock out

of permanent gam.

Tuesday, lovely, warm day (no slow left;)
Wednesday, warm, foggy morning, half-sunj shine in afternoon; Thursday, almost summerlike day; Friday, warm
rainstorm; Saturday,
overcast sky, with
high, raw wind, and slight
snow
flirts
|
occasionally.
Tuesday evening. Dec. 2!, 1912, Mr. Arthur
;
A. Colcord, East Main street, and Miss
Alice
L.
of Eastport, were united in
marriage,
|! App
by Rev. C. H. McElhiney, at the Cong’l par: sonage in Searsport. Congratulations and best
wishes are offered by Stockton to her son and
his chosen bride.
May their life voyage be
prosperous and happy throughout. The young

_

I load paper;

and

Millinocket arrived
with general cargo from New
York.;Dec. 31st,
Rockland & Rockport Lime Co.’s Barge No. 7
sailed with paper for Boston in tow of
tug
Orion. Jan. 1, steamer Millinocket sailed with
steamer

paper for New York. Jan. Gth, steamer Millinocket arrived with general cargo from New
\ ork, and the Rockland &
Lime Co.'s

JAHES H. HOW I

Tasker resigning -»n account of sickness and the death of her mother-

...People

are

anxious

to

see some sno

-<-*

they can do their teaming... Master Fr-Cdit.
Palmer has returned to Ilehron Academy...
Airs. Beulah Ritchie Putnam passed away at
the home of her father. Freeman Ritchie, of
consumption, Jan. 4th. She had been married

Twombly

KNOX

Harry Rich

Abbott

Mattie

and Everett

Mrs. Annie Foss last week
ney

was

quite

sick the

...

for the central

Neailey

a

Mrs. Ellen Ken-

gathering

of

manager.

\

the

news....

many have goodly piles
the snow comes.

soon as

Rockport

1

Mrs.

iy

Warren

A

Gardner

large
VIegunticook Grange,
ind literary program
A

manner.

class of three is

of

her

number

pleasing

usuai

present

were

Camden.
was

Rockland, who
from

A tine musical

given and

bounti-

a

the regular meeting of Seaside Grange,
Belfast, last Friday evening, the fourth decree was worked on several candidates, the
new robes and paraphernalia were christened,
At

and

a

pleasing

ng to the

entertainment

was

given.

Ow-

bad weather the installation of the

newly elected officers
■ow, Friday, evening.

w-as

postponed

to tomor-

J

Cheney Higgins recently visited
the Sturgis family, in Clinton.

I

Dm.

Don’t

his

Deputy Edward
Evans of Frederick Ritchie grange, Waldo,
jvill be the installing officer, and the members
A
)f that grange will be special guests
narvest feast will follow- the work.

Grange, North Brooks vilie. has
the following officers for the ensuing
year: Master, Mrs. Angie Cousins; overseer,
Andrew A. Grindle; lecturer, Vesta Hawes;
Rainbow

sleeted

steward, Clarence Lymburner;.assistant stewlrd, Roy C. Babson; chaplain, Albert Fierce;
Annie
Ira
treasurer,
Cousins; secretary.
Erindie; gatekeeper Edward Perkins: Ceres,
Elizabeth Dow; Pomona, Foster Perkins: Fmra,
Dow; lady

Fidelia

assistant

steward,

iara

Suow.
following

Mrs.Eva M.

officers of

Victor

Moody,lecturer; Charles A.

Buti- i.

1

ant

keeping

house in

a

tenement

j

1

Your hair n.n;
women’s, Young !.
lustrous spier <1

l*ut
m
worry.
In Paris all u
ing hair; in Arm-rn
and girls who kr.
a wealth of hr;!!
credit is duo; to w
Sage, the ideal ha .*
mover arid beaut
Sold by dealerA A. IJ.. ives

condition, but is at present writing
somewhat better. It seemed an unusually bad
attack of the grip.
and

was
on

fishing grounds.

her father and

care

not contented away

for him

there,

joining

!

Mrs. Jew-

j!

as

he

!

erty.

1

Also

at

good location.
balance on tim»

|
!

ell has returned to East Belfast to remain with

i

In real estate, h
rant fully equip
paying business

for his

has gone to Florida
last heard from as

the

j

ForBr

carious

Ira Bowden

j
I

of Mrs. Rob-

Mrs.Isaac Staples was taken suddenly ill last
Saturday night, and Sunday was in a very pre-

health,

>

It stops scalp it'”
natural color ar

New York.

James Jewell

!

..

Mrs. Stanley Perkins and her sister, Mrs. I
Daggett of Montville, have gone to Lynn, !
Mass and will also visit lelativesjn Connecticut and

<

dandruff;
i

inson's.

seven-room

tent

closet, bath

and

j

business section
2t2

i

was 1

from his home.

1

CARD

Mrs. Lizzie Simmons has been keeping house I We wish to than
for C. H. Forbes for some weeks. He has now department, our mso readily
loosed his home for the remainder of the win- j sponded
for help when th.
ter and will travel for a time in the interests
urday night. W
of a firm with which he did business several phone and the
years ago, and will also visit his sister, Mrs. buildings.
Frank Clough, in Connecticut.
Ml:
Ruth Amos is at home again. She nas been
under treatment in the hospital in Portland for

»

^B

j^B
B
B
B

I

v*
h
improved ami van walk a
crutches. The little chil l of Sum
the
same
Iiyan, another helpless victim of
dread disease, has been f-»r several mouths a

somewhat
tiie aid of

That Bad Cold
Vapor Treatment

patient

in the

same

Surely

Clean Out that Stuffed

Up

Does
Head.

Don’t try to bre ak up a cold with dangerous
stomach disturbing drugs. Get directly to the
inflamed membrane by breathing HYOMEI
(pronounce it High-o-me). Get a bottle tor
30 cents at A. A. Howes & Co.’s and try this
rapid and economical treatment that thousands

using.

Into a bowl cf boiling water pour a teaspoonful of HYOMEI, cover head and bowl with a
towel, and breathe deep into the lungs the

healing

vapor that arises.
Breathe this vapor for five

or

ten minutes

until the head feels fine and clear, then go to
No cobed and sleep soundly until morning.
caine or opium or harmful drugs in HYOMEI.
It is made of Australian Eucalyptus and other
antiseptics. It is guaranteed to end catarrh,
or money back.

son

»f Blynn Stantial.

re

2tf

Ohio, City of Toledo, ss*
Lucas County.
i
J.
Frank
Cheney makes oath that he is senior
partner of the firm of F. J. Cheney & Co.,
doing business in the City of Toledo, County and
State aforesaid, and that said firm will pay the
sum of ONE HUNDRED DOLLARS for each
and every case of Catarrh that cannot be cured
by the use of HALL’S CATARRH CURE.
FRANK J. CHENEY.
Sworn to before me and subscribed in my
this
6th
of
December, A. D. 18S6.
day
presence,
A. W. GLEASON,
(Seal)
Notary Public.
Hall’s Catarrh Cure is taken internally and
acts directly upon the blood and mucous surfaces of the system. Send for testimonials
free.

B
B

B

Morr’

^

Dress*

■

MRS. E. E. WI N

turned to the Moses Brown school in Providence, R. I
Monday to continue his course of
study, after a two weeks' vacation. He is
deeply interested in the school and maintains
He is particularhigh rank in all his studies
ly enthused over the regular course in manual training and brought home several pieces
of very good work, articles in wood carving
and brass work.
His parents intend to give
him a five-years course in this school.
State of

B

1 AN l A It V 2- .1
iii
\
The
asked.
I‘lease m

J mont, a
Spaniel dog.

hospital.

Hugh Morrill, who accompanied the Rev.
Harold
Booth to New York for the holidays,
returned after his vacation to resume school.
having had the *'time of his life’* in sightseeing. The most prominent feature was the
day spent at Niagara Falls. This trip to New
\ <rk was a highly appreciated Christmas gift
from his father, Gilbert Morrill.
Maynard Stantial,

steward.

j

are

mother with him for the winter, and they

Head

is

Grange,
Searsmont, were installed Wednesday Jan. 1st
Eeo.W.Butler, master; True P. Moody.ove: er;
The

his
are

District

steward: George Winters, assistant stewa:*F
Mrs. Charles Cushman, chaplain; J. Frank ilall,
treasurer; Mrs. Abbie M. Ordway, secretary.
Willie
Jackson, gatekeeper; Della Lasse-il,
Eeres; Mrs. Clara Paul, Pomona; Mrs. Julia A.
Miss Madge Walker is helping Mrs. E. H. !
Wentworth, Flora; Maude Bryant, lady assist_A

Cu^

a

GO., G oceries,

The News of Brooks.
Oren

ful supper served.

..

I

to

j

24
3C

degrees.

performed the work in

j

D ;»l,..

A. A. HOWES &

Grange, Swanville,

officers of Comet

aunts,

Pitcher is stopping at H. P. Farrow’s
for the winter... .Willard Morse and Elmer
Flagg are at work lumbering on the Stock
Farm in East Belfast... .The farmers in this
section have utilized all the time possible

spent New Year's day with his parents, Mr.
and Mrs. E. A. Robertson... Mrs. Joan Robertson of Monroe was 93 years old Jan. 1st.
She
is now confined to her bed and is blind_Mrs.
Isaac McKeen and Miss Sadie May Nickerson
visited relatives in Waterville last week....
Mrs. Raymond Marden has been confined to
her bed for a week with a heavy cold. Her
daughter, Mrs. Harriman of Searsport, is with
her_Jatties O. Patterson was quite badly
burned last week while putting out a fire that
started from a gasoline engine in the cellar of
Miss Louise Cunningham’s residence.
Only
by the prompt action of Mr. P. was the fire
extinguished. A physician was called and
dressed his burns and his friends will be glad
to learn that he is gaining finely... .There is a
great d eal of sickness just now and what seems
to be an epidemic of colds....Mr. and Mrs.
E. A. Robertson entertained at their home
New Years day, Mr. and Mrs. David Moody,
Mr. and Mrs. Albert Moody and children, Mr.
and Mrs. H P. White, Mr. and Mrs. John
Palmer of Monroe, Mr. and Mrs. E. E. Clements and children of Searsport, Richard Robertson and Mr. Moody of Portland and Mr.
Wm. Clements.

Pounds

Early in February, Georges River Grange,
Mrs. Miranda Roberts is spending several
Lioerty, will celebrate the 38th anniversary of
its organization by a reception to all former days with her daughter, Mrs. Delbert Bowen.
members. The reception will take the form
Capt. Bennett’s wife is very ill with cancer.
r' an all-day meeting, with a dinner and liter
She is now comined to the bed and failing
iry program. The affair is in charge of Broth- fast.
er John C. Carey.
Mr. and Mrs. Everett Tasker, who are workDirigo Grange, Freedom, has elected officers ing in Belfast this winter, were in town Satas follows:
M., Frank Johnson; O., James YY. urday.
Eibby; L., Mae F. Hall; Stew., E. YV. Downer
Miss Emily Brown, a trained nurse of BanAsst Stew.,
Frank Clement; Chap.. Anne gor, spent a week with her
parents, Mr. and
Mureh; T., James H Vose; S., Ar.nie A. Clem- Mrs F. H. Brown.
Susie lngraent; G. K., George Nickless; C
Mr. and Mrs. Lot Jones h ive been visiting
nam; I*., Annie 1 ibby; F., Susie Downer; 1. A
relatives here recently.
This was their former
Gertrude Linby.
h ‘(lie and everyone was he .rtily glad to see
The.officers of Tranquility Grange. Lincoln- them.
/ille,were installed Saturday evening, Jan. 1th
Paul Jones, rhe High school teacher, has

S \\ ANVIUK,
Barge No. 7 arrived to load paper for Boston.
Comrade Matthews of Belfast. Comrade
Mrs. Isaac McKeen and Miss Sadie M. NickThe
Ladies’
Aid
who
at
was
the
meetrecent
Stinson,
Society
intimately acquainted with
erson went to Waterville last Thursday.
Miss
with
Mrs.
Harry R. Hichborn elected Mrs. Sadie returned home Sunday to resume her
both,spoke feelingly of the deaths of Comrades ing
Brown and M- niton. Comrade A. E. Nicker- Sin.eon F. Ellis, Church street, as president,
teaching Monday at North Searsport... Mrs.
son
spoke on the death of Comrade Nason, ! and Mrs. Frank A Patterson, East Main street, H. 0. Cunningham is ill with bronchitis.. Mr.
serving in the same company with him. Re- as Vice President, for the coming three E. H. Nickerson was in town Friday. He remonths. They also voted to make January “a
marks were made by the President and W. J.
turned home to Portland Saturday_Miss
1
Matthews, an honorary member. The dinner social month,” holding genuine social gather- Carrie Cunningham returned to
Bangor last
j
on
each
and
was
ings
call then sounded
a recess
taken. A
Thursday afternoon, at which Friday. She and Mrs. Albert
Cunningham
fine repast was served by the people of North card-playing, neighborly
chatting, personal visited at Henry Cunningham's in Brooks one
Searsport, to which the veterans did ample fancy work (one’s own) and any pleasing di- day last week_Mr. James Clements of Seal
version hall occupy the hours. Mrs. Frank A.
ustice. The usual smoke talk followed.
; Harbor was the guest of Mr. Albert CunningPresident Crockett called the afternoon Patterson will entertain in said manner this,
ham a few days last week ..Miss Carrie Seeley
afternoon.
to
order
the
Let
her
and
cndrand
comrades
desire
for
a
Thursday,
meeting
returned to Bar Harbor last Saturday and Miss
sized
be
fulfilled!
A
good
inith Miss
cordial
company
sang “Marching Through Georgia,"
Flora Seeley to Augusta, where they are envitation
is
Hattie May Nickerson at the piano. Prayer
generally extended to all ladies to
gaged in teaching.
wTas offered by the chaplain, Albert Nickerson.
participate in this sociableness. A five-cent
fee will be paid by each participant in this LIBERTY.
The address of welcome was by Comrade StinWilliam P. Cushman spent a few days in
familiar conversation and “social whist" playson, who spoke along the line of the part taken
in the battle of Fredericksburg by the 19th
ing.
I town last week, the guest of Mr. and Mrs. C.
Maine regimert.
President Crockett in reM. Hurd. Mr. Cushman was principal of the
The dance and card party given in Denslow
sponding to the welcome spoke of his experiLiberty High school for the year 1911 and was
The follow- Hall the evening of
ences in the 2nJ Maine Cavalry.
2nd
Mrs.
E.
January
by
an instructor.
He is now
ing program was then given: Song by Mrs. F. A. Mayville and the Misses Helen and Jose- very popular >s
E. Stinson; rec.. Miss Evelyn Spaulding; reof the High t-chool at Mt. Desert_!
principal
marks by Comrade Trask; piano solo. Miss Hat- phine Davis of Park, proved a great social
Mr. and Mrs. J. J. Walker were business vistie May Nickerson; rec., Clara Ward; singing, success.
The large company -mingled old
itors in Belfast one day last week... George
Mrs M. C. Ward and Callie Harriman; re- and
to the fullest extent the
young—enjoyed
marks by the President; rec., Mrs. Carrie B.
Dow, who has a position in Belfast, spent Sun- j
extended by the hostesses, the
Spaulding, who responded to an encore; re- hospitality,
day with friends in town-Mrs. Rhoda Ben- 1
marks by comrades along the line of who dancing, the card playing, the sociability and
nor left last week tor a visit of a few weeks^in
would attend the exercises on the Gettys- pervading air of
good humor which permeated Union, where she will be the guest of Mrs.
burg battlefield July 1st, 2nd and 3rd. Six the gathering. Cake,
doughnuts and coffee were Frank Lampson.. Mrs. Howard Staples and
re .ponded who w ill attend.
A vote of thanks
was extended for the hospitalities at North
bountifully served, and the universal testi- Miss
Bridgett Whealen were in Belfast one
Daniel
Remarks were made by
Searsport.
mony of the guests was, “A delightful evenday lastw'eek... C. M. Hurd left Monday for
Kimball,W. T. Nickerson, M. s Belle J. Palmer
Mrs. Mayville is the proprietor of the
ing."
Belfast to attend the January term of court.
Mrs. May Bussy, Mrs. Susie White, Miss Alice
Kane and Comrade Isaac Cook. Closed with new millinery business established in town last
Mr. Norman D. Lorhrop returned last
singing “God be with you till we meet again." spring, with which our ladies have been SingU- ! week from his vacation and school
opened
The committee reported time of next meeting
larlv ucll nloacoH
“Mrc
Mautrillo ia an arTuesday morning-Miss Ella Greeley spent
tist in her line!” has been frequently said
be given later.—a. s.
! the week-end with her sister, Mrs. Ralph Light,
throughout the village—an easily substantiated in the south part of the town.... Ralph Reyfact!
WEST W1NTERPORT
nolds of Freedom was in town for a few hours
I
The Christmas ball was very larg.ly attendSunday.
ed. Over seventy couples attended in the FRANKF' RT.
were served
Miss Ada C. Williamson has returned to SWANV1LLE CENTER
Two
Mrs.

....

as

A harvest feast followed the exercises.

Ansel

chopping wood, ami
ready for hauling as

Five

:

1 he Parcel Pont that went into effect
makes it possible to send almost any articli
stock of groceries, drugs and medicines !>..
ly send in your orders.

The office will

office.

officers of Union Harvest Grange, Cen
ter Montville, were
installed last Saturday
night by Charles S. Adams of Searsmont, asdsteJ by Mrs. Huldah E. Ramsay of Montville.

children, nearly all of
her....The weather for the

for the

over

3;

The

number of

propitious

telephone

he installed Jan. 20th.

will

past week would pass for a sample of Mark
England Weather,” and was not

T

The

;

past week, but is better

Twain’s “New
very

Not

Curtis has

NEWS OF THE GRANGES.

taking

survive

Nelson

and

BELMONT
Mrs. Amelia Clark died in this town Dec. 39th
about
70 years. She was a woman much
aged
beloved by all who knew her and was possessed of many sterling qualities. She was the
whom

Mr.

from 35 to
from 28 to
from 28 to
from 33 to

Pan-American,
Fancy Rio,
High Grade,

he opened for business Jan loth, with Mrs.

CENTER

mother of

Standard,

two weeks’ visi:

FOLL

of asthma lately... Mrs. Bertha
Nealey has moved into the building to be used

thi« timp

■At

Grant...

REDUCED AS

had attacks

day recently....
Mrs. Joe Bailey were week-end guests of relatives in Albion... Mrs. Grace Monroe visited
Mr.

one

a

PRICES

Somerville, Mass with her daughter, Alice
Grant, who is in poor health.... Mr. Fores!
Grant has returned home after spending several weeks with his children, Mrs. Will Emery

and

..

I

has returned from

Friday and Saturday,Jan.

in

children of Newport
visited relatives in town the past week. All
are pleased to learn that Mr. Rich’s
operation
was successful and that he is getting along
nicely... John Clark of Thorndike spent Sunday at B. l,. A born’s... Miss Clara Emerson is
Mr. and
working for Mrs. Abbie Penney
Mrs H. A Shibles entertained a large party of
friends at their pleasa- t home Thursday evening.... Mrs. Jennie Richardson called on Mrs.
Mr.

ard

by
suppers
evening.
reach of even the multi-millionaires of
Dyer, Mrs. Earrows and Mrs. Clark, all ex- Boston after spending the holidays with her
today—as rare, indeed, as hummingbirds perts in the culinary art. Over 200 people sister, Mrs. Albert Peirce, at the Ide Farm_
Frank P. Laffin, who is attending the BaltiThe music
w ere present during the evening.
tongues on toast.
Prizes were given more Dental school, is spending a three weeks’
was excellent as always.
The Progressive Republicans in the for the oldest couple and for the youngest vacation at his home here-Mr. and Mrs.
Maine legislature did just what would be c ouple. The occasion was one of much pleas- James F. Hurley and Miss Alice Hurley
Having ure and considerable profit to the orchestra. spent Christmas with friends in Bangor and
expected of honorable men.
Mr. Clarence Brown has bought the home- Old Town.Henry West, an aged and revoted as Republicans in the primaries,
died at his home here Dec.
and been elected as Republicans, they at- stead and farm known as the Albert Clarke spected citizen,
Goshen....Mr. Walter S. 30th, aged 80 years. Mr. West leaves one
tended the Republican caucus and were place in so-called
Clarke has bought a piece of land on the south daughter, Mrs. Ella Emmerson, and a large
governed by its action. As one of them side of Snows Mountain, originally owned by circle of relatives and friends to mourn their
said, if he had contemplated any other A. J. Clarke....A transfer of real estate was loss. Their many friends extend their heartcourse he should have resigned.
Strong recently made from Fred Lowe to Percy and felt sympathy to the bereaved relatives....
pressure was brought to bear on the Pro- Abbott Campbell... .Mr. George Campbell is Among the many Christmas visitors in town
gressive Republicans by a few sore getting out lumber to erect a bungalow on the were Francis Hurley, J. Carr, Bowdoin, *13,
Lurille
heads and disappointed office-seekers, lot near the Kelley Hose House, No. 2, South Paul C. Leonard, U. of M., ’13, John
and Allie Quigley, J. Otis and J. Blethen of
■who had hoped to gain some personal ad- Main street, recently bought by his son, Alfred.... Mr. and Mrs. Nathaniel Twombly of Bowdoin... -J. Edward Battles of Boston, who
vantage by creating dissensions in the
Monroe are guests of their daughter, Mrs. D. is connected with the Westinghouse Electric
Republican ranks, but they stood “as L.
Dyer.... Mrs. Abbott Campbell is quite ill Co., Bpent Christmas with his parents, Mr. and
firm as the rock of Gibralter” for the
at this writing with the grip-The multitud- Mrs. James Battles... .Friends of Mrs. Elden
right. The election of Hon. Edwin C. inous friends here of Dr. William Ellingwood Whidden, a former resident of this town, were
Burleigh to the United States Senate, unite in extending best wishes and heartiest pained to hear of her death recently from
•now assured, is cause for general con- congratulations....Mrs. Lucy I. Dyer spent a pneumonia in California.... Mrs. E. F. Cyphers
gratulation. At this juncture, with an few days recently with her daughter, Mrs. of Searsport has recently been the guest el
her daughter, Mrs. H. L. Clark.
incoming Democratic administration, Chester Curtis, at her home on Whig street.

,

Flora

Miss

school,

LINCOLN VI! LE.
Burton Grej left Thursday for a few days'
visit with Capt. Walter Hadlock in IslesfordMe. ..Fred Clarke returned to Boston Friday...
Mrs. A. M. Pendleton of Boston was called to

symptoms
Last week the following weather was
daily
apportioned to Stockton: Sunday, fine day, refor
markably warm,
Decemoer; Monday, mild
rainstorm, with boisterous gale in evening;

plunder?

Coats,

Primary

College.

looking

op-

Democrats to return Obadiah Gardner to
posed to prohibition, the Grange as an
he United States Senate and further
organization stands for the law and its
schemes
for
other Democratic
preferenforcement, and that is an additional

—

Coats, Suits,

right as American
have sold their birthright for a mess of
citizens to vote as they see tit, but they
town by the illness and death of her father,
Mrs. John M. Ames has closed her School
pottage.” What would it have looked leave their politics ou'sid- of the Grange
Mr. F M. Russ, who died Sunday at 10 a. m.
only one year... Mrs. Helen Tasker, wife of
street residence and gone to
ike if these men, who voted as Republispend the winter An
halls and meet as brothers for social en- with her son
obituary is given in another column.... the late Chas. Tasker, died Jan. 5th, having
and wife, Mr. and Mrs. Albert M.
cans in the primary and were nominated
joyment, instruction, and the advance- Ames, Church street. Although somewhat Henry Ervin Rankin 0 ft Thursday for sustained a shock about ten days before, tier
and elected as Republicans, pledged to ment
Boston, where he has employment as a hospi- age was 66 years_A very severe wind raged
of their respective communities,
improved from her recent quite severe illness,
stand by the choice of the Republican and the
tal nurse....The schools in town will close
here Friiay, Friday night and Saturday, blowState, materially and morally. Mrs. Ames, senior, is still in very poor health.
Friday for the winter vacation.
ing a gale part of the time... Mrs, John
priii.ary, had joined forces with the While some of the members
I Her many friends are daily
be
for more
exercise their

Q

beto-

ever

..

tuberculosis of the bowels. Sympathy is extended to the patient by her numerous friends
in her old home

of the

vacation

Parkes is visiting

County Correspondence.

writers

As individuals,

Grange

home in Monroe. ..Mr. E.

in Better

Muslin Underwear than

nuch interest is shown in the good work, i'he
proceeds of the last one were nearly $7. The
Text one will be Jan. 16th, at Odd Fellows hail_“
ind everyone is cordially invited to attend
FREEDOM.
Dn account of bad weather the \V. C. T. 1.’
The Ladies’ Circle will meet this, Thursday,
neeting appointed for .Ian. 3d was postponed
A
afternoon with Mrs. D. W. Dodge.
full at- | uid will be held with Mrs. Woodman Jan.
10th.
tendance is hoped fv>r, ns this will he the elec- * _Forty packages of parcel post matter went
tion of officers for the conning year, and plans :>ut last Saturday on R. F. IT Route N
ii
are to be made for the year’s work
.George j Blacksmiths are the busiest men in town. The
Worth, carrier on Route No. 1, has returned to roads have been icy and horses have to be
duty, having taken his annual 15-days’ vaca- sharp shod_Ice was harvested from the
tion... Miss Gladys Bryant has returned to
pond this week... Miss Lamson of Addw ...
Oak Grove Seminary and Mrs. Orrie North to
Me., has been employed to finish the

and

ances in

weeks’

two

Offering Bigger Bargains

Bar Harbor
of the B: r

..

Mr, Elman D. Dickey of Portland was in
quoted know, or
1'he Democratic
newspapers which should know, that the
Grange is a non- town last week endeavoring to dispose of
the
Bull
netted and patted
Moosers, political organization, and that if, as an some of the real estate
belonging to his
when it was hoped to use them as the
order, it took a stand with any political mother, Mrs. Addie S. Dickey, who is now
monkey did the cat, are now' pelting party its decadence would certainly fol- critically ill in a hospital in Portland from
The
course

principal

as

..Horace Page has returned to Mo:
■oe, after working in Belfast for Edwin Jen
tins for several months. ...Miss Carrie Durban,
las returned to the Castine Normal school nf;er her vacation over the holidays at her home.
Miss Margaret Watson will begin the win;er term at Castine Normal school as a new
itudent-The Monroe High school has had a
vacation of two weeks. ...Charles Plummer
:rom the west has been visiting at Fred Put
lam’s, and with other relatives.... Mrs. Aus:in Ricker entertained the soap club last w eek
ind served supper-The sociables for the

■flMHnBBHRliV|VI

town.

I

sale!

white

Monroe.

n

with

|

her

resume

;o

to

The last of the big lleet of vessels once
awned by the California Shipping Oomptiny, the Abner Coburn, is now on
Puget Sound, where her new owner, O.
P. Brown, will have her converted into Senator. The same paper recently had
an
article in which the Grangers were
a cannery tender.—The Marine Journal.
The Coburn, named for one of Maine’s characterized as “toadstool politicians.”
iovernors. is 1,878 tons net and was Both articles were inspired by failure to
built at Bath, ISSii, one of the proud “work” the Grange for personal or poleet of square-riggers from Maine yards litical advantage, an effort in which Mr.
•hat carried, the hag to every port of the Gardner also failed at the recent meet-Bilized globe.
ing of the State Grange in Portland. Of

January

dONROE

fellow

urtir'lfi in tlio Walrln Pnnntw Uurnlrl l.V

Annual

enjoyed.

vas

her parents, Mr. and Mrs. Charles Kneethe editor in which the Maine Grange is land, Cape Jellison. Our young townswoman’s
success in her new lield of labor is most
gratassailed for not supporting Obadiah I
I ifying to her numerous
friends in her native
Gardner fur re-election as United States

gestive.

OF OUR

Ross entertained

portion
Miss Marian Kneeland left Jan. 1st for Chelwallow, as swine wal- sea, Mass., to resume her teaching in the city
are the opening words of
schoois, after spending her vacation week
a

Continuation)

tomorrow, Friday, afternoon. Mrs. L.
last Friday afternoon
it
very pleasant time and a dainty lunch

loney

Mr. Crawford Treat, after spending the
Christmas vacation from Colby College with
bis parents, Mr. and Mrs. Alvah C.s Treat,
man could possess.
That he possesses i
i Church street returned Dec. 31st to Waterville
the confidence of the people of Maine has
to resume his studies.
He is a member of the
been repeatedly testified by their votes;
sophomore class.
that he represents Maine sentiment is
Miss Mary Hichborn reached home last Friwithout question; that he a practical
day evening. She remained three days with
business man cannot be gainsaid, and her brother
and wife, Mr. and Mrs. Fred O
withal he has the happy faculty of mak- Hichborn, in
Portland; and the same length of
ing friends. Mr. Burleigh will be warm- time, with her brother and wife, Hon. and Mrs.
ly welcomed on his return to Washington. Charles S. Hichborn in Augusta. She attended the inauguration of Gov.
Haines, w hile at
“The slough of political mire, in which the Capital.

party for the Demo-Rum party, and the citizens elect
two initials as placed are certainly sug- low in filth,

|U||||auuijUijia

!

had been the Christmas guests of the doctor's

Republican Jour.

there is

LAST NORTHPORT. *
Mr. and Mrs. E. R. Conner of Belfast were at
:heir cottage Bayaide last week,
returning
lome Saturday-Mrs. C. 0.
Dickey, who has
>een very ill the past two weeks, is
much
mproved and is able to sit up a short, time
sach day-Mrs. Elizabeth Perry spent, a
veek with friends in Belfast recently.Miss
Feme Mink haB returned from a visit with
•elatives in South Hope and Appleton_Miss
Sffie Baker, Deaconess, who has been
stopping
it C. O. Dickey’s the past two weeks, went to
Belfast Monday afternoon to assist Rev. D. p.
?helan in the Methodist church_The Ladies’
Ud Society will meet with Miss Althea Ma-

SPRINGS.

Dr. and Mrs. C. Edward Britto returned

Before Remedy was Found.
Miss Minerva Reminger, Upper Bern,
“For several years I had
PI'Rl.ISHED EVERY THURSDAY IIY
Pa., writes:
nervous prostration, and was utterly
Pub. Co. wretched. I lived on bread and beef
The
tea because my stomach would not reI tain anything else.
I took many remCHARLES A. PILSBURY.
edies, but obtained no relief until I
took Hood’s Sarsaparilla, when I began
Am now cured.”
Fur one square, one j to gain at once.
Advertising Terms.
Pure, rich Mood makes good, strong
.me
week
inch length in column, 25 cents for
nerves, and this is why Hood’s SarsaAnd 25 cents for each subsequent insertion.
parilla. which purifies and enriches the
SruscRiFTiON Terms. In advance, S2.00 a
bl.'.od, cures so many nervous diseases.
for
three
:
0(1
50
cents
Ot it ;• .1.i;. in usual liquid'form or
SI
for
six
months;
year,
ts
•h.moI.it<*.’
called 3a
Tenths.
Wi react in the Machias Union of Jan.
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ment immediately.
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J. CHENEY & CO., Toledo, Ohio.
Sold by all Druggists, 75c.
Take Hall’s Family Pills for constipation.
F.
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has resigned his position
and has
the Waldo Trust Co.,
,’l(j by UForest L. Robbins.
\v. Keating entertained the
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Monday afternoon and Miss
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the knowing Clerk smilingly hands you out a substi-
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prize
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tloleproof
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over 1911.
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Aid will meet to- j
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rooms

cry

Other

15th, there will be
party at Seaside Grange
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Monday evening
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and
year with

follows:
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s were

played

and

to

be

of the

was

written

in

name
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R.

Small, he walked two and a half miles
to the Academy. The teacher was William P.
Whitehouse, a native of Vassalboro, then a
very young man, and now Chief Justice of the
Maine S. J. court. The building referred to in
the poem was converted into a church about
The author of the poem was for
many years in the Pension Department at
Washington. Addison C. Getchell became a
40 years ago.

I

1

person

j

attending.

the charge will be for the last

only.

SHE COULD NOT STOP IT.
then the other thing.
All no
Then she thought of nail’s Hair
Renewer. Talked with her doctor about
it. Then bought it, used it. Her hairstopped falling out at once. Now she it*
telling her friends. No coloring or staining of the hair, either.

|*thing,
j good.

j

Simmons,

LOOK!}I

:B|G(jUT

IN prices

Op EDISON

I

WAX RECORDS

I

'inute Records

were

35c.

I

Now 21c.

;

}

'lin,J‘e Records

were

Now 31c.

50c.

«

kTi

Yours truly,

jJ*RLE & JONE3
~"H"****i *

Y

f

a

was

The small
we are
a

of

postage.

trial

in

as
a

and

well

as

position

the large items, arid we
to serve you better than

we can assure

you that

will

we

patriotic

O. Bowen; trustees, Messrs. Putnam,
Dunton and Conant; adjutant,Thomas Gannon.
-Past President Mrs. Emery O. Pendleton,
assisted by Mrs. W. W. Carter,installed the of-

or, Daniel

imnie

our

Belfast

in

stoek

,.

'live

us

^

yAT_YOUR SERVICE^’

CARLE &
2

New

Advertisements.

tant mail

order

houses.

Don’t

ing they

ever

attempted_The

semi-an-

sale of J, W. Ferguson & Co. begins
clay, A discount of 20 per cent will
be given on wool dress goods and dress trimmings and 10 per cent on all other goods, expert pnrsets. for the next 30 davs.
Terms
cash.... Mitchell & Trussell are selling standard aluminum ware below cost, and a great variety of useful household articles for 10 and 25
to

is offering for the

next

TWO WEEKS the

bargains in Gingham ini Flannel

following
Waistings:

25 CENT GINGHAMS AT

19c

I5.

11 1 -2c

\l\.

10c

10

“

12’

“

MYOPIA FUNNEL AT

noi

-|c=rol[o]|c

1

buy

the

8c

[r

■

f

& Jones have made a big cut in the
price of Edison w ax records.... See advt. of
spaniel dog 1 st. Reward offered_Mr. and
Mrs. S. G. Norton publish a card of thanks
See advt. of fourth-class postmaster examination to fill vacancy at Thorndike_A. A
Howes & Co will have a special colfee sale at
reduced prices Friday and Saturday Jan. iO11.
Carle

..

turned to Camden to

High school,

Haywood
resume

after

Hills have

their

spending

re-

studies in

the

holiday

their parents_Mr. and Mrs.
Merrick Tibbetts of Keene,N. H.t are receiving
congratulations on the birth of a daughter....
Donald Fogg and Alice Whitcomb were united
in marriage Jan. 1st. They have the best
wishes of their many friends... Misses Helen
and Mary Cobb went to Boston Jan. 1st to resume their music studies-There was a dance
New Years night at Dirigo hall. The attendance was small, but a very pleasant time was
enjoyed by those present. An oyster supper
was served by Mr. and Mrs. Frank Bryant.
There will be another dance there Jan. 22nd,
with music by Dunton's Orchestra.
vacation with

PROSPECT FERRY
G. W. Silver was in Bangor on business last
Monday-Mrs. G. W. Silver, who has been
stopping the past two weeks with Mrs. Fred
Clews, has returned to her home....W. D.
Harriman and Fred Bowdoin called on friends
in Sandy point last Sunday ...W. C. Bowdoin
and J. D. Holbrook are in Belfast on the jury.
....An ice cream sale was held at the Mt

~

OUR SEMI-ANNUAL
DISCOUNT SALE

2

guaranteed Holeproof stockings

SEARSMONT
Bliss Marriner and

9 1-2c

Discount Sale!

1

TERMS CASH.

U

2

Commences today. *4 discount of
20 °Io will be given on Woo! Dress
Goods and Dress Trimmings and
10 % on dll other goods tor the
next 30 days.
Corsets not in,

«

|

fj|

J. W. Ferguson & Co.

If

■nil

—<11 <■

"illnllf—

1

tion Saturday.
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FOURTH CLASS POSTMASTER EXAMI^A-

ji

ijjj

eluded in sale.

=U

(;

February 8, I9!3.

United States Civil Service Commission !
announces that on the date named above an ex
amination will be held at Belfast. Maine, as a
The

telephone orders promptly filled....
January White Sale at James H.
Howes’ dry goods store, Odd Fellow's' block, is result of which it is expected to make e-.-rtifi
I
to fill a contemplated vacancy in tie. posistill on, and coats, suits, children’s coats, and tion
tion of fourth class postmaster of e'a- (a) at
furs are offered at a great reduction in prices. Thorndike and other vacancies as ti
y may

|

that office, unless it shall bo decided
in the interests of the service to ti.l the vareinstatement. The conr.u nation ol
by
cancy
the postmaster at this office is $852 for the
fiscal
last
year.
Age limit, 21 years and over on :he date of
the examination, with the exception that in a
State where women are declared by statute tc
be of full age for all purposes at 18 years,
women 18 years of age on the date of the examination will be admitted. Applicants must
reside within the territory supplied by th
postoffice for which the examination is announced. The examination is open to all citizens of the United States who can comj ly with
oecur at

UNDERTAKER,

j

LICENSED EMBUMER.
CORONER FOR WALDO COUNTY
EVERYTHING MODERN IN

Caskets and Burial
Suits.
Home

the requirements.

Office

Application forms and full information concerning the requirements of the examination

can be secured from the postmaster at Thorndike and the local secretary at Belfast, or from
the U. S. Civil Service Commission, Washington, D. C.
Applications should be properly executed
and filed with the Commission at Washington
within 7 days before the date of the examination, otherwise it may be impracticable to examine the applicants.

U. S. Civil Service Commission.

DR, E. H. B0YIN6T0N
EYE

SPECIALIST

Twenty-five years experience and skill in
fitting glasses enables me to fit any eye that
glasses will help. Consultation Free.

Heagan schoolhouse last Saturday evening,and 44 South Main St., WINTERPORT, MAINE
enjoyed a good time.Wiilard Harding
returned to North Jay last Monday.
Office Days, Mondays and Tuesdays.

all

miimim

forget that

nual discount

the

mwmuimm

MISS H. M. BLACK

Read what Carle &

their 9 cent sale opens this, Thursday, morning, to continue 9 days. It will be the best

...

Phone 19.

rsammmmmmmmmmammm

I GINGHAM SALE

Jones say about the parcel post and their ar
rmgements for attending to and promptly
forwarding mail orders. They cart serve you
as well, and more expeditiously, than the dis-

show

JONES,

Stores, Belfast, Me.
■■■wisan»,;3

Mrs.

Mail and

Of

concern

served

were

The annual

|

any
take

within a radius of 5ft miles f-orn Belfast tv ! he 5
cents for the nrst pound and 3 cents for each additional
ven pounds,
pound, up to
and the rate on any of the free delivery' routes »-r the star stage r-<ut-. runniiig out
from this city, will be 5 cents for the ft "St pouud ;n 1 1 eev. f.>r each additional
pound
up to 11 pounds.

Annie S. Bennett. Refreshments
after the installation and the
members of the Post were invited.

guard,

Don't miss it if you are looking for bargains in
men's and boys’ clotning and furnishing goods.

January meeting of John

Business

feel that witli

r»

_Mrs. C. H. Meader pf Eelwpnt publishes
a card of thanks..... «M» Rfers bargains in real estate and in a
paying restaurant, and has a 7-room tenement with modern improvements to let....
Mrs. E. E. Wentworth, at the rooms of Mrs.
Sheldon on Church street, will do dressmaking
in all its branches-The Grand Semi-Annual
Clearance Sale at t;ie Home of Good Values, 12
Main street, continues only three days more.

f
with Mrs. |

*

,-ss.
good care of your k:
Nearly everyone will have something to ship by Parcels Post. Yuuwill nee :
scale so that you may weigh the packages you send. To
provide for our needs
in this line we offer to send you on and after
January Is:, eras f.. ns as our
stock lasts, a Family Spr ng Scale with Platform and Sc
;
weigh 21 p urn:;
by uiiucca, fui $1.00 POST PaID.

las H. Howes.

can

a joint hostess
great deal of pleasure by her
rendition kof “Aux Italians” by Owen Mere- j
dith, to the music of “II Trovatore” played by
MUs Amy E. Stoddard. Mrs. Howard L. Whitten read a fine paper on “American Composmm
ers,” mentioning among others those as local5
M/es DC7NCAIT *nD
rJS£CKLE6
ly well known as Edward Barter Perry, John
Orth and William R. Chapman—the latter well
known as an organist and director as well as a
The trouble, time and expense necessary in staging a dramatization of some popular nove
composer. Miss Amy E. Stoddard gave a fine- must be understood to be thoroughly appreciated. It is a hard task, and there are but a few
ly rendered piano aolo, and the vocal boIos by who have possessed the stamina to bring the work to a successful issue. When it became
that the wonderful
popularity of “Freckles" was an absolute truth there were a numMrs. E. S. Pitcher and Miss Isabel Ginn were known
ber of New York producing managers who straightway wanted the dramatic rights to Gene
much enjoyed. They included compositions of Stratton-Porter s story of the
Limberlost, managers who rank at the very top as producers.
Dudley Buck and Kate Vannah. The current The authors and copyright owners of books, however, of such popularity as this one, are slow
the award
Mrs.
to
Porter
knew of the motto of the Delamater firm: “Producer of clean
give
events brought out among other items some
and as this is her ideal of what a
story or play should be,—always clean and wholesome,
interesting facts about America’s largest or- plays,"
attested
is
as
throughout all her works—Delamater got the rights. Point number one. Who
gan—the Kotzschmar Memorial organ in Port- then to dramatize “Freckles?" That was the question, for to be of real dramatic worth a book
land. The committee reported that the char- play must stick to the text of the story in both word and deed, and this requires more than a
it requires a
knowledge of stage intricacies thrown in; Neil Twomey was the man,
ter had been framed and hung in the rooms of playwright;
and he went to work diligently; he succeeded, even above the
of Delamater. Point
the Arts and Crafts society, where the meet- number two. What is the secret of success of “Freckles"? Itshopes
simplicity. There are no
in
modern
characters
fiction
endowed
nor on the stage
with such simple nobility and wonderful
ings are usually held and that Mrs. E. R.
as Freckles and his sweetheart “The
Swamp Angel.” Mrs. Porter has studied naPierce had kindly loaned the flag which was sweetness
ture; she has lived all her life in the great Limberlost Swamp region of Indiana, studying it
draped on the wall behind it. Mrs. B. O. Nor- and writing about it. She has achieved a position which can be
disputed by none; her fiction
ton, a member of the Thomaston chapter, was and her play reaches the height of popular demand.
“Freckles” with all its familiar scenes will be at the Colonial Theatre next
elected to membership in John Cochran ChapMonday evening Jan 13th. It has been a theatrical event everywhere it has played—it was at the Grand
ter. Delicious refreshments were served at
Opera House, New York city, Christmas week—and it will be an event here. Seats on sale at
the close of the meeting.
the Colonial box office Friday morning. Prices, $1, 50 and 35 cents.

who

Pitcher, gave

rate

See their windows... The Dinsmore
Store is the only place in Belfast where you

Gordon; assistant Cochran Chapter, D A. R., was held at the
patriotic instructor, home of Mrs. E. S. Pitcher last Monday evener; color guard, Mrs. Alma i ing.
On account of the storm the attendance !
was small, but those present thoroughly en-| undent, Mrs. A. T. Gay;
O
White; guard, Mrs. joyed the musical program, which had “AmerMde guard, Mrs. A. Robin- ican Composers”
for. its subject. Miss Alice
:

iow

cents.

Eva

■'

a

We Want Your

j

She tried and tried, this thing, that

1

Post

TO GUR CUSTOM!RS ON THE FIRST OUT GOING MAIL.

|

nett;

H-...

i

AT LOWEST
MARKED
DOWN
PRICES.

phone and the prompt assistance from neighbors and friends Mr. Norton believes he would
have lost his comfortable home. Mr. and Mrs.
Norton publish a card thanking the tire department and others for timely assistance.

successful printer and publisher in Boston and
died there several years ago, and since 1872
Elmer Small has practiced mtdieine in Belfast,
and has served three terms as mayor. The

present.

the

————~

Wednesday, January 1st, the Parcels Post Law went into effect. This
that a very large number of items from our stock
may he sent to you

5
j

November

The

n

■

!

ripe

of

*■

We have arranged a special department that
will attend to mail orders and forward them

age of 97 years and
the service of a little girl of

name

—

Parcels

by Parcels Post at

j

The out-of-town alarm last Saturday at 7.40
ficers of Thomas H. Marshall Circle, Ladies of
p. m. was tor a burning chimney in the S. G. (
Norton residence on the Perkins road. The the G. A. R., last Tuesday afternoon, v.g folonly damage to the house was a little defaced lows: President, Mrs. L. C. Putnam; senior vice
A neighbor had kindly reported that president, Mrs. A. K. Fletcher; junior vice
paper.
Mr. Norton’s telephone was out of commission, president, Mrs. A. R. Coombs; chaplain, Mrsand the men arrived after dark Saturday to Charlotte E. McDonald; secretary, Mrs. W. A
make repairs. But for the use of the tele- Nichols; treasurer, Mrs. Julia G. McKeen;

Elmer

meeting

the

For children

shortly after he left the academy.
With his neighbors, Addison C. Getchell and

many

means

sweeping floor.
The D. A.

On

candy served.

insurance, $4,000; value of contents $1,400;
damage, $1,400; insurance $500. Cause, back
fire from heating apparatus. Fire in Harris
store on Main street occupied by Mrs. E. A.
Mudgett. Agent of building not notified to
appear at inquest. Value of contents, $2,600;
J. Gay; trustees, Mrs. damage.
$1,500; insurance, $1,625.
Cause,
Gay, Mrs. F. O. Whit- spontaneous combustion of compound for

N'ina E. Cook; treasurer,
chaplain, Mrs. Evie C.

The

!

prosperous year.

with matches

e—==^=»■■=---———'*—**

1

i
directly to
days—the two extremes of life. At one j
time there were seven funerals in six days.

Moores

afternoon,

this

man

letter in

s

CARLE & JONES.

of

$2,000; damage, $115; insurance $800. Cause
of fire, burning kettle of tar.
Revere House
burned Dec. 30th; occupied by Homer B. Carter. Value of building. $5,000; damage $3,300;

camp council, I). A.
and J. C. Bennett; patriotic
got; guide. A. D. Webber;
ssan; inside guard, R. G.
i. John J. Batchelder; color
.-on.
1 he officers of the
lent, Mrs. Nora Larrabee;

|

r>

went

another page of
1869 by Lewis M.

great

ever

S

22nd, fire in the
house owned by Edward H Knowlton on Northport avenue. Value of buildingB, $3,000; damage, $50; insurance $2,400; value of contents,

ting;

»

are

wish them

ing

by

Mevens; senior vice comunior vice commander, J.
ry, Samuel Stevens; treas-

j

for

issue,

on

are a

we

_______

A. Whitney.
Value of building $600; damage
$25; insurance $600; value of contents $350;
damage $25; insurance $300. Cause, child play-

an-

the Camp and Mrs. Nina
Auxiliary, as guides. The
med

lesson

Inquests. Fire inquests were held
Monday evening by the municipal officers on
the following fires: Sept. 2nd, fire at 26 Belmont avenue,in the house occupied by Chester

year

upon the new
Mr. Dickey was assisted

r

The

Fire

served, follow-

prosperous

13th.

Academy,” printed

Mr. Frederick lngersoll of Portland, supervas copied from
poem, never before, printed,
intendent of the Belfast plant of the Saco Val- j
manuscript in an old scrap book, which also
ley Canning Co., is in town on business. While contained “Carcassonne,’* a translation from
here he will secure the acreage for the factory
the French by John R. Thompson, a Southern
for the coming season and will be assisted by
poet and literary man, and editor of the SouthElijah Ritchie. They wish to thank the farm- ern Literary Messenger, the leading Southern
ers for their patronage in the past and to anperiodical of its time. In place of the old
nounce to them that they will pay 2£ cents
Academy is now Oak Grove Seminary.
fur corn next season, and believing it will be a
successful season for the farmers they hearti-

an

Jacksonville,

this

served.

Congress Btreet, Monday

All members

strewn

The storm

ioro
1

will be from the C. L. S. C. book, “Mornings
Masters of Art,” the introduction; the
topic from the magazine, “European Rulers,
number four. Roll-call, quotations on Art.

We have

the trees.

damage.

.-

w ere

as artis-

with

some

house; a win& Morse in the
broken; a front door

and streets

financial as well

meeting of Seaside Chautauqua
wil) be held with Mrs. Lewis Gannon,

4S

No.

on an-

hu'iton

as

of a

The next
Circle

fr<mt of the

|

for both

sale

Normandy,” and

success.

ments will be

tree in front of

falling destroyed

j

of

5th, it
invitation extended the club to unite w’ith the
The
Maine Federation of Women's Clubs.
Arts and Crafts will begin this,Thursday .evening a series of whist parties in the club room.
There will be ten tables and light refresh-

home, 24 Court street,

s

ill.-

a

There

that

CONTINUES 9 DAYS.-

-SALE

G. A. R. Installation.
Past Commander
Dr. A. 0. Stoddard, assisted by James A. Danimount
The Ladies’ Aid of West Northport are to |
ton, installed the officers of Thomas H. Marif common stock is $4,000, there is no prc- : have an entertainment at the Brainard schoolshall Post, G. A. R., at their regular meeting
!
stock
of
’erred stock, and the amount
capital
housej Friday evening. January 17th. If j last
Tuesday afternoon, as follows: Commandlaid in is $4,000. The j ar value of shares is j
stormy it will be held the 18th. There will be
er, L. C. Putnam; senior vice commander,
>100. The directors are Irving L. Perry, graphophone selections, and
1
stereopticon James A.lDunton;
junior vice commander, I. A.
Jeorge E. Johnson and Wyatt R. uarrow. Irv- views will be shown. Candy, popcorn balls, 1
1 Conant; quarter master, E. R. Thomas; surE.
Johnson
is
L.
brittle
and
corn
cakes
George
will be on sale. A
Perry
president;
ng
geon, John vV. Nash; chaplain, Albert W. Hass treasurer and Marion E. Perry is clerk.
novel feature of the evening will be the adsan; officer of the day, J. 0. Clark; officer of
mission charge, which will be a cent for every
“VassalVassalboro Academy. The poem,
the guard, F. W. Patterson;
instruct-

regular monthly meeting of the Arts
Club, held Monday afternoon, Jan.
was unanimously voted to accept the

southerly gale

a

125c.

27

other general merchandise. The
of capital slock is $4,000, the amount

At the

100’fc
Clifford's bill board on
.vvn down; a tree in front
eet er trance of Dr. O. S
was broken off a few feet

j

advance

Chime9

al of

Sale—j

showing

and 50c. articles included in
this particular 9c. sale.

for work horses.

lides and

and Crafts

guns at times, and in
so that their inmates

eat

j

large

a

“The

of

attempted.

Ellis, Frj r.ces Macomber, Archie Robinson, I j
Wilson Clement, Wesley White, Vaughan I

The purposes of the corporation arc buy*
ng and selling at wholesale and retail meats,
groceries,farm produce,fish, tobacco and cigars,

m.

thing up to 11 pounds in
•d.
A circular of instrucat the post office, and it

;ic

he

;

was

at 5 p.

The initial performance was given
ast evening in the Colonial Theater after this
Ti e
ssue of The Journal had gone to press.
jpera w ill be repeated tonight,

It

j

cuiu

: »rd.

12

•very indication

■:vj that the

|

at

will arrive

There

realize the great con-.ratively small cost of

at

Mr, and Mrs. E. R.
Donald Spear,
Spear, entertained a party of school friends at
his home on Congress street New Year’s eve.
Those present were Frances Wylie, Lillian
! Dexter. Katherine Kittredge, Geneva StephenI,*

I

WALK IN AND LOOK AROUND

son

|

Its the best

j

Stairs, Odd Fellows’ Block

Committee

lu-

‘ME.

uieu

Up

our

[—=9c.

|

p.

averaged about

no

coffee party Feb. 3rd.

ual

vill leave

received in the afternoon,
then has

ut-cii

the

glasses.

Christmas shopper bought a pair of
men’s moccasins, but lost them before reaching
home. One member of her family said, with
the true Christmas spirit, “Let us hope that
the person who found them needed them”—
but the disappointed man whose gift they
were to have been, said: “No let us hope they
If such is the case the
are pinching his feet”
moccasins can be left at Colburn’s shoe store.

effective, and the society has provided ; Hayes.

J 50 pairs

20, the 2 50 p. m. train at 2.20,
o connect at Burnham with the east and west
>ound trains,and the train now arriving at 5.35

S. M. R

received.

nave

cure

intermission.

at

j

Nancy (Pottle) Fer->d; among them Lewis
t married Cordelia Ferii marriage, Miss VelIsle, who is now iiv-

been

roved

1

lit1 y

troubles of

do

at 9 o’clock,
stores will open for our
9th Annual

artists will be invited to take part. Supper
before the ball and ice cream

j

naval service.

or

purpose.

We

above kinds with

The cierks in James II. Howes’ dry goods
Assignments. Capt. B. F. Col- 1 store, were so busy at Christmas time that
t ord of Searsport, of the Governer's Council, is
It was reported last week from August a
they postponed their annual celebration until
New Years, when they exchanged gifts, ac1 hat Dr. F. A. Wilson of this city was the i < hairman of two committees—Election returns
nd State beneficiaries and pensions, and a
cording to custom, in a grab bag fashion, each
lighest bidder for Malaga island and that his
1
nember of the committees on the Maine school
mi of $1,650 had been accepted. Now Dr. H.
taking a chance, with all gifts limited to a cer1 or feeble minded. Library, and University of
A picnic supper was served in the
.1. Ferguson of Saco claims that he bought the
tain value.
laine. The legislative assignments are as j suit room to twelve, after which ti.ey adjournsiand more than 20 years ago and holds the
ollovvs: Senator Conant is chairman of two ed to the Opera House to enjoy the moving
date's quit claim deed.
ommittees— Agriculture and
Ways ar.d pictures.
Attention is called to the professional card
bridges, and a member of the committee on
>f Hon. tleorge F. Johnson, attorney at law,
Rev. David L. Wilson, pastor of the Congrelaims; Dunton of Belfast is on the Judicialy
vho needs no introduction to the people of
Church, officiated at twenty wedgationalist
ommittee; Pitcher of Northport on the school
-Valdo County. He will practice in all the
and fifty funerals during the past year.
dings
or feeble minde.l; Sprague of lslesboro on
■ourts ami make a specialty of probate practice
The funerals were held in Belfast and in the
’ensions and the Hous
committee on county
or which his long service as Judge of Probate
surrounding towns where there are no settled
mines.
Estes
of
on
istimates;
Troy
ministers. Mr. Wilson was absent during
miinently qualifies him.
The certificate of organization of the cor- August, when there were five funerals which
The following changes in train service on
he would have had, had he been here. The
loration of I. L. Perry Company was recorded
he Belfast branch of the M. C. R. R. will go
last day of the year he officiated at the funern the Waldo Country Registry of Deeds Jan.
m. train
Tito effect next Monday: The 12 15

*

ex-

is waived in

raUv discharged from
Mary

chapel, the first to he given Thursday
veiling, Jan. 16th. They will have their ar.-

heir

nat

of the eyes.

A

Golden Crown

1

a

imperfections

recovery.

'alermo, Augusta, China and Whitefield, C. W.
lussey of Waterville, attorney.

j

ding Jan. 7th. Ladies—
Nina
Gordon, Fannie
Low, Miss Elsie Taylor,
Gentlemen—O. M.
te.
yr,

entertainment in
North Belfast, Jan. 15th. Adsupper and

a

church. Refreshments

I

morning, Jan. 9th,

both

in most cases can be traced to

Mr. George O. Holmes is seriously ill at his
home at Citypoint, suffering from primary
anemia.
His son, Dr. John Holmes of Manchester, N. H., returned Wednesday, after
spending the week with his father and his son,
Dr. George W. Holmes of Boston, is at present
with him. They entertain little hope of his

has been
office of the clerk of the United
tates District court: George W. Norton, PaUnsecured claims, $474; as»rmo, laborer.
ets, $260. Listed creditors of Branch Mills,

This

wil be served

j

following bankruptcy petition

Lodge, K. of P of Brooks;
\ nil give their annual ball Thursday evening,
he church at
J an. 16th. Special trains will be run from Bellission 15 cents.
j ^ ast.
Keye’s orchestra will furnish music and
towns
that
Maine
four
is
one
of
Freedom
1 delicious supper will he served at midnight.
1 lay observe their centennial this year, having
1 large crowd and a good time is assured.
* een incorporated June 11, 1813.
The ladies of Chicago are moving to prevent
The fire losses on the Revere House on
* he slipping of horses on the pavements of
Main
on
store
pring street and the Mudgett
* hat city and Mrs. Norval H. Pierce and Mrs.
s treet have been adjusted and the work of re* ra M. Cobe have donated $1,000 to the Anti] airing the Revere House was begun Monday.
( Cruelty society for chain shoes to be used for
are
will be

There

NERVOUSNESS,
STOMACH DISORDERS

musicale at intermission at
and ball to be given by Washington Hose Co. in the Opera House, Friday
evening, Jan. 24th, in which several local
There will be

Travellers Club will meet with Mrs. C.
> I. Craig, High street, Tuesday,Jan. 14th. Proratn: Paper, “The Himalayas,” by Mrs. R. F.
, >unton; reading, “The Greatest Thing in the
’ Vorld,” by Mrs E. S. Pitcher, reading, “A
ri8it to Nepaul,” Dy Miss Mabel R. Math ws.
The

HEADACHES,

the annual levee

The

SftejPindmoFeStdm^

in

F. Sheldon has been

J.

social committee of
served.

the

LIDS,

RED

will be

led in the

Dora

employment

have

nroe

stay.

Julia A. Barker of Augusta will speak
s nd give spirit messages at Knowlton’s hall
Mrs. Barker is a fine psyf undav, Jan. 12th.
c hic and is well known as one of the best
rorkers throughout the State. Services at
.30 and 7.30 p. m.

that is
a

to

come

SALE
I
19c
I

their pres-

known by failing sight.

ence

The Baptist church and society will tender a
reception to Rev. and Mrs. Walter F. Sturtevant in the church vestry to-morrow, Friday,
evening from 8 to 10 o’clock. The arrangements are under the auspices of the regular

The 62-year old coasting schooner Smith
was sold recently at United marshal’s
The buyer was M. J.
* ale in Boston for $100.
lahoney of Boston. The schooner has been
> ivolved in litigation for some time.

,pt. O. A. W'ade arrived
f

hoped it h*is

always make

do not

teachers in the Sunday school.

i uttle

stockings,” but there’s just
one that sells the original
Guaranteed Holeproof and

every

Sleighing again ! Tuesday’s storm of minted snow, sleet and rain covered the ground
0 that sledding was possible and
sleigh bells
re re again heard.
Yesterday more snow fell

•

Eye Symptoms

line in Bangor.
A New Year's party was held Jan. 1st in the
Sunday school puUniversalist vestry for
pils from 3 to 5 p m., followed by a supper.
The children played to their heart 8 content,
and the older ones present also enjoyed the
fun. The affair was under the auspices of the

demonstrating

Mrs

6 prs. of Men’s,
6 prs. of Women's,
6 prs. of Children’s,

•ustody, including some 13
: be given healthful exwood yard.

L. p. Swett hu ban appointed agent for the
Stutx motor cam end will won have a

The annual meeting of the Woman’s liospial Aid will be held with the President, Mrs.
W. Johnson, tomorrow, Friday, at 2.30 a. m.
lembers are earnestly requested to be present.

nd it is

“Justasgood.”

began the New Year with

r.

:

look mad—and look elsewhere. Remember its your
money that’s doing the buying—so don’t accept the

spending the winter
and is doing dress-

vili is

S

winner.

board of

State

<

tute for

*.1S5t

v

[:

There will be a message circle at Knowlton'a
tall Friday evening, Jan. 10th, at 7.80 p. m.,
’iven by the mediums Frank R. Strout and
Lnnie B. Carter.

Telephone

48-3
48-4

72 MAIN STREET, BELFAST

IL=

i

—

--—

FOR SALE
High class sporting, hunting, watch and f et
dogs; puppies of i.ll varieties a specialty. On
receipt of 10 cents will mail highly descriptive
illustrated
which gives full informaj tion of 49 catalogue,
breeds of dogs, several breeds o*
| cattle, sheep, swine, fancy rabbits and ferrets;
1
price list of poultry and pigeons.
CHARLES LANDIS,
Dept. 169, Reading, Pa.
j 4w52

CARD OF THANKS
j

!

1 wish to thank the Ladies’ Aid of Northport
for the shower of Christmas cards which they
kindly sent me.

MRS. C. H. MEADER.
Belmont. January 4, 1913.—p

Decisions of the Law Court.

1^
Healthy Stock
the
blgBBkP'

Rescripts in Two Waldo County Cases.
The law court has handed down rescripts in two important Waldo county
In the action of assumpsit of
cases.
Robert A. McGray vs. Orrin B. Woodbury plaintiff’s exceptions to a non-suit
The plaintiff is declared
are overruled.

always

non-suit in the case of Eben A. Holmes
The full text of
vs. Harriet A. Adams.

profits.

is

sheep

and

cattle,■

are

by

keptafl^

regu-^^^

^E^k

The one stock conditioner
that has been the stock^™^
for
reliance
owners*
You may depend
years.
It to increase your
upon
tf)

40^^mbb

50c, 75c, $1.50, $3.
“Your money back If It
fails.”
Get Pratts Profit-sharing
Booklet
1913 Almanac FREE

as

VICTIMS OF

Eugene Rust, 61 years old, for ten
general manager of the Kansas
City Stock Yards Company, a pioneer
resident of Kansas City and widely
known throughout the West, died at 3
o’clock yesterdav afternoon at his home,
1020 Park avenue, after a lingering ill-

rheumatism

years

Conditioners

follows:
Robert A. McGray vs. Orrin B. Woodbury. Rescript, llanson, J.
This is an action of assumpsit for
to
goods sold and delivered, and comes
this court on plaintiff's exe ptions to the
ruling of the presiding justice ordering

rescripts

the

returns

Horses,
hogs
in perfect health
lar use of

profits.

Recent Deaths.

ness
was
was

If;
BUple1

of more than

a

year.

for TYVEN iY YEARS.
It doesn't matter how long you have been
tortured with Rheumatism, RHEUMA will
start to drive the
poisonous matter that cauaeit from your system the second day's treat-

H

■

■

editor and

publisher

of

a

newspaper at

Belfast, Maine. Mr. Rust received his
early education at the East Maine Conference Seminary at Bueksport, Maine. satisfied.
This means that any reader of The Journal
March 24th, in the year of our Lord Shortly after leaving school he went to
a non-suit.
1864, is the heir of his parents who inter- California, where, as a cowboy on his suffering from Rheumatism, swollen, twisted
first
knowlhis
joints.
The plaintiff was a grocer in East |
uncle’s
he
Sciatica, Arthritis, Gout or Lumbago
born
at
ranch,
gained
And any such child
any
marry.
try RHEUMA on money-back plan. It
Knox, and occupied a store belonging to time is the heir of his mother. And, pro- edge of the stock business. He went can
acts
on
Kidneys, Stomach, Liver and Bladder
the defendant under a lease of five years. vided the father of an illegitimate child back to Belfast, Maine, shortly afterand when RHEUMA goes in, Rheumatism goes
The lease was still in force. The de- adopts him or her into his family or in wards and was appointed deputy collector out. That's
why people come for miles to get
fendant held a mortgage on the goods in writing acknowledges before some jus- of customs.
Mr. Rust came to Kansas RHEUMA from*A. A. Howes & Co.
the store for #200. There was a second tice of the peace or notary public, that City in 1S79 and the following year bemortgage f, r #50. The stock inventoried he is the father, such child is also the came yard master of the Kansas City
LAW MUSI' BE ENFORCED.
$775.70, plaintiff’s debts amounted to heir of his or her father. And in either Stock Yards Company, then a small com$1101.SI, and he had no other property. I of the foregoing cases, such child and its pany. Mr. Rust, through tireless enA movement has been inaugurated
in January. 1012. the plaintiff entered i issue shall inherit from iis parents re- ergy, quickly mastered the business and
into an agreement with Walter Wood-I
spectively, and from their lineal and col- soon forged to the front. He has been among the friends of prohibition in this
bury, a brother ot the defendant, to sell lateral kindred and these from such child connected with the stock yards company city looking toward taking pome action
at
to said Woodbury the stock of goods
ami its issue the same as if legitimate.” for the last thirty-two years, having ad- for the better enforcement of the prohibicost, and a bonus of $00. The plaintiff
Whatever rights the plaintiff ha3 are | vanced in positions from yardmaster, tory law it. Cumberland county. Within a
and
the
store
the
delivered the key to
derived from legislative enactment At assistant superintendent,superintendent, short time a secret meeting will be held
An
defendant.
the
to
genera! superintendent, traffic manager, of business men and others who believe
unexpired lease
common law his father was incapable of
account of stock was taken, and the
ago was appointed general that the prohibitory law should be eninheriting. Statutes similar to the statute and ten years
The marked executive ability forced, and at this meeting it is proposed
amount being larger than the buyer an- of Nevada, presented in the agreed manager.
ticipated, be expressed doubt as to his statement, have been passed upon in and keen business judgment of Mr. Rust to raise a committee whose duty it shall
ability to pay. Thereupon the defendant many States, and it has been invariably was a potent factor in the success of the be to collect evidence of the non-enforce- 1
offered to lake “thestock off his hands.” held that a statute allowing an illegiti- stock yards company. Mr. Rust took a ment of law in Portland and to take
He steps to properly finance the same.
The plaintiff claimed that this offer was mate child to inherit from his mother j deep interest in all public matters.
The plan is that the names of those
accepted and agreed to by him. The de- does not allow him to inherit from her j was a former vice president of the Com*
not
the
was
Kansas who comprise this committee shall not be
fendant says the offer
accepted. lineal or collateral kindred. 5 eye. 640, tnercial Club, a member of
the
flitv
flub,
the
Hoof
and
Horn
Clnh.
and
Belfast
to
went
known
to the public, and that the memWalter Woodbury
641; Messer vs. Jones, 88 Maine, 349;
He was direc- bers shall have power to engage such
same day, and the next morning the
Pratt vs. Atwood, 108, Mass. 40; Moore : the Evanston Golf Club.
plaintiff and defendant rode to Belfast vs. Moore, 35 Vt. 98; Bacon vs. McBride, tor of the Southwest National Bank of ] persons as they deem fit to engage in the
together. On the way they met Walter 32 Vt. 5S5; Stevenson’s heirs vs. Sulli- t Commerce. Mr. Rust is survived by a actual collection of evidence. It is proWoodbury returning. There was a con- vant, 5 Wheaton 207. In the same au- l widow, Mrs. Nellie A. Rust, two sons, posed to employ in this work former
ference in which the defendant asked his thorities, the rule requiring strict con- Fred W. and Donald E., and one daugh- sheriffs who are known to be in symFuneral ser- pathy with law enforceu ent, and former
brother ”if he had made up his mind struction of statutes is emphasized. Ap- ; ter, Miss Dorothy Rust.
“I
flhnni the trends.” and he testifies:
plying the rule to the statute of Nevada, vices will be held from the home at 3.30 Sturgis deputies. From time to time as
turn
to
mind
made
o’clock
afternoon.
Burial will they shall collect evidence of the violation
him
I
had
told
up my
Tuesday
it is clear that the words “the same as
He said he would if born in lawful wedlock” do not in this ! be at Belfast, Maine.— The Kansas City of law it is planned that this evidence shall
them over to him.
be prepared in proper form and submitted
take them off my hands and Mr. Mc- case enlarge the rights of the plaintiff to Journal, December 30th.
to the mayor and sheriff. If they do not
Cray said he was perfectly willing.” include inheritance from lineal or collatact upon it then it is proposed that it
The plaintiff and his witness are not in eral kindred.
Pratt vs. Atwood, supra.
G.
Mrs. Harbutt, wife of Rev. Robert
shall be made public.
agreement as to this, the plaintiff claim- Prion to the Act of 1887, Ch. 14. supra,
Already assurthe
the
of
store
Congregational ances have been given of ample financial
ing a sale to defendant at the
the laws of Maine were practical,y the Harbutt, pastor
at
Bar
and
Groveville
Mills
churches
day befere.
same as the present State of Nevada,
support for such a movement, and steps
On reaching Belfast, the plaintiff and and illegitimate children could not inherit ; and ior £t veral years pastor of the Free will be taken within a very short while
church
at
time
first
the
Morrills,
for
to put the plan in operation.
defendant ascertained
Portland
from lineal or collateral kindred. That Congregational
that it was necessary to notify the credi- act was passed for the express purpose where both have been very pleasantly Dress.
and
other
remembered
by
parishioners
tors of the plaintiff, as provided in Chap- of removing such disability.
A
somewhat
vs.
similar
movement
is on
Messer
Adfriends since, died Monday at their foot in Kennebec
ter 114 of the Public Laws of 1905.
county and one meeting
Jones, 88 Maine, 349; Lawton vs. Lane,
home in Bar Mills, following an illness has
vice of counsel was had and proper steps 92 Maine, 170.
already been h> Id. Enforcement
Harbutt under- will not
taken to make a valid sale. In reference
But the plaintiff cannot invoke the aid of six months. Mrs.
only be demanded of the new
at
the
Maine
General
went
an
\
operation
to this branch of the case the plaintiff of the
administration, but leading citizens will
present statute of Maine to conshe
since
then
last
and
when
understood
summer,
was asked: ”Q. Was it
see to it that sheriffs, city marshals and
trol or in any manner influence the dis- hospital
had not shown the improvement that her other ( fficials are not
that (the list of creditors) was made, tribution of
only encouraged in
personal estate of an intes- j
that Mr. Woodbury would notify or send tate whose domicile was in the State of ; many friends hoped for, her condition j fulfilling their oaths of office, but will
recent weeks.
less
favorable
in
the list and notices to the creditors? A. Nevada.
see
becoming
that
as
receive
commendation for
they
By the weight of authority
The deceased was born in England about
That was the way I understood it. Q. all
enforcing the laws.
rights of inheritance become vested
You understood that he was not to pay at the death of the person from whom 58 years ago, and she spent her early ;
The liquor traffic has enjoyed two years
life in that country.
She came to this of prosperity, ant! Mattie has suffered
for the goods until that had been done
they are derived, the statutes in force at
according fo the statute, didn’t you? A. the time of his death govern the disposi- country about 25 years ago, coo ing here two years of regrets and disgrace, now
to
A pastorate of let us have
Mr.
Harbutt.
to
refused
pay tion of the estate.
Why, yes, yes. Q. He
something better or know the
Hughes vs. Decker, 15 marry at
years
Searsport, and subsequent ! reason why.
anything that morning? A. Yes.”
38 Maine, 153; Messer vs. Jones, supra;
and
in
this
Bar
Mills
the
with
to
city,
undertook
pastorates
Officials who forget the understanding
comply
They
14 Cyc. 20 and cases cited.
Groveville were marked by a happy par- on which
law, but creditors, exercising their rights,
The succession to and disposition and
they wn re elected in opposition
attached the goods within five days from distribution of personal property wher- ticipation in the work by Mr. and Mrs. to a liquor traffic regime, are likely to
Harbutt, and in each of these places are hear something drop.
the date of the meeting at Belfast.
ever situated is governed by the law of
It is up to the Republican administraUnder such circumstances there could the domicile of the owner or intestate at many whose lives came under the helpful influences of Mrs. Harbuti’s pleasant tion to ‘‘make
be no sale to the defendant.
the time of his death, without regard to
good.”
1
Besides
her
Mrs.
association.
that
husband,
Two years ago Democratic newspapers
The plaintiff urges
Chapter 114, the location of the property or the place
and
leaves
several
brothers
Harbutt
which
reof
Laws
of the Public
1905,
said the same thing to the Democratic
of the death.
14 Cyc. 21; and cases
quires full information to be given to cited. Ross vs. Ross, 129 Mass. 245. sisters who live in England, one of the administration. The warning was ignorcreditors, together with notice of such And, too, as a general rule, legitimacy is sisters now being at the home, having ed and the new Democracy got a hump.
All political parties may as well undersaio, is unconstitutional in that it de- to be ascertained by the law of the come here to minister to her sister.
The funeral will be held this afternoon stand that the best
prives persons of their rights, privileges domicile. Ross vs. Ross, supra.
citizenship of Maine
at ? at the parsonage in Bar Mills, and is determined to down the
and liberty to control their property,”
All distributive shares must be deterliquor traffic
of
Williston or, at least, give
and thus violates Section 6 of Art. ] of mined in the Probate Court before they Rev. Jesse Hill, D. D.,
genuine law enforceMr.
this
officiate.
will
are
of
We
ment such a trial as will not
city,
the Constitution of Maine.
become
only close
payable to the distributee. church,
the opinion that the objection stated is Hawes vs. William, 02 Maine, 492; Graf- Harbutt is a brother of Rev. Charles saloons hut close legalized boose joints
of
the
Maine
Conconclusion
that
the
to
secretary
now
Harbutt,
insufficient
under cover of club organizations.
justify
fant vs. Ray, 91 Maine, 234.
the act is unconstitutional.
Missionary society, who
The Maine official who grins at deSo far as the case shows, the plaintiff gregational
Press.
resides
on
Dow
street.—
Portland
In J, P. Squire Co. vs. Tellier, 185 did not
mands
for law enforcement and thinks
the
apply to the probate court in
Mass, is, in which a similar statute was State of Nevada for a decree in his fathings are going on in the san e old way,
under consideration,the court says: “That vor.
It is apparent that he has no rem- Congregational church in Searsport for will be listed and remembered when he
the purpose of the Legislatu re evidently
wants something in the future.
OUU,
Uj'im piwui
t'LlJ
was
t”
Let the movement go on and growl
provide creditors protection relationship claimed by him. In accord- many years, and has a summer home
wt
ieh
are
frethe
death
of
his
estimable
sales
and
a
class
of
there,
against
Kennebec Journal.
ance with the stipulation in the agreed
leave
credwhich
and
fraudulent
quently
wife will be sincerely mourned in that
statement, the entry will be,
itors with no means of collecting that
Plaintiff non-suit.
community.
which they ought to receire.—That this
Literary News and Notes.
is within a class of legislation for which
$100 PER PI ATE
there is constitutional authority is too
in
Month by month the National MagaMrs. Hattie Wcodsum jepson died
was paid at a bar.qu* t t<
Henry Clay, in New
plain for question-The statute requires
72 zine is forging to the from because of
of the vendor nothing that cannot be Orleans it. 1842. Mighty eo.-tiy for these with Howard, R. 1., Dec. 24, 1912, aged
the persistent policy in furnishing wholeShe was the daughterof the late
done with reasonable effort. If he is stomach trouble or indigestion. To day people years.
some material which the average Ameriunable or unwilling to pay his debts, it everywhere use Hr King's New Kite Pills for Oswell and Sally (McAllister) Atkinson can loves to read in the
glow of the home
in
his
a
obstacle
substantial
well
us
as
and
way
loose troubles
over, kidney
puts
of Montviile, and the 'ast of her family. light. The January “National” has the
when he wants tc dispose oi his stock of bowel disorders
Easy, safe, sure. Only 25 In 1 >42 she married Javan K. Woodsum usual chatty “Affairs at Washington,”
merchandise in bulk and receive pay inert
cts. at all druggists
larger type and widof Liberty, Me., and they resided in in a new dress
for himself. L-.-raieux vs. Young, 211
L. T.
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quickly, does wonderful RHEUMA.
acid begins to leave your system
through the kidneys and bowels almost at once
and the immediate relief is so pronounced that
you won't guess you are getting rid of Rheumatism; YOU'LL KNOW IT.
RHEUMA is offered by A. A. Howes & Co.
to the people of Belfast and vicinity at only 50
cents a bottle, and they are authorized to refund the purchase price to any person not

His death

due to bladder trouble. Mr. Rust
born at Washington, Maine. His
parents were William M. and Martha J.
Rust.
William M. Rust, his father, was

mt
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ment.
It acts
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We Will Show You How!

>.

’! you have ideas—if you can 1 HINK-we will show you the secrets of this fascinating new
or literary excellence
necessary. No flowery language” is wanted.

Eben

A.

Holmes

ordered,

A.

Adams, Rescript, Hanson, J.

This

is

an

action for money had and

received, and comes to this court on the
following agreed statement of facts;
Aionzo Patterson, brother of the defendant, Harriet A. Adams, was a reside!! ot the State of Nevada and died in
that Stale previous to May 20, 1907,
leaving no widow or issue His estate
was duly ad Pinistered in the State of
Nevada, ami the defendant, Harriet A.
Adams, on May 20, 1907, received from
the administrator of said estate the sum
of #1,310.04 t.s her proportion of said estate, being one-half of said estate, and
her brother,Frank N. Patterson, received
the other haif of said estate as his share.
The plaintif1’ in this action received no
part of said estate.
The following i- a correct copy of so
much of the Compiled Laws of the State
of Nevada, as relates to heirship of illegitimate children or their offspring, compiled in 1900.
“Illegitimate Child—3046, Sec. 280.
Every illegitimate child shall be considercu

as

an

ntr.t

ui

nif

pcisuu

wuu

snail

at-

knowledge himself to be the father of
by signing in writing a decla-

such child

that effect in the presence of
credible witness, who shill sign the
declaration also as a witness, and shall
in all cases he considered as heir of the
mother, and shall inherit in whole or in
part, as the case may be, in the Isa rile
manner as if born in lawful wedlock. The
issue of ah marriages deemed null in law
or dissolve!.! by divorce shall be
legitimate."
The piai. .tiff is the son of one Aurelius
Holmes,
used, and claims that said
Aureiiu- Holmes was the illegitimate
child of Rfioda A. Patterson, mother of
said Alonzo Patterson, deceased.
If, under this statement of facts, the
plaintiff can maintain this action upon
proof of the •Iationsl.ip claimed by him,
the action is io stand for trial, otherwise
a non-suit to be entered.
The writ, and pleadings are made a part
of the case.
It is contended by the counsel for the
plaintiff that this action may be maintained. because:
1. The words “in the same manner as
if born in lawful wedlock” appearing in
the statute of Nevada, supra, should
have the same force and effect as the
Act of 1887, Ch. 14, Public Laws of
Maine, which includes in express terms
lineal and collateral kindred.
2.
Because Ch. 14, of the Act of 1887
is almost identical with the statute of
Nevada, and he has a remedy in this
State notwithstanding the decree of the
Judge of Probate in Nevada ordering
distribution of the personal estate involved in this case.
The defendant contests each position
taken by the plaintiff.
Ch. 14 of the Public Laws of Maine for
the year 1887 reads as follows.
“An illegitimate child born after
ration to

one

THE LEGISLA l ERE,

NEW GAME LAWS

Harriet

vs.

WORK TOR

PROPOSED.

The commissioners of inland fisheries
and game, at a conference held in Augusta Dec. 27th, decided to make the following recommendations to the incoming

i

received

have

We

many j letters

SCIIOOI

LEGISLATION

WANTED.

The department of superintendence
and secondary school administration of
the Maine, Teachers' Association at a
meeting held m the senate chamber at
Augusta, Dec. 27th, voted to recommend
to the legislature the passage of a law
forbidding secret organizations in public
schools in accordance with State Superintendent Smith's views. Other proposed amendments discussed were one pro1st instead of
April 1st, so that the statistics will corwith
the actual school year; an
respond
amendment to the present truancy law
so that it may apply to those who are
frequently absent without cause as well
as those who are absent six consecutive
sessions; a bill to prevent pupils of compulsory day school age from attending
evening schools; and a bill to provide for
the schooling of children who take up
temporary residence in the remote sections.
The afiernoon session was devoted
principally to a discussion of the proposed teachers’ pension law. Among the
points considered was whether the law
should be made to apply to teachers who
have already completed their terms of
service. It has already been agreed that
applicants must be (50 years of age, have
taught 30 years and that the pensions
shall be half of the average salary for
the last five years of service but not
more than $500 nor less than $250.
fiscal year

ending July

A GIRL’S wild midnight ride.
To warn people of a fearful forest fire in
the Catskills a young girl rode horseback at

midnight

and saved many lives. Her deed
glorious but lives are often saved by Dr.
King's New Di-covery in curing lung trouble,
coughs and colds, which might have ended in
consumption or pneumonia. “It cured me of a
dreadful esugh and lung disease,” writes W.
R. Patterson, Wellington, Tex., “after four in
our family had died with consumption, and I
gained 87 pounds.” Nothing so sure and safe
for all throat and lung troubles. Price 60c
and $1.00. Trial bottle free. Guaranteed by
all druggists.
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VITAGRAPH, EDISO\

ESSANAY, LLB1N, SOLAX,IMPLEX, RELIANCE, CHAMPION,COMET, MElH
writers and we'll gladly teach you the secrets if
ETC., urging us to send photoplays to them. We want

1

,,

We
for

are

idling photoplays written by people who

“never

before

wrote

Perhaps we can do the same for you.
directed by us, and it sells for .only $25,

a

If you can think of only
low figure,

one
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good idea every week, and will write it

Don't hesitate.

VOlJR NAME ViSD ADDRESSAT 'ONCE FOR FREE COPY OF
ILLUSTRATED BOOK, "MOVING PiCTUfE PLAYWR1 TING.”

Write NOW and learn just what this

Don’t argue.

profession

new

your future.

NATIONAL AUTHORS’
INSTITUTE,
A KERO IN A LIGHTHOUSE.
For years J. 8. Donahue, So Haven, Mich
a

civil

war

captain,

as a

1543 Broadway,
NEW YORK CITY.

,!

averted awful wrecks, but a queer fact is, he
might have been a wrtek, himself, if Electric
Bitters had not

may mean f.„13w36

light-house k>-e.er,l

prevented. “They

cured

■i*iaB,B^^HB*"B>****i*****B*B*B*’7TO.: m jms*

of

me

and chills,” he writes, “after 1
had taken other so-called cures for years,
without benefit and they also improved my
sight. Now, at seventy, I am feeling line.”
For dyspepsia, indigestion, all stomach, hvt
and kidney troubles, they’re without equal.
Try them. Only 50 cts. at all druggists.

kidney trouble

WEDDING

VOLUME 85

BELLS.

WITH THE

Marsh-Thurston. The wedding of
Miss Marie Helen Thurston, daughter j
of Mr. and Mrs. Harry D. Thurston of I
Bangor, and Harold P. Marsh, son of I
Mr. and Mrs. Charles M. Marsh, also of |

Bangor, took place

on

to

ISSUE,

January 2, 1913.

Wednesday night, j

Jan. 1st, at 8.30 o’clock at the home of
the bride’s parents, 1(14 Cedar street,
Rev. C. A. Moore, rector of the All
Souls church officiated, the Episcopal
double ring service being used. Only the
immediate families and friends were
present. Mrs. John H. Lyon was matron of honor; Miss Elsie Lyon, maid of
honor and Walter S. Hammonds of Portland, groomsman. The bride appeared
charming in a gown of liberty satin,
trimmed with point applique lace and
carried bride’s roses.
Following the
ceremony, a reception and wedding supper added to the pleasure of the event.
Pullen’s orchestra played the wedding
march from Lohengrin and also furnished music for the reception.
Miss Kate
Fitzgerald catered. The general scheme
of decoration was pink and green in
color with displays of roses, carnations,
and ferns.
They were by Sekenger.
The groom attended the University of
Maine and then was graduated from tile
Wharton School of Finance of the Universiiv of Pennsylvania. For several
years, he has been engaged as bond salesman, first wilh the Merrill Trust Co.,
and .now wilh William P. Bonbright &
Co., New York, Philadelphia and Lni
don. The bride attended Miss Emerson’s
School in Boston. Both are prominent
soci -1 ly and have the heartiest wishes
for luture hanniness iYiiin inunv friend*
Mr. and Mrs. Marsh left for a trip to
Canadian points.— Bangor Daily News.
Mr. Marsh has been a frequent visitor

j

j
l

The Republican Journal

i
i
i
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Entered

Upon

its 85th Year and Volm

has reason to he proud of, and is duly e ,i
the commendation and patronage it h:i<
in th.e past, and in the coming year wi:
merit its continuance.

IT

j

|

I

aim has been to present the news of tincounty in readable form, to encourage ev\ i
enterprise in w ich Maine men and worn,
encaged, to promote all movements for m >.
as material advancement—in brief, to pi ::
per worthy of Maine h-mies.
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Belfast ami has the congratulations of

fTVlh jOl'K.'s.M.

|

his ITiends here.

I

Graves-Keyes.
The marriage of i
Koland Graves, of Brov.nville
Juiclion, and Alice Louise Keyes, of,

||
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Wickett.

Her favorite hymn, “Lead

was sung, and her favorite poem, "Abide With Me,” was read.
The floral tributes were beautiful. Interment was in the family lot in South
Montviile, Me.

For January the Atlantic issues a
Foreign Politics Number, publishing a
group of articles interpreting the criti-

Leonard of Brownville Junction, si a
of the groom; A. B. Hutchins and w.to |
of Orland and Miss Rose E. Hutchins i.t
Watson-Perkins.

At the Methodist
street, Pittsfield,
Dec. 25th, at 7
Wednesday
o’clock p. m., Harold W. Watson of Cli
ton and Miss Arvtlla Perkins of Burnham
were
quietly married by Rev. N. R.
Pearson, who used the single ring cert
mony.
or.

Lancey
evening,

cal situations in which the nations of
the world find themselves today. The
The name—Poan's
inspires confidence
opening paper, by Ferrero, is based on Poan’s Kidney Pills for kidney ills. Doan's
the highly novel theory that the increas- Ointment for skin itching. Poan’B Kegulets
Bilious? Feel heavy after dinner? Bitter
ing danger of war in Europe is directly | for a mild laxative. Sold at alt drug stores.
taste?
Liver perhaps !
Complexion s&llow?
owing to the advance of democracy,
ooilif; up.
m^uicia 1U1 U1I1UUO
once thought a very specific for peace,
attacks.
25c at all stores.
Clubbing Offers. The following clubbing
while the conservative factors are the
oilers apply only to subscriptions paid in adkings and oligarchies, who realize that
he
Nominations by the Governor.
the violent changes brought on by war vance; and when payment is made it should
stated what premium, if any, is desired
It is
are apt to result in fresh curtailments
AUGUSTA, Me., Jan. 2. Governor W.T. of their authority. Arthur Kubl eon- also necessary to say that none of these publiHaines today nominated Andrew L. Mc- tribuies a telling
paper on the change in cations are mailed with The Journal or fiom
Fadden of Augusta as superintendent of South America’s views toward the Unit- this dice.
We have to rav for these ublicapublic buildings, vice Llewellyn Cooper of ed States since the usurpation of the tions one year in advance, and
they are then
and
C.
Prince
Augusta, removed,
( anal Zone. From France, Ernest DimHarry
sent ficm their respective offices to cur subof Madison as State librarian, vice Her- net sends a most
interesting account of scribers. Our
clubbing offers are as follows
bert E. Holmes of Lewiston, resigned. iru uhK anu uec.iiir ui o^nuicaiism in
for one year’s subscription paid in advance:
These were the first appointments made the
country of us birth. The Balkan
by Governor Hail es. 'Ibe Governor and situation is effectively unal\ zed by Roland The Journal and Farm and Home. i
council elected John Harper of Lewiston G. U."her; President David Starr Jordan Tl.e Journal and Tribune Farmer... :
as
pension agent, vice Kingsbury Piper pleads eloquently for a world peace: and The Journal and McCall's Magazine. ‘J.
of Fairfield, removed.
Ching Chun Wang, a managing director Ti e Journal and Woman’s Magazine.
of tlu Peking-Mukden Railway, urg> s
The publications included in our clul bing
the United States to recognize the Refers n.ay be sent to different addresses.
of
The
number
is not all
China.
DON’T BE BALD
public
The publishers of the Woman’s Magazine
political by any means. There is a very
human
Russian
life
of
Secure
a
Nearly Anyone >’ay
story
by Mary have advised us of an increase in ib*ir subSplendid
Antin, the author of 'The Promised scription price and a consequent advance in
Growth of Hair.
Land,’ and a domestic tale by Lucy clubbing rates, and The Journal and W'Oman’s
We have
that
has
a
recoid
of
rertmedy
A slimulatii g paper, conHuffaker.
Magazine are now $2.25.
tarding baldness and promoting hair growth in
the lawyer and the physician as
93 out of every 100 casts wheie used according trasting
The publishers of McCalls magazine have
is
contributto directions for a ieiunable length of time. servants of the community,
ed by G. M. Stratton.
John Muir tells sent us this notice: “The subscribers may
That may seem like a strong statement—it is,
and we mean it to be, and no one should doubt of the friends he made and the fascinat- select their free patterns within 30 days after
it until they have put cur claims to an actual
ing knowledge he gathered in the Wis- the receipt of their first magazine by making
test.
consin Wilderness; Maltha Hale Shack- a request on an ordinary post card, stating
We are so certain Rexall “93” Hair Tonic ford
contributes a sympathetic study of that the pattern desired is a free pattern to j
will eradicate dandruff, act to prevent baldEmily Dickinson’s poetry; Charles M. which they are entitled."
ness, stimulate the scalp and hair roots, arrest
writes on ‘The Epic of the Inprrmature loss of hair and promote hair Harvey
FRIGHTFUL POLAR WINDS
growth that we personally give our positive dian’; and Rebecca Ftazar talks of ‘The
guarantee to refund every penny paid us for Sunrise Prayer Meeting.’on New Year’s blow with terrific force at the far north and
it in every instance where it does not give en- morning, which every old New Englandplay havoc with the skin, causing red, rough
tire satisfaction to the user.
er recalls.
A feature of the number is a or sore
chapped hands and lips, that need
Rexall “93” Hair Tonic is as pleasant to use
discovered letter of Alfred de
newly
Rucklen’s Arnica Salve to heal them. It makes
as clear spring water.
It is delightfully pera verbatim account of a
Musset,
giving
fumed, and does not grease or gum the hair moBt
the akin soft and smooth. Unrivaled for coldsprightly conversation he once had
Two sizes, 60c. and $1.00. With our guarantee
The Contribu- sores, also burns, boils, 6ores, ulcers, cuts,
back of it it, your certainly take no risk. Sold with Madame Rachel.
only at our store—The Rexall Store—City Drug tors’ Club contains a lively discussion bruises and piles. Only 25 cents at all drugStore, Edmund Wilson, Prop., 98 Main street. of ‘Social Spot Cash. ’,
gists.
ntcuo
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Year, $1.00 for Six Mo
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50 cents for Three Months.

REPUBLICAN JOURNAL PUB
BELFAST, MAINE.

Bangor.
parsonage

$2.00
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Kindly Light,”

r„u.

YOU'WIIL EARN $100 MONTHLY I0R SPAKE TIME WOSK.

■

of George Wharton James’ remarkable
biographical sketch, “Jack London,”is an
attractive feature and there is an interesting travel paper by that intrepid Englishman, Oscar Frichet, which gives a
new glimpse of Cuba.
“Memory 's Mansion’’ is the title of a poem by Mrs. Elia
Wheeler Wilcox—one of those poems
that just live and linger in the memory.

a

publication.”

Bucksport, took place ii Orbi at tie
Capt. and Mrs. F. ,M. Ki y. s.
!
parents of the bride, Dec. 28th. 'l
ceremony was performed by Rev. Andrew
F.
t):
of
the
Porsletf, pastor
Searsmont village many years. From er measure, anti a panorama of new
this union resulted one child, a daughter, faces is beginning to appear with the TJaiversalist church, and the intpr> s-tve
service
was used.
The bride wor.
of
which
ring
administration,
gives
After her husband’s death, change
Blanche.
blue traveling suit. They were at:••!!.:which occurred in 1881, she remained a the editor, Joe Chappie, “new worlds to
c
by Daniel L. Keyes and Rose L.
widow five years and then married Hon. conquer.” Mr. Nixon Waterman con:
E. D. Jepson of China. Me., and after tributes an interesting sketch of John Hutchins, brother and inti nate fri*
:•
thirteen years Mr. Jepson’s deatli oc- Townsend Trowbridge, the author of the bride. Mrs. Graves is a grade.:
Gastine Normal School, class of Ides,
curred.
She went to Howard, R. I., “Darius Green.” The story of P. T.
ar.d has been a successful teacher.
Mr.
twelve years ago to reside with her Barnum reads like a refreshing bit of
ounanii.Hu
t,, th..co
liucil it.
Graves is an engineer on the Canadian j
daughter, Mrs. Clarence N. Cram. The
They will resi
deceased had been in failing health the the palmy days of LJarnum’s “Greatest Pacific railroad.
Show on Earth.’’
“My First Real Cele- Brownville Junction, in their recently I
past three years, but was not confined to
Among the out-ol |
her bed until the last day. Although suf- brity’’ is the title of ti.e article, which purchased home.
has the chattiness of the editorial cozy town guests were Miss Cora Keyes, i ;
fering greatly at times, she always corner
:
and is a retrospective glimpse Augusta; Loren J. Keyes of Bangor.
!
greeted her friends with a smile and
P. T. Barnum was ter and cousin of the bride; Mrs. F. J.
cheery word. She was kind-hearted, un- showing how and why
Crozier
h.
of Milo Junction; Mrs. C.
selfish, and true to all, and her friends always popular. The second instalment

Her death has caused a
were many.
great break in the home where she had
been so long and where everything had
been done for her comfort and happiness
by the daughter and husband. The funeral services were held from her late
residence on Pettaconset avenue, December 25th,at2 p. m., conducted byRev.
C. F. Roper, assisted by Rev. R. K.

s

more

nutvc

legislature:
A close time on hull moose for a period
of years and a reduction of ihe non-resident's license fee from $15 to $10 in
case this close time is adopted.
A resident hunter's license.
A non-resident's fisherman’s license.
New regulations governing the trapping of fur-bearing animals so that they
maybe lawfully taken only when the skins
are pr:me.
Legislation to encourage game and
fish farming by individuals.
The endorsement by the legislature of
the proposed Mt. Katahdin reservation.

Positively,,

The demand (or photoplays is
practically unlimited. The big'film manufacturers are "moving heaven and earth
their attempts to get enough good plots to
supply the ever increasing demand. They are (offering $100 and more
single scenarios, or written ideas.

—

U. 8. 189.
'i he nonsuit was properly
and the entry will be
Exceptions overruled.
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FROM A DOCTOR

Workingmen and Farmers
Will find comfort,

I

piece

economy

sacisxaccion in

and

traps

com-

The three patients
who went to your
nstitute no longer exhibit
any signs of tha
neonate, but are entirely freed from the fetters
;hat held them .go long in
slavery.” From a
genuine letter among the scores we have,
jroving absolutely that the

j

marc

wearing

Goodyear Glove Rubbers
They

have the quality of materials that
make them wear longer and feel better
than ordinary rubbers. In tbeir making only the best

grade of rubber

gum is used.

They will

crack

DRINK HABIT

an be
overcome by the NEAL 3-DAT
ntEATMKNT. No hypodermics used. Keuitsabsolutely certain. All dealings c-.nfideuml.
I>KR» HABITS SUCCESSFULLY
LMvEATEl). Call upon, address or phone

crumble and they give the
that sense of security and
satisfaction which one enjoys when
wearing the best the market affortis.
The additional wear over ordinary
rubbers makes the GLOVE brand
the cheapest and best to buy.

not

or

wearer

THE NEAL
147 Pleasant

telephone 4216.

Made in all styles and iiizcs
but only one grade—the BEST.

111 Mil]

!

Dealer—W. A.Swift, Belfast.
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INSTITUTE,

Ave., Portland, Maine,

>-

Announces

to

that he has limited his practice

diseases of the

Eye, t ar, Nose and 1 hroat
AND KLiKAGTiON.
)ffice

hours—10

a.

to 12 m., 1

m.

to S p.

m

and by appointment.
CORNER CHURCH AND BRIDGE STREETS
7

8 p. m.,

to

Telephon

23tf

connection

For Sale

Light Your Kitchen with
Bracket Lamp

jR&yb
<>py

Photos ot

right by Purdy

Equitable fire. Roosevelt and

Wilson

copyright

by American

press

;v |; <pt ir country mansions and farminusual instances, about S4t' per month look —in an oil-clo^h jacket, if the biuduarv
many were carried
being the common pay. A first-class ng be choice—is perfectly safe in the houses for defence,
in the
tingle man wid get, besides board ami T.'eben cupboard; and many a precious bv the guards of mail-coaches,
made traveling
WD THE PRIEST.
odgings and the keep of it horse, at minute can be snatched while the pota- d \vs when highwaymen
and perilous than
east $30 per month.
;
which few can have
lons are cooking, or baby is being rocke I much more exciting
now: and the larger sizes, loaded with a
“These wages were not paid farm la- to sleep.
'ween the Lawyer
oi' bullets, nails, slugs and j
borers
in 1x70. Twerty-five years ago
.V!-'■ the priest has at
“It seems an extravagant thing to mixed cargo
?23 per month was high pay for
as with the Egypsingle say that the welfare of the nation de- ,>;!•.w notines were mourted with swivels
to discourage the atand the mediaeval
nan, $25 or $30 the highest tor the mar- pends most largely upon the wives and on a-rned ships
tied man. There are many careful farrn- mothers of the farms. But it will be j tempts of unwelcome “boarders” who
with the savage,—
to secure a free passage
rs who wili tell you that their help have
to be strictly true.
more intimate and
seen
Without the micht attempt
by armed force. Indeed
in excellent
i■ -..-t and ecclesiastic.
pportuniiy to save if so [arms the country coulu not exist; and i and rtables handsome
and costly ones
very
:.w. closely joined at
iisposed. Most especially is this true of without brainy, t-n -rg^tic farmers what j many made"
after the percussion lock was
were
often been quite j the young man who gets room and hoard
would become of the farms?
and were considered a not
nt Palestine.
At
and’ $30 per month. More than one
“So in summing up the duties women introduced,
j
for the captain of
Jesus denounced the j farm owner, broken down from age or )\ve to themselves we are stating their] unsuitable testimonial
an armed vessel.
Others, very short in
ill health anti no longer able to work,
economical
;hev tithi-d mint and
and
in
an
ethical
obligations
the barrel, were made for horsemen’s |
judgment and the will tell you that it hardly pays him to sense, and find that there is really no
and largely carried in Northern
use,
at
the
his
farm
help,
run
her-«
given
when
considers
wages
selfishness
woman
declared,
present
“The Nobility of the Trades—
Africa.
and
o k on t he Pharisees
self first.”
; that the hired men have the profits
Fire Arms” —Charles Winslow Hall, in
at legal profession, i not he.
National Magazine for January.
“As for the farm laborer’s finding it
ua'lenge, in stinging j
THE FIRST CIRCUS.
:
he laity today would > difficult to save enough to buy a farm, it
Was there ever such a sunrise as on j
on t'uildings where
is true the undertaking is a big one. At
the day that we went to our first circus? j
FISH FRY AND FISH DISTRIBUTION.
the present price of good land a laborer
‘Woe unto you
Many times before the sun had risen, | When you talk of fish, the eyes of
lade men with bur- in any trade would find it hard to save when there was work in the
fields, but
M. Bowers, Fish Commissioner
tiorne, and ye your- enough for it. For any laborer to buy a never bad it appeared so glorious and ! George
at Washington, begin to glisten.
He
burdens with one of farm means a good many years of toil : welcome as
that morning.
Was it can tell
upon
you without a moment’s hesitathen he described and economy, even though he be blessed
not a special favor that it shone forth so j tion the status of the nation’s tish
fami.-ileal conservatism sol with the
good-managing, industrious ; radiantly on this day. when we were goly. One of the events of 1912 as recordirk It peculiar to any wife.
The glory of it | ed in the office of the Fish Commissioner
to Barnum’s circus?
“There are thoughtful, experienced ing
rwyers, Jesus said, I
all was that we had the sanction of j was the salmon catch on the Pacific
stone the prophet, j men in the occupation, both farm-ownmother, despite the protests ot some of coast, the largest in ten years. That
ers and hired men, who will tell you that
,1 aimed the dawn of a
“strict” neighbors. There was a ' shows how the fish habit is
our
growing in
ancient dust had j the single man with $30 per month and
hurried breakfast, a last brush of cloth- the far West. The fish catch in
the
the profession would ; free board and lodgings, or the married
and
an adjustment of neckties by I East
ing
is also increasing year by year. The 1
c:'stl> monument; the ; man with his $4U per month and free : mother, and then we tumbled out of the j
of
output
young fry has been heavier
house and garden and potato-patch, his
ntercouse with living
As we ran down the steps we j
house.
■: trom men the
key of chickens and the keep of his horse ami could hear mother’s voice: “Be sure and this year than for fifteen years past,
amounting to $3,687,921,057, and the
M btra ton. in the Janu- cow, stands a better chance of saving
see Mr. Barnum!”
cost of producing young salmon in these
the first payment on a good farm than
The dew slid beaded the grass when fifteen
the average worker in other lines."
years has been reduced from
we arrived on the circus grounds, where $468 to
$122 per million. When you talk
sG BY JIAIN.
!
the great tents were ready for raising, about the
output of young fish by the
y w ays of thinning and CONSIDER THESE ITEMS BEFORE YOU BUY and the excitement of the haste and Fish Commission, it runs well into the
was
to
the'
rimming her forests—
magical celerity
entrancing
A FARM.
quadrillions, quintitlions and the figures
farmer boys. The earth embankment of j and
heavy snow, and
An instructive article entitled “Judiciphers are in great demand when
.'.ter and blow down
the three rings was ready, and the men
computing Uncle Sam's fish-hatching
upbears in the within
i there, or break off cious Farm-Selection”
as
drove
the
they
stakes;
sang
current issue of Farm and Fireside. Foloperations. Perhaps the plethora of
red. Tie results of
there was the roar of the animals from
ciphers required for fish-hatching estilowing is an extract:
>ve observed in differthe highly painted caravans, and the 1 mates is
responsible for the proneness
“Having decided on a district that is
iy once have I seen
odors from the cook’s tent. to
appetizing
to the line of farming that he
exaggerate when a pimple fish story
rain froze on the adapted
All was excitement, and all were work- is fold —“Affairs at W:ishin<rft>n
to pursue and having informed
: grew so thick
and wishes
ing like clock-work. For the circus must Mitchell Chapp.e, in National Magazine
nuoseii
regarding me qu my ana re'in lost a third or
be ready in time.
for January.
s'
lies. The view of sources of the community, the farm- |
VV looked hard at every man we met )
hunter may fitting ! begin his search for j
He storm had
to
find
him
whose
;
features were empassed
If possible, it is preferable to
forth was something a farm.
blazoned upon the billboards, but withA Bequest to Bate*.
see a
both it the spring and fall
to the kindlyEvery twig and beforeplace
out success.
Walking
purchasing it. 1; is well to look faced “boss” who wasup
funk was encased in
orders
the
will
of B. C. Jordan of Alfred
issuing
By
the farm Irom all t iewpoints and to
r.
•■aeh oak and hick- over
like a mate on a ship, we asked where Bates
at Lewiston receives a bevisit
it
alone
if
it
is
to
‘shake’
College
possible
*me a fairy crystal
Mr. Barnum.
we could find
He broke
the real-estate salesman of the farm:■ ng
quest which may result in the establishbrilliance, such owner. The
out in a rnugh, hearty “Ha! ha1” and
prospective purchaser should said, “The circus will he
f
and irised light,
ready at two ment of a new department at the college.
i had never seen, nor study the drainage conditions, both nat- o’clock this afternoon.” It was still The will
gives certain property to Bates
ural
anil
artificial.
He
should know the
sudden change of the
and the farmer boys
number of live stock the place will sup- early morning,
for the founding and maintaining ofa de- i
glowing silver was,
solved the problem of what to do with
the
of each field for a ,
If Bates should
aurora,
the intervening hours by applying for partment of forestry.
spoken of port, of crop yields
years, the amounts of feed an- |
s
one
of the most series
the job of carrying water for the ele- not care to accept it. the bequest is to go
j nuallv bought and raised for the
to
stock,
the
many pictures that
phants. Here, perhaps, was a chance to left realUniversity of Maine. Mr. Jordan
estate valued at $200,000 andja
And besides the j the distances to town, creameries, grainsave
the money which had been careelevators and canning-factories.
re
were thousands of
for the ticket of admission. personal estate of $73,000.
hoarded
fully
“A study of the express, freight and
the coldest weather,
By earning a ticket, the precious fifty
utmost fineness
and passenger rates to marketing and pur- cents could be appropriated for a bulging
centers is essential, as well as
auty, and affording noble chasing
of “fresh-roasted peanuts,” a tall,
r
knowledge regarding the local bag
hardshisp and pain.— complete
of pink lemonade, a packrural delivery, telephone and telegraph tempting glass
January Atlantic.
of popcorn (“assorted flavors”),
service, banking facilities, the presence age
and perhaps an alluring red toy balloon
To
Well?
or absence of cooperative buying or sellHE NEWEST REPUBLIC.
to take home to little sister.
What
associations, the frequency of severe
ing
To
be
Btiii
and
active at 40 or 50, to
strong
■- a
nation, and the Chi- | storms, droughts, frosts and forest fires, couldn’t we have if we saved that ticket be well, free from
pain and discomfort at 75
fact. If any nation or and the chief agricultural
money?
occupation of
Before we could realize the dream, we or 80. Are jou careful about jour eating, eat
'hat China is not a na- ! the district.
hired to water stock, slowly and the right kind of food? Exercise
uinese Republic is not a !
"Whatever you do, Mr. Farm-Hunter, found ourselves
ity to give ns the evi- j don’t tie up all your capital in paying for while the city boys were dispatched to enough out-of-doors by day? Plenty of fresh
tent.— “My First Real Cele- air in
f y Jo
your sleeping apartments at night?
noy^liirik that the the place and have no reserve for run- the cook’s
Joe Mitchell Chappie, in National
<f government is good j!
ning expenses. At best it will be sever- brity,”
Watching the bowels and liver to keep them
for
January.
i
tnen
Magazine
'iition,
nntivo
toL irwr
tenonnsrAl n/ << T
P l»
A
they must al years before the farm is returning
have something bet- I much of a revenue to
you, so apportion
wood’s Medicine to quicken them when needed
DARIUS GREEN'S PROPHECY.
one of the most potent
off a generous amount of your available
and to bre ak up a cold when first
a nation trom
He argued further: “Ner I can’t see
symptoqs aprecog- funds for working capital and for rainvW hat's th’ us, o’ wings to a bumble-bee,
pear?
nment is the fear of dav emergencies, 'then
you will be in
more’n
Fer
to
a
livin'
with,
to
git
me;
Mrs. C. B. Fuller, Union, Me., writes:
desire to help the old j tiptop shape to
begin operations, and you
Ain’t my business
•*The“L. F.” Medicine has been our standard
■nged delay of recog- j will riot have to worry over where tohis'n is?”
Important’s
"Se
remedy for years. Neither my husband, chilRepublic may mean | morrow’s dinner for the family is coming I Just
after writing these dren or myself have been sick
years
forty
or fear, that the j from.
enough for a
Play the game safely and rather i
;>|ie.
the happy privilege of the doctor in twenty-two years. I tell my friends
Dynasty, with all its | buy a smaller farm than to involve your 1 verses itofwas
it
is
because
I
“Darius” to behold, soaring
author
always have “L. F.” Medicine
But we must ! all in the land and
vpear.
equipment and per- !
1
in the sky above him the verv flv- on hand, and ‘An ounce of prevention is worth
> more
dynasty left. haps go hungry for many days and ulti- : aloft
a pound of cure.'
in
a
cruder
form, his
Regent and the Dow- j mately lose your farm because you ‘bit mg-machine winch,
On sale at all good stores. 35 cents a large
own “Darius” had so long before
>•
forsaken it. The off’ too big a chunk.”
sought
was
at
This
the
to
launch.
Boston
Avia- bottle. For free sample by ma:l address
is retired into
private
“L. F.” MEDICINE CO., Portland, Me.
1 '-(ion.
In short, the WHAT THE FARMER’S WIFE OWES TO tion meet, September, 1910, on which
i notable occasion was taken the
picture in
absolutely dead. Then
HERSELF.
which he is shown clasping hands with
t the dead
may be raisMinutes Mean
In the current issue of Farm and Fire- I the famous “bird-man,” Claude
Graham
'tVH, as in the story of side
the
appears
following:
White. The poet was not averse to aci:
IN TREATING DISEASE
they must also remem‘‘The farmer’s wife owes it to herself i
cepting the aviator’s invitation to soar
were raised by Jesus
to have as many labor-saving devices as
Doubtless
know the danger of
some
but
friends
| aloft,
"t such obnoxious and
delayed
dissenting, he treatment. you
You also realize that wrongly
can possibly be afforded.
It is no worse concluded to delay his flight until the
;
apas the Manchu Dyit,
flyremedies
are
often worse than no treatplied
for her husband to hoe corn by hand, j
has
machine
more
of
acquired
ing
abso,lUn Wang, in the Janment at all. In other words, not to
when he can get a proper tool for five lute
]
stability. Mr. Trowbridge, eighty- a disease accurately may prove fatal. diagnose
EveryI dollars, than it is for her to bend over a
five years young, and finding, as always one should be able to recognize an ailment
and
when
a
T pARM
rubbing-board
washing machine he has, the world full of zest and beauty, give correct treatment at the first symptoms.
HELP GET MORE PAY?
j.
can be had for the same amount.
is now sojourning in Southern Europe, Prompt action is the great Becret. Minutes
Every
»'ng discussion has been dollar put into helpful household ma- where for some years he has been
mean dollars.
Of course proper treatment is
'-rn and Fireside about the
spendttchinery means many dollars saved in doc- ing his winters. Though he still em- always necessary. That is just how Hum144
farm help. The state- tor’s bills. Such
page Manual will prove so valuable
phreys’
Jtjjj
things are not expen- ploys the old-fashioned ocean steamship to
ln 8 recent number that
you. It is by F. Humphreys, M. D., and
sive, nor do they need replacing often. means of transportation, who shall say teaches
,
how to diagnose and give
proper treatwere paying
For example, a food-chopper costs less that he may not yet be
f
” 'or
privileged to ment. This book will save you doctors bills
hired men as they are than a dollar, and will last for
[ In rmake the over-seas journey in an aerial and costa you nothing. It will be sent abs<»
years; yet
issue a contributor how many women still waste
Ft-x-orir current
time, and craft of which the prototype was the lutelj free on request in order to introduce
*° t*1'3 efsfement. Fol- break their backs over
Humphreys’ Specifics. Remember, it is absoan old choppingK*’ ;iei!
flying-machine designed by “Darius lutely
free. You do not have to order
bowl. It does not take twenty-five dol- Green.”
“The Author of 1 Darius
any
remedies
to secure the book. Address Hum'Unties of northern Illinois lars to fit
Nixon Waterman, National
up a kitchen with nearly every
Green’,”
phreys’
an(i
Homeopathic Medicine Co 156 Wilmuch
of the State of little helpful device
ft s
and every Magazine for January.
needed,
liams St, New York
City.—Advertisement.
pit* amnion price for a married farmer’s wife should feel it her duty to
Pan-“hout $40 per month with have all these strength and time saving
en
THE OLD-TIME BLUNDERBUSS.
Pe;
se con d-banc
provided, also shedding articles within her reach.
C"W
goods of every de
“In the multiplicity of daily tasks, the
A very peculiar weapon, but largely in
ant*- h°rse. It is safe
Ptl
scription. Furni,',n fhe majority of prosper- time for reading and study seems often use during the Seventeenth and Eighture. beddiug, cai
pets, stoves, etc
|t it,,!'u- hroughout the North and sadly lacking. But it should be found, teenth Centuries, was the blunderbuss
he West much the same no matter what else
Antique (uruitin.
has to go. Ten whose bore, quite moderate in size at the
a specialty. If yoi
We know of one or two minutes with a
have anything t<
good book will give food breech, steadily widened until at the
"here a man of this kind for
sell drop me t
uplifting thought all day. Drudgery muzzle it became a round or oval hell, postft card and
you will receive a prompt call.
r*'< a. .her month, and of another ceases to be such if
hurrying steps keep of from over an inch to four inches in
WALTER H. COOMBS,
high as $65, but those are time to a noble sentence.
1
Comer Cross and Federal 8tr ts.
A favorite diameter. The smaller sizes were usual
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avoid asking friends to become their
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Here Is

a

Genuine

Bargain!

McCall’s Magazine, One Year,
j
The Republican Journal, One Year,
Any 15=Cent McCall Pattern,

Dollars

McCALL’S
Is the

MAGAZINE;

Leading Fashion Journal in America.
In the matter of dress, McCall’s is
indispensable
to every woman. There are over 50 of
the newest
designs of celebrated McCall Patterns in each issue.

_

j

70.far,?ers

Each month 1,100,000 copies of
McCall's, brimful of latest fashions, fancy work,
interesting short
stories, and scores of labor-saving and money ideas
for women, are welcome visitors to 1,100,000 wideawake American homes.
McCall’s is a large, artistic,
handsomely illustrated
100-page monthly periodical that is adding to women’s
happiness and efficiency everywhere.
The publishers of McCall’s are
planning to spend
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year and for the tran) saction of such other
business as may legally
i come before the
meeting.
A. H. NICHOLS. Cashier.
:>earsport, Maine, December 18, 1912.—3w52
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Is situated on Washington street just off Main street. I have single and
double hitches, buckboards, etc. Careful drivers if desired. Your
patronage issolicited. Telephones—stable 235-2, house 61-13.
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STANDARD OIL COMPANY CF I E,V YCr.K

Magazines.

or

RALPH I. MORSE.

Dr. I, C. L1BBEY.

Sometimes in the kitchen or elsewhere you need a lamp held
where it will light the whole room, and be out oi the
reach of children.
The Rayo Bracket Lamp is made for exactly this purpose
it is
one of the famous Rayo Family—the best kerosene
lamps made.
A clear, white light, steady, diffused. A strong, substantial brac. pt.
easily
affixed to the wall. The lamp is inexpensive. Economic?,!. I i-'hted w'thout
removing chimney or shade. Rayo Lamps are made in van us styles and

_

JOHN R. DUNTON

34tf

high,

Association.

.<13.0011.non Rquitable building in New York was burned down. Roosevelt threw his “hat in the ring” in February. Roald Amundsen anho discovery of the south pole in March.
April witnessed the Titanic disaster. Wilbur Wright the pioneer of aviation, died In May. Taft was
America was
In July the mikado of Japan died, and the following month was marked by the death of William Booth in London.
•: in June.
The opening engagement of the Balkan war took place in October. November saw the
troops to quel! a Nicarairuan revolt in September
,'inl the house of governors met in Richmond, Va.. In December.

j

The Frank Blodgett house on Cedar street
1 rooms and attic; stable and two hen houses
ot about 5-16 acre.
Enquire of

j

a

!

j

I

thousands of dollars extra in 1913 in order to
keep
McCall’s head and shoulders above all similar
publications. Every issue will be full of
delightful sur-

prises.

all for

JpZ.IU

Don’t Miss this

Extraordimry Offer j

By special advertising arrangement
lishers of McCall’s

we
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with the pubable to offer you this well-

known popular Home and Fashion Journal
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our own

paper for
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few

than

j

The above extraordinary offer may be
accepted by
all persons who subscribe, renew or extend their
time ahead for the time mentioned.
The only re-

j
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our

a
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more

paper alone.

that you pay in advance.

Remember, if
the best

we

you accept our big McCall bargain
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—
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terns from your first copy of McCall’s

postcard request

to The McCall

today, j

McCall Pat-

by sending
Company.
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scribe

j

a

by mail. Sub-
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since that time had never regained her health. ] eland; Sarah A Reed, Vineyard Haven; Annie I!
l Lewis, Boston; stmr Millinocket, Stockton
Gradually the illness became more alarming ] ,, sld, sch Mary Curtis, St George, S I, for
until after a second operation, July 18th. the
tockland; 5. sld, sch Ella M Willey, Baltimore.
Mrs. S. C. Pattee is confined to the house by case was
Boston, Jan 1. Sld, schs Hume, Belfast; Repronounced hopeless. The months
>ecca Palmer, Brunswick (to load for New
of suffering that followed were borne with
fork); Charlie & Willie. Rockland; Mary E
Barometers in town registered 28.60 in Fri- wonderful courage and patience. Secure in
Lynch, Stonington, Me; 2. ar, schs Samuel
faith
in
God
that
had
been
hers
ail
the
Dillaway, Georgetown, S C; Thomas N Lawsouthwest
gale.
through
day’s
rence, Long Cove; Abbie S Walker, Calais; cld,
Miss Blanche Weed went to Castine last life, Mrs. Harbutt passed to the Eternal Home,
jark John S Emery, Colastine.
December 31st. Her husband, pastor of the
week to attend the Normal school.
Philadelphia, Dec 31. Cld, sch Gladys, GiCongregational church in Buxton, two broth- jara (Cuba); Clarence H Vennes, Portland
Miss Alice G. Blanchard of Portland is visit[and sld); White Wings, Mayport; 5, ar, sch
ers and three sisters, have the sympathy of all
friends in town for a few days.
Port Arthur.

SEARSFORT.

Grand Semi-Annual

/illness.
ing

Robert Spaulding left Saturday for Lowell,
Mass., to visit friends and relatives.
Miss Florence Keene went to Castine Frischool.
day to take a course in the Normal

Eugene

Ames went to

Dixfield

last week to

brother, C. H. Ames, for a few days.
A. Eugene Nickerson of Portland spent Sunday in town, returning to Bangor Monday
visit his

morning.

Clearance Sale

Fames W El well.
Jacksonville, Fla, Dec 31. Sld, sch Mark
Pendleton, New London.
Galveston, Jan 1. Sld, sch Alicia B Crosby,
ram pa.
Newport News, Jan 1. Sld, sch Daylight,
Charleston.
Norfolk, Jan 1. Sld, sch Martha P Small,
Providence; 6, sld, sch Frontenac. Portland.
Port Tampa, Fla, Jan 2, Ar, sch Edward H
Cole, Rogers, San Juan (to load for Norfolk.)
New Haven, Jan 3, Ar, 6ch Fred B Balano,

who know how great is their loss. Services
held in the Congegationalist church at
Buxton, conducted by Rev. Dr. Hill of Portland and at Searsport by Rev. Dr. Beach of
Bangor, who also conducted the committal service at the Gordon cemetery, where the burial
took place. Mrs. Haibutt was placed at rest
surrounded by a profusion of beautiful flowers.
Thus was silent tribute paid to a useful, kindly
life.

were

Bangor.

THE HOME OF GOODVALUES

Sld, sch Adelaide

Fernandina, Fla, Jan 3.

I
Cong’l Church Notes.
Sunday morning,
Charles Nichols of Searsmont is pressing 80
tons of hay at the Moose Point farm for Amos January 5th, Rev. C. H. McElhiney used as
the text of his sermon the last verse of the
IX Carver of New York.
arrived Jan. 2nd from Wey- ! sixteenth chapter of Luke, “If they hear not

BaTbour, Perth Amboy.

Brunswick, Ga, Jan 4. Ar, sch Josephine,
Caibarien.
Charleston, S C, Jan 3. Sld, sch Pendleton
Sisters, New York.
Searsport, Jan 1. Ar, stmr Kanawha, Newport News; 2, ar, barge Nesquehoning, Elizabethport; 3, ar, barge Boylston, Weymouth,
Mass; sld, 4, stinr Kanawha, Newport iNews.
Stockton. Jan 6. Ar, stmr Millinocket, New
York; barge R & R L Co, No 7, Boston.

Barge Boylston

Moses and the prophets, neither will they be
persuaded tl.ough one rose from the aead.”
In this chapter the story is of the rich man
living in luxury and pleasure while at his gate
neglected a crippled beggar. The scene
lay
Penobscot Coal Co. at Mack’s Point,
FOREIGN TORTS.
changes. Lazarus, no longer an outcast but
Steamer Kennebec, Capt. Burns, finished dis- with Abraham, shares the heavenly jo>s.
Buenos Ayres. Dec 26.
Ar, bark Penobscot,
|
charging Friday at the Penobscot coal duck Dives is in lament. The one is not exalted be- j Restigouche, N B.
Dec 26
bark Antioch, PayBarbados,
Ar,
1
News.
ana sailed Saturday fur Newport
cause of his poverty nor the other condemned
sanciu for Richmond (for stores).
a
of his wealth. Earthly estate does
because
been
chosen
has
w
ho
Puerto
Dec
3 p m. Sld, stmr
B.
F.
Mexico,
Colcord,
31,
Capt.
New York; Jan 4, 7 p in. Ar,
member of Gov. Haines’ council, spent Sunday not mar the soul The chance of both men to Hawaiian, Dow,
stn.r Oregonian, Curtis, New York; l a m,
provide for the future had been equal. Both strnr Mexico, O’Keefe, New York via
at home, returning to Augusta Tuesday.
Progreso.
had heard the words of Moses and the prophSalina Cruz, Dec 31,11 a m.
Ar, stmr NeE. M. Giidden left Monday for San Francisco
ets.
vaoan, Anderson, San Francisco.
Lazarus, true to his name, “God my help
for
left
Giidden
Monday
M.
E.
Mrs.
and
Bermuda, Dec 27. Ar, 6ch Lucinda Sutton,
er,” had been a patient sufferer. He had acBaltimore for Martinique.
Presque isle, where she will spend the winter.
little on earth, but treasured much in
quired
Nov 6.
Montevideo,
Sld, ship Acme (from
are
Harry L. Merithew and Frank Studley
heaven. Dives was not a criminal but, happy Baltimore), Seattle.
at the January
traverse
as
jurors
serving
Bremen, Jan 4. Ar, stmr Kansan, Colcord
free from care, had let the days slip by j
in Belfast. and
Galveston via Norfolk.
term of the supreme judicial court

nu.uth. Mass with 900 ton? of fertilizer to the
A. A. C. t.o. at Mack’s Point.
from
Barge Nesquehuning arrived Jan. 2nd
Perth Amboy with 1,500 tons of coal to the

Kenneth Holmes, who has been at Hartford,
a
Ct., for several weeks, where he underwent
slight facial operation, returned home Sunday
morning.

Capt.

Lizzie Lane, for the winter at Edgartown, Mass., and returned home Saturday, accompanied by his lirst officer, George M. Towle.
er, the

Mrs. C. E. Adams, Mrs. F. A. Nye, Miss L.
Edwards, Miss Lucy Sargent and Miss Eudavi 11a Cleaves will close their stores during
W.

the winter

and Sat-

evenings except Mondays

urdays.
Barge “Buster,” owned by

Penobscot

the

Coal & Wharf Co., broke from her moorings at
company’s wharf during the heavy southwest gale Friday night and went ashore, but

the

damaged.

not

The southwest

gale

last

Friday

the

was

heaviest for years. In the evening at high
tide, from 8 to 12 o'clock, the most violent
gusts were of the howling type, but little
damage was done in this section, R. H. Howe
in the east village lost an L chimney.

Pyam L. Gilkey on Main street
entered Sunday between 12 and 2 o’clock

The store of
was

snacp

’till

Pfli’h

hilt

u/H'ifPit

vonr

wirfonosi

it

$10 worth of cigarettes taken and 30
cents in pennies taken from the money drawer.
There is no clew to the theives, who broke
and about

through a door in the hallway over the store
and came down into the store below.

could no longer be spanned. For the disstretched from heaven to hell, and !
between the two there is no crossing.
The Ladies’ Guild held its first meeting of the
year at the home of Mrs. B. F. Colcord on Bay
View street. Mrs. Colcord is the newly elect-

guild president

and is to be

assisted

followed the

sea

for many

After his

years.

Morrill, where

to

he resided until his death. He was a native of
Deer Isle, where he was born in October, 1826.
Week

The opening meeting
Sunday evening in the .Metho-

Prayer.

of

held last

was

will

he

union

dist vestry.
each evening this w?eek but Saturday. The
first four meetings will be held at the MethoThere

a

service

vestry, the three following evenings,
Thursday, Friday and S .inday, at the Congregational conference room. All are invited to
attend.
dist

Mr

I4or-hi.it

rlocJrcc

+

r.

thonb-

the

msanv

showed kindness in helping to
make and carry out ariangements for the
funeral services last Thursday, when Mrs.
Harbutt’s n ortal sell! was laid away to rest.
He w ishes especially to thank the pastor and
deacons of the church for its use, and many
friends for their loviru tributes ol* flowers in
her memory. To all he would thus express
friends

his

who

since

deep appreciation

ous

for

personal response,

they

are

too

were

he

equal

numer-

are

office, J.

W.

Black
6

at

of Searsport for the year 1912:
1, Mrs. Mattie Colson.aged 29 years

Necrdogy
Jan.
*'

Etta M.

Chapin.

13, Howard Ward.
14, Mrs. Dorothy B Decrow.
13, Mrs. Matilda B„ Ellis.
44
13. Edward Lincoln Magoon.
March 6, William Cunningham....
11, Mrs. Mary Ford Dakin...
18, Mrs. C. H. Havener.
7, Miss Flora E. Chase.
April
44
19, Stephen H. Blake.
44
19, Hannibal H. Lamson.
23, Mrs. Helen E. Crary.
May 10, Miss Melvina Colson.
20, Capt. CharlesA.Whittier
June 2, Miss Ellen A. Wiswell...
27, Mrs. Mary A. Haskell...
July 15, Mrs. Antoinette W hittier
19, Capt. Daniet S. Goodell..
Aug. 10, Haskell N. Field.
26, Albert B. Ferguscn.
44
26, Miss Ernma Stevens.
Sept. 13, Capt. James G. Merry44

4*

44

44

44

4*

man.

Oct.

3, Mrs. Delia Hammons.
15, Hernert A. Reed.
Nov. 19, Mrs. Mary S. Trundy.
Dec. 31, Mis. Fannie J. Harbutt..

44
44
*4
44

44
44
44

44
44
44

44
44

44
44
44
44

44

44

....

vdiu aiu.

muiij

jatAsui.

44

49
77
76
64
62
75
45
72
57
78
62

77
76
57
78
74
57
59
84
82
20
70
68
51
81
62

*'

44
44
44
44
44
44

Lelia Back has returned to her home in Everett, Mass., after spendir g the holidays here.
Mrs. Olive Merrill returned Monday from
..

llermon, where she had been for a week with
her daughter, Mrs. Yen ill, who is ill
Miss
Marian Stowers hds returned to her studies at
..

Holyoke after a week’s visit with Mrs
Jusephine Stowers... Mrs. Orilla Shute has
returned to Bangor. She was called here by
Mt.

death of her brother-in-law, Samuel G.
Staples.... Mrs. Lowena Rice entertained a
party of young people 'i uescssy evening, and
Wednesday evening Miss Dora Shute gave a
party to her young friends. A very enjoyable
time is reported or: both
evenings... Rev.
Charles A. Hatch, who sjer.t the Christinas
the

with

friends
in
town, returned
Brunswick to resume his studi.sat Bowdoin College... Mr. Joseph Grant
is visiting his
daughter in Greenville_rJhe
first parcels post package went out on the
early train Jan. 1st to Mr. George Mansor,
Bangor. Several were received here the first
'A

dnesday

two

to

days.

CKMtH

MONTY 11.LI

Sheriff F. A. Cushman, of Belfast,

was

in

town

Mr. and Mrs. J. V. Jackson... Walter
Beaulieu of Liberty and Miss Minnie White
were at F
A. Luce’s Sunday... Miss Laura
Choate has returned to David Craig’s in Searsmont... Miss Viola Carter intends to go to
with

Castine

Saturday

Normal school.
children of Mr. and Mrs.
Oramandel Morse are very ill.... Allen Cook
of Liberty visited his sister, Mrs. J. L.
Boynton, a part of last w eek.... Mr. and Mrs. J. F.
Burkill have returned to Hillview Farm after a
visit to their old home in Hudson, Mass....
Mrs. W. J, Bean is ill... Fred Allen has moved into his dance hall and is
having some rooms
finished off in which to live... Ernest Foye is
buying apples to load a car to send to Frovi....The

R

two

44

44
44
44
44
44

44
44

44
44

44

44

naruuu, uuugn-

society, which
Harbutt, then Mips
Jackson, left home, accompanied by Miss Annie Harbutt, and arriving at Quebec she was
Bradford Festival Choral

T

friends who will

always

treasure the memory

of her gentle winsomeness. With cheerful unselfishness she worked with Mr. Harbutt in the
church, the Sunday school, the Christian Endeavor and the parish, and in these organizations many lives were made richer and sweeter
This
by her unassuming influence.
same loving interest in the lives of those
among whom her lot was cast characterized
her in Portland, Castine and Buxton.
Two
yean ago, after a long illness, Mn. Harbutt
underwent an operation for appendicitis and

j

rt>

and Worsted Fabrics.
MEN’S $25.00 SUITS NOW $17.75
“
“
22.50
16.50
“
“
“
2C.00
13.75
“
“
“
18.00
12.75
“
“
15.00
10.75
“
“
“
12.00
7.50
“
“
“
10.00
6.75
“
“
“
8.50
5.98
Small lot (while they last),
3.95

3

»;<

>ir

NORTH

In Worsteds, Cashmere and

|

$5.00 Pants Reduced

|

>

MONlYIiLE.

Bowdoin’s New

Gymnasium.

Brunswick, Me., Jan. 2. The new Thomas
W. Hyde Building at Bowdoin College, one of
the largest buildings in New England devoted
entirely to athletics, was opened to the students today. A new gymnasium adjoining
was also used for the first time.
The two
buildings cost $115,000. Funds for the gymnasium were raised by public subscription.
The athletic building was the gift of John S.
Hyde of Bath and was erected in memory of
bis father, the late Gen. Thomas W. Hyde.

IT11

cr
rt>

to

“

“

“

3.00

“

“

2.25

2.50

“

“

2.00

2.00
150

“

“

“

“

1.50
1.15

.50

8.00
6.00
5.00

“

AT

I

“
“
“

81 years, 4 months and 17 days
Bridges. In Ellsworth, December 28, Andrew J. Bridges, aged 79 years, 7 months anc
15 days.
Clark. In Belfast, January 1, Mrs. Aurelia
A. Clark, aged 73 years.
Gulliver.
In Bangor, January 2, Henrietta

I

.50

to thank the

Iwish
hope

PRICES

PRICE

LINE OF

$2.25'
1.75

!

.25
15 Middlesex Hose

[.15

25 Cashmere Hose

.75

All .50 Ties

.50 Wright’s health $. & I)
25 I leered S and L>.

.38

1.50 Hums Flannel Paj imis,
1.00

5>

Nightshirts

•<

.50 Braces

.25

••

Hats, Caps

1 00

anc

Our Best $3 00 Derbies

.75

Special $2

.75

50 Derbies

$2 00 Soft and Stiff Hats

.38

"

1.50 Soft Hats

GLOVES

1.00

All $2.00 Gloves
"
1.50
1.00 Mitts and Gloves

.75
.38

.50.
.25.

.75

WINTER CAPS

.38

.25

19

Night Shirts and Pajamas

.50

|

.50 \5 ooi ho't

.38

1.00

|

G

FURMJSHIK

Heavy Balbriggsn

•*

ARE

WE

!

.50 Fleeced Union Suits

$5 00 Prioed Seal Caps,
100 Winter Caps

S1.50

.50

115

•50

.75

.25

Toboggans

.38

.19

Special

SWEATERS
A nice lot of Sweaters In

to close $1.98

Hoys $1.50

.65

1.00

new ones

the next

season.

in

Sweaters

people of Waldo County for their generous patronage the past

to meet all old friends and many
ciation by values given at this sale.

I will show

y
m

RALPH D. SOUTHWORTH

MI-O-NA

12 MAIN

STOMACH
OUT GAS AND SOURNESS
aT ONCE Ai>D END DYSPEPSIA

OUR

HOYS.

and Draw-

best grade made.

_ers,

REDUCED

SUITS.

UNION

1.00

and

High Rock Fleeced Shirts

NOTE

W ool, extra line
2.50 Natural Uray W ool
1.50 Coopers

Drawers,
LOO Wright’s Health Shirts and Drawers,

Hix, aged

| JRIVE

AND

$3.00 White

Drawers.

and

.50 Merino Shirts

55c.

FUR COATS

MhNS.

$2.50 Medlicott Shirts and Drawers,
white wool, non-shrinkable,
$2.00
1.50 White Lambs Wool Shirts-Drawers,
1.15
1.50 Rockwood Grey Wool S. and D.,
1.15
LOO Natural Wool Sh'rts and Drawers,
.75
LOO Natural Wool Light Weight Shirts

Castine, December 26, Mrs. Ann?

“

-EXAMINE

OO

16.50
13.75
12.75
10.75
7.50
6.75

“

Follows

as

.75

Underwear
|

GREATLY

,3$

“

2.50

Lined Coats

Clo'uin

“

3,75

.75

$1.15

^7/i fin/,/ /(»■//

22.50
20.00
18.00
15.00
12.00
10.00

!

4.50

Fancy Mackinaws and Sin-

$25.00 COATS $17.75

;

5.25

“

$1.00 Pants 75c.

1.15
.75

“

S7.50

“

Boys’ Pants

1.50

“

225

Lot, while they last,

the famous Madrid Woolen
Pants (all wool).

“

2.75

“

1 Odd

Fancy Mixtures, with and without Belts.

aged

TABLETS

"

3.00
2.75

Negligee

DIED

In

3.00

"

3 00

ONLY A FEW LEFT

Men’s Overcoats

Barstow.

years.
Boyd.
E. Boyd,

“

3.75

Boys5 Overcoats

Mass.

In Belfast, January 3, Mrs. Abbi<
Barstow, aged 79 years and 6 days.
Blackington. In Rockland, January 1, Liz
zie F., wife of F. A. Blackington, aged o'

3.50

"

are

/lii/inn

Rogers-Ki mi*. Ir Montv lie January 1, In
Rev. D. Brackett, Mr. Henry A. Rogers o
Knox and Mrs. Susan T. Kemp of Springfield

A.

“

•-*

of South Orland.

In Union, December 25
Knox and Miss Annie G

4.00

“

$3.75

$1.50 Bates Street Shirts,
“
1.00 Wachusett

Bowden-Bowden. In Orland, December 2£
Edward Bowden and Mrs. A/alia Bowden, botl
Dunham-Thomfson. In Orland, December 2£
Fred Dunham and Mrs. Blanche S. Thompson
both of Ellsworth.
Foot;-Whitcomb. In Searsmont, January 1
by Rev. H. P. Taylor, Donald H. Fogg and Mis
Alice Al. Whitcomb, both of Searsmont.
Graves-Keyes.
In Orland, December 23
Frederick R. Graves of Brownville Junctioi
ami Miss Alice Louise Keyes of Orland.
Hall Cushman. In Searsmont, January 3
by Rev. H. P. Taylor, Irving G. Hall and lne:
L. Cushman, both of Searsmont.
Morrill-West. In Troy. December 25, Lewman Morrill and Miss Verna West, both o

5.00

“

Heavy Woolens

“

2.00
1-50
100

Ernest.

|

Orders

Don’t complain; if your meals do not digest
a 50 cent box of MI-O-NA Stomach Tab-

;et

nertation and that lump of lead feeling in
1 ive minutes.
AMERICAN PORTS.
And why should any sensible person ever
New York, Dec 31. Ar, schs George H , lufferfrom
any stomach trouble, when A. A.
Ames, Satilla, Ga; Carrie A Bucknam, Stockiowes & Co. are authorized to refund the purton; Jan 1, ar, schs Edith McIntyre, Stockton; < :hase price to any dissatisfied
person if MI-O[zetta; Bangor; 2, ar, sch N E Ayer, Bangor; 8, 14 A Stomach Tablets do not do away with Inwr, schs J Frank Seavey, Bangor; Charlotte T
ligestion, Acute or Chronic Dyspepsia, DizziSibley, do; Telumah, do; Alice J Crabtree, do; tees, Nervousness and Sleeplessness,
Seguin, Stockton; Mary E Olya, South GardiFor Vomiting of Pregnancy and the effects
ner; Oliver A met, do; Nat Meader, Richmond,
»f over-eating, drinking or smoking they are
Me; Pochaaaet, BluehiU; Brigadier, Hurricane imply fine.
__

3

$4.25

now

“

$2.50 Flannel Shirts, $2.00

! ets today and stop distress, gas, sourness, fer-

SHIP NEWS.

■

rt>

Look at This!

Hix.

Eales

$6.00 Suits

$12.00 COATS,

4.00
3.50

Among these

Abbott. In Knox..December 24, to Mr. an 1
Mrs. John Abbott, a son, 12 pounds.
Clement. In Belfast, December 3, to Mr. an
Mrs. Robert E. Clement, a daughter.
Hutchins. In Orland, December 28, to
and Mrs. Charles E. Hutchins, a son.
KnuX. In Belfast, December 25, to Mr. air
Mrs. Charles F. Knox, a son, William Vaughar
Marks. In Penobscot, December 1, to Mi
arid Mrs. William V. Marks, a son.
McKeen. In Belfast, January 4, to Mr. an' i
Clarence McKeen, a son.
Robbins. In Stonington, December 26, t
Mr and Mrs. James E. Robbins, a son.
Raynor.
In Belfast, December 31, to Mi
and Mrs. Edward R. Raynor, a son, Alfre*

In Rockland, December 31, George VV.
78 years and 3 days.
Harbutt. In Buxton, Me., December 31,
Fanny Jackson, wife of Rev. Robert G. Harbutt, pastor of the First Congregational church.
Hall. In Belfast, January 6, Mrs. Lavinia
C.
i
Hall, aged 80 years 8 months and 26 days,
since
she
came
from
the
ually gaining
hospiKnox.
In Belfast, January 8th William
tal. Mrs. Ella Colby is working for her_
Vaughan, son of Charles F. and Mabel H. MadMr. and Mrs. James Vose spent New Year’s | iocks
Knox, aged 14 days.
with Mr. and Mrs. W. M. Vose and family.... i
Merrithew'. In Vinalhaven, December 30,
Mr. Fred Davis, who has been ill for some Americus V. Merrithew, aged 67 years and 6
nonths.
time, went to the Bangor hospital last WednesNash. In Castine, January 1, Rev. C. F.
day and returned Thursday night. At the Nash, aged 82 years. Burial at Holly, Mich.
present writing he is very much better. MarRoberts. In Vinalhaven, December 29, Winstin Whitten accompanied him... Myra Taylor
low- H. Roberts, aged 68 years
of Freedom is working for Leon Wigein and
Russ. In Lincolnville, January 5, Francis M.
family... Mr. and Mrs. Charles Perry visited ttuss. aged 84 years and 9 months.
at G. V. Thompson’s Sunday... Mr. and Mrs.
Tasker. In Brooks, January 4. Mrs. Ellen
Sewell Staples spent New Year’s daywith Mrs.
'L Tasker, aged 65 years.
Staples' parents in Freedom... Koscoe Thurston, Henry Clark and J. W. Nutter have finishad packing the apples through this vicinity.

—

DON’T MISS

BOYS’ SUITS

Men’s Pants

72 years.

is working for Mr. Nathan
Vose cutting cord wood and broom handle
wood....The many friends of Mrs. Charles
Colby will he pleased to learn that she is gradAbner

|

______

Gulliver, widow of Capt. Thomas Gulliver, aged

In 1886 Mrs.

united in marriage to the Rev. Robert G. Harbutt. They came at once to Searsport, where
in all they made their home for over eighteen
Fifteen years of their lives were spent
years.
in the Congregational parsonage, and the remainder at their summer home on the western
shore. During these years Mrs. Harbutt made

I

BELFAST PRICE CURRENT.
Corrected Weekly for The Journal.

to atttnd the

little

44
44

late William and Mary Jackson of
Bradford, England, was born at Masham, England, in the year 1850. Her father was a composer of some note and the founder of the fa-

still exists.

Doctor._L'i'ft'yK’..

*3

Fancy Browns, Grays and Blues, Cashmere

s
l
l
\

44

ter of the

mous

Sold for 70 years.

Asfc Your

Saturday-Dr. J. B. Darling of Belfast, Troy,
Rhodes-Butler.
was at C. A. Boynton's
Monday... Miss Stella Alvin L. Rhodes of
by Daggett of Belfast passed a part of last week Butler ol Union.

postmaster, and went
o'clocs a. m.f Jan. 1, 1913. It
was ma led to
Corinra, Me., weighed two
pounds and cost 10 cents, was addressed to
Ada 1'.. Clarke, and was sent by Mrs. C. A.
Eamescf Searsport. The second was sent in
the same mail by Mrs. P. L. Scribner to Doris
Scribner at Ellsworth, Me.
train No. 11

coughs, old coughs, tearing coughs.
Give Ayer’s Cherry Pectoral a chance.

l
?

vacation

More.

See Partial List Below

Men’s Suits

Mrs. C. E. Adams and Mrs. F. K. Sawyer.
The various departments of needlework are in
PRODUCE MARKET.
PAID PRODUCER.
charge of the following ladies: Mrs. Nathan ! Apples, per t>bi, 75al.00( Hay,
17.00al8.G »
7i
dried,
1
per lb.,
Hides,
Gilkey, towels and pillow slips; Mrs. D. C.
2.85a3.00'
Beans,
1
pea,
Lamb,
Nichols, fancy aprons; Miss Frances Smith, | Beans, Y.
E., 2.50a2.75 Lamb Skins,
40a£
kitchen articles; Miss Eudavilla Cleaves, mis- Butter,
28a30| Mutton,
cellaneous fancy articles; Mrs. Laura Closson, Beef, sides,
4
7£al0 Oats, 32 lb.,
81 Potatoes,
4s
balsam pillows; Mrs. Blee, bags; Mrs. Mowry, Beel, forequarters,
60
Round
1
Barley, bu,
Hog,
children’s clothes and dolls.... At the regular
24 Straw,
Cheese,
6.C o
business meeting of the Y. P. S. C. E. the fol- Chicken,
20 Turkey,
26a5 8
18 Tallow,
lowing officers were elected for the coming Calf Skins,
Duck.
20 Veal,
10a!
six months: President, Mrs. Janies H. Dun28 Wool, unwashed,
1
EggL.,
can; vice president, Miss Mary N. McClure;
16 Wood, hard,
Fowl,
4.00a4.£
3.C
lS.Wood, soft,
secretary and treasurer, Mabel McElhiney; Geese,
RETAIL PRICE.
RETAIL MARKET.
lookout committee, Mr. McElhiney, Mrs. A.
j
T. Whittier, Miss Grace Whittum, Miss Grace Beef, Corned,
17 Lime,
1.1 °
Butter Salt, 141b., 18a22 Oat Meal,
Wentworth, Mrs. Cleaves; prayer-meeting
70 Onions,
Corn,
committee, Miss Cleaves, Bernice McCaslin; Cracked Com,
65 Oil, kerosene,
12al
65 Pollock,
missionary committee, Miss Lucy Sargent, Cora Meal.
24 Pork,
1
Miss McClure; floral committee, Miss Cleaves, Cheese,
Cotton Seed,
1 85 Plaster,
1.1
Lillian Smith, Evel} n Russell, Alma Russell,
10 Rye Meal,
£
Codfish, dry,
Bernice McCaslin; music committee, Mrs. Cranberries,
12 Shorts.
1.4
28 Sugar,
Holmes, Dr. Sawyer, Miss Shute; social com- Clover Seed.
« 00&7.25 Salt, T. I.,
4
Flour,
mittee, Mrs. B. F. Colcord, Lena Nye, Elsie H. G.
4.50 Sweet Potatoes,
Seed,
14 Wheat Meal.
4
Gilkey, Evelyn Young.
Lard,

to it.

informed fcy Sidney R. Bonsey, mail
clerk on the train, Sedrsport to Bangor that
the first piece of u-aii sent by parcel post on
his route was from t ie Searsport, Me., post
We

DON’T MISS IT!

Hard

by

Capt. Ezekiel Merithew, who died in Mor- SANDYPOINT
The schools in this district began Tan 6th
rill, Dec. 30th, was formerly a resident of
He with the same teachers as last term... Miss
Searsporl, where he raised his family.
second marriage he moved

Only 3 Days

The People of Waldo County Have the Opportunit
of Purchasing Everything at Cost.

Coughs

until

tance

ed

Lasts

loo

it

Whittier, after spending the
holidays with relatives in Camden, has joined
her mother. Mrs. H. B. Whittier, who recently
moved here from Everett, Maas.
A. G. Closson has hauled up his schoonMiss Annie E.

was

late his need. And so be- :
tween the two had been fixed a great gulf. ;
For a while Dives could have bridged the I
unused

-AT

=—

by Mail

or

FOOD FAIR NOTES.

_

Watch for the Art Posters.

STREET, BELFAST, MAINE.

Telephone Promptly Filled.

The Loose Wildes Biscuit Co. will, through
Sanborn, the well known tea and
A. A. llowes & Co., make a special display of
house, will make an exhibition of their their very attractive goods.

Chase &
coffee

<

Telephone

are

transferable. 1 ^
opening

to the time of

':

I NORTH
ISI KMtOlO’
A special effort will be made by the manage1
Mr. and Mrs. Lew
A niirht train out of Belfast to accommodate ment to demonstrate the possibilities of Waldo ! to Dark Harbor, when
lruit
as
a
section.
growing
will
be
county
out-of-town patrons of the Food Fair
employment. .MissLeoia •'
het
asked for.
Demonstrations of scientific cooking will be Christmas gift from »n
piano... .The schools
the
Professor
of
Domestic
given daily by
with few changes in
A general invitation is extended to all farm- Science at the University of Maine.
Every manufacturer in Waldo county is
Chapter, No. 33, O. L.
exhibit
ers to exhibit,free of all expense,any and all of
twelve
admission
or
five
You
to
of
his
buy
day
samples
may
earnestly requested
installation of officers, Janevening admission tickets for one dollar, which
their products.

There will be dancing every evening of the
Food Fair after 9 p. m.
A splendid orchestra of nine pieces has been
engaged for the entire week of the Food Fair

goods.

products.

j

j
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J
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